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Summary 

Investigations into the molecular interactions between Claviceps purpurea, 

the causal agent of ergot, and cereal hosts 

Eleni Tente 

 

The fungus Claviceps purpurea infects female flowers of cereals and grasses, 

producing an ergot sclerotia (the overwintering structure of the pathogen) in place of a grain. 

C. purpurea can infect wheat, barley, rye, oats, triticale and millet, detrimentally affecting grain 

production and flour quality. Ergot also impacts human health directly through the ingestion 

of toxic alkaloids (found in very high levels in sclerotia), resulting in a condition known as 

ergotism. Currently, the content of ergot sclerotia in unprocessed cereal grains is set by the 

European Commission Regulation (EC) No. 1881/2006. In grain for human consumption the 

amount of sclerotia is restricted to a maximum of 0.05%. However, these limits are set to be 

reduced, and new regulations regarding the levels of alkaloids found in processed foods from 

cereals is about to be introduced through new EC regulations. The aim of this thesis was to 

obtain a better understanding of the genetic and molecular changes that occur in wheat ovaries 

following inoculation with C. purpurea, as well as to understand the routes by which cereal 

grains can become contaminated with ergot alkaloids.  

The data from an extensive transcriptomics study indicated a substantial 

reprogramming of wheat hormonal pathways, with a high proportion of genes involved in GA, 

auxin, ethylene and cytokinin metabolism showing differential expression relative to ovary 

tissue-type and time after inoculation. The results suggest that C. purpurea is able to co-opt the 

host’s hormonal pathways in order to facilitate infection. In addition, the host is able to activate 

several defence mechanisms during the early stages of infection, while the persistent up-

regulation of certain categories of host defence-related genes in the later stages of infection is 

indicative for an ongoing basal defence response against C. purpurea. Of particular interest is 

evidence of a mobile signal sent from the inoculated stigma to the ovary base, differential 

expression of host genes being observed at the base of the ovary long before the arrival of C. 

purpurea hyphal tissue. 
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Currently, no complete resistance against the fungal pathogen C. purpurea is known. 

Partial resistance to ergot has been previously shown to co-locate with the wheat Reduced 

height (Rht) dwarfing gene alleles Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b. The wheat Rht loci encode DELLA 

proteins, Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b representing GA-insensitive mutations in DELLA. A linkage 

between Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b and ergot resistance could therefore indicate a role of GA in C. 

purpurea infection. Reduced honeydew production, along with a reduction in the size and 

weight of sclerotia were found in lines carrying the dwarf and semi-dwarf mutant alleles Rht-

D1b, Rht-D1c, Rht-B1c. Furthermore, the levels of GA4, auxin and dihydrozeatin-type (DHZ) 

cytokinins were found to be elevated during infection. Taken together, these results indicate in 

wild type wheat GA acts to increase susceptibility to C. purpurea. In addition, the profiles and 

levels of a range of other endogenous hormones were also are significantly altered in response 

to C. purpurea infection. 

Re-emerging concerns over the potential health risks presented by the ergot alkaloids, 

produced during C. purpurea infection, has led to new legislation on ergot alkaloids being 

proposed by the EC. In this thesis we show that a significant risk of grain contamination by 

ergot alkaloids exists both pre-harvest, due to contamination of grain while in the ear, as well 

as post-harvest, as a result of physical contact between sclerotia and grain. Very low levels of 

ergot alkaloids were found in honeydew with all C. purpurea isolates tested. Levels increased 

in sphacelia tissues and reached levels as high as 3 million parts per billion (ppb; 3 million μg 

of ergot alkaloids per kg of sclerotia) in mature ergot sclerotia. In wheat and barley, ergot 

alkaloids were found to transfer to healthy grain that developed above and below flowers 

infected with the C. purpurea isolates 04-97.1, EI4 and Rye 20.1. In addition, significant levels 

of ergot alkaloids were found to be transferred to clean grain of wheat and barley as a result of 

direct physical contact with broken pieces of sclerotia, compared to intact sclerotia, with 

significant differences also seen between wheat and barley.  
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1 
 

Chapter 1: General Introduction 
 

1.1 Global Food Security: Challenges and Impact of Plant Pathogens 
 

In the past few years the world has seen the human population reach 7 billion, a number 

which has been projected to increase to over 9 billion by 2050 (FAO, 2015). With currently 

800 million people being estimated to have limited access to adequate food, global food 

security is currently one of the most crucial issues in international politics (FAO, 2015). As it 

has been estimated that a staggering 200,000 billion calories per annum will have to be 

produced in order to meet the future global demand for food (Bebber & Gurr, 2015), it is not 

just the physical production of food that needs to increase. A balanced geographic spread of 

food production is needed to ensure food security, along with improvements in nutritional 

quality, transportation and long term storage (Flood, 2010).  

Set against the need to increase global food production are the factors responsible for 

crop loss. It is estimated that between 30% - 50% (or 1.2-2 billion metric tonnes) of global crop 

production never reaches the consumers (Thornton & Wills, 2013). One of the leading factors 

impeding food production, accounting for global yield losses of up to 20% (Oerke, 2006), are 

plant pests and diseases; including diseases caused by insects, viruses, bacteria, fungi and 

oomycetes. Among plant pathogens, fungi and oomycetes represent the greatest threat to global 

food production (Fisher et al., 2012). Unless steps are taken towards the improvement of plant 

defences, plant pathogen attacks will be exacerbated with alarming implications for the sector 

of agriculture and the health of humans (Fisher et al., 2012).  

 

1.2 Host Overview: Wheat 

 

Wheat is the single most important global crop in terms of total harvested yield, 

reaching 705 million metric tonnes (mmt), and being used for both direct human and animal 

consumption (Fones & Gurr, 2015). Modern hexaploid wheat (Triticum aestivum) and 

tetraploid durum wheat (Triticum durum) cultivars account for 95% and 5% of the global wheat 

production, respectively (Peng et al., 2011). Tetraploid wheat resulted from the hybridization 

of two diploid grass genomes. The donor of the A genome, a wild diploid wheat (T. urartu), 

hybridized with the donor of the B genome, a close relative of Aegilops speltoides, to produce 
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the tetraploid wild emmer wheat (T. dicoccoides) (Haas et al., 2019; Venske et al., 2019; Peng 

et al., 2011). Human cultivation of wild emmer eventually created a cultivated emmer, and 

later durum wheat (Haas et al., 2019). Finally, around 8,000 years ago, in an area called the 

Fertile Crescent, a second hybridization between the cultivated emmer and the goat grass, Ae. 

Tauschii, resulted in the creation of the hexaploid, T. aestivum, which following domestication 

and years of selection gave rise to today’s bread wheat (Venske et al., 2019). Some of the key 

early traits associated with the domestication of wheat, and which differentiate domestic wheat 

from wild species, include a non-brittle rachis, free-threshing grain and reduced seed dormancy 

(Haas et al., 2019; Faris, 2013).  

While advances were made to wheat through farmer selection and early 19th century 

crossing efforts, it was the “Green Revolution” of the 60s that led to massive improvements 

and the modern cultivars we know today. These high yielding cultivars are characterised by 

their short stature and reduced flowering time, traits which were controlled by the inclusion of 

the Reduced height (Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b) and Photoperiod (Ppd-D1a) genes, respectively 

(Wilhelm et al., 2013). However, domestication and selection breeding have led to a reduction 

in the genetic variability within modern wheat cultivars (Fu & Somers, 2009). Several new 

techniques and technologies have been developed in order to increase the genetic diversity of 

wheat, including induced mutagenesis, introgression of new genetic diversity from wild 

relatives and targeted genome editing (Venske et al., 2019; Bedo & Lang, 2015).  

Another strategy for exploiting wheat genetic diversity is through the cultivation of F1 

hybrids with often display heterosis, or hybrid vigor (Martin et al., 2018). F1 hybrid production 

requires a male sterile female parent, which means the natural self-fertilisation process of wheat 

needs to be blocked, a process which can be achieved in a number of ways, including 

cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) (Martin et al., 2018). However, CMS has proven difficult to 

obtain in wheat, while chemical hybridizing agents that induce male sterility have been 

associated with toxicity issues (Whitford et al., 2013). Furthermore, wheat hybrids have been 

found to exhibit changes in their floral architecture, namely open flowering phenotypes which 

can cause susceptibility issues against flower-infecting pathogens (Whitford et al., 2013).  

Instrumental in the application of new technologies for wheat breeding and 

improvement has been the creation of a high-quality reference genome sequence for bread 

wheat (https://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/download/iwgsc/IWGSC_RefSeq_Assemblies/v2.0/). 

However, the assembly of such a reference genome sequence has been challenging due to the 
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complexity of the wheat genome (Appels et al., 2018). Hexaploid wheat contains three 

homeologous copies of seven chromosomes, a total of 42 chromosomes (Alonge et al., 2020). 

The resulting wheat genome is therefore very large (approximately 16Gbp), but is also made 

up of a high proportion of repeat sequences, including retrotransposon (approximately 85% of 

the hexaploid wheat genome is repetitive sequence) (Alonge et al., 2020; Appels et al., 2018). 

These features greatly contributed to the difficulties encountered during genome assembly. 

Nonetheless, an annotated reference genome for bread wheat (IWGSC CS v1.0, Chinese 

Spring) was made available in 2018 by the International Wheat Genome Sequencing 

Consortium (IWGSC) (Appels et al., 2018).  

Currently, the EU produces 15% more wheat than China, 35% more than India, and 

60% more than the US, thus making the EU the largest producer of wheat worldwide (Fones 

& Gurr, 2015). The EU currently exports approximately 20% of its annual wheat harvest, with 

one third of the remaining harvest being used for human consumption and two thirds for animal 

feed (FAO, 2016). In the EU wheat is also grown as a raw material for the production of biofuel 

(Fones & Gurr, 2015). These statistics demonstrate the substantial social and economic 

significance of wheat as a crop, and as a commodity for the EU. As wheat is more widely traded 

than all other crops combined (Curtis et al., 2002), it is certain that any perturbations in 

production, quality or market value of wheat will have implications that are felt across global 

markets.  

The most globally important diseases for wheat are caused by a variety of biotrophic 

and necrotrophic fungi (Singh et al., 2016). While fungicides and resistant cultivars have 

significantly helped in reducing yield loses caused by disease, the evolution of more virulent 

pathogen races, the excessive use of fungicides leading to fungicide resistant pathogen isolates, 

as well as, the increasing global reach and aggressiveness of some diseases in recent years, 

only serves to demonstrate the importance of renewing and reinforcing our efforts of produce 

durable resistant and productive wheat cultivars (Singh et al., 2016).  
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1.3 Disease Overview: Ergot 

 

Ergot is a disease of cereals and grasses, caused by the fungus Claviceps purpurea, 

which infects the female parts of the flower Ergot can result in devastating economic damage 

as the infection detrimentally affects the grain and flour quality. This is due to toxic alkaloids 

produced by the fungus; alkaloids that can cause severe health issues in mammals upon 

ingestion (Tudzynski et al., 2001). The health issues and symptoms associated with these 

alkaloids is known as ergotism and can manifest as two distinct types, namely convulsive or 

gangrenous (Hulvova et al., 2013). Convulsive ergotism is characterised by convulsions, fever, 

hallucinations and, in severe cases, death as the alkaloids have been found to affect the central 

nervous system (CNS) of mammals by activating serotonin receptors (Eadie, 2003). 

Gangrenous ergotism is characterised by acute burning sensations and shooting pains in the 

body’s extremities, followed by gangrene in extreme cases of intoxication, the result of 

vasoconstriction caused by the alkaloids (Hulvova et al., 2013). Human history contains many 

cases where ergot has resulted in stories of plague, witchcraft and death. In the Middle Ages 

grains contaminated with alkaloid containing sclerotia (the overwintering structures of C. 

purpurea) resulted in epidemic outbreaks of ergotism, also known at the time as St. Antony’s 

fire (De Costa, 2002). An example of an ergotism epidemic occurred in 944-945 AD in France 

and led to the deaths of approximately 10,000 people (Hulvova et al., 2013). There is also 

evidence to suggest that ergotism played a significant role in the famous, 17th century witch-

trials in both Salem (Massachusetts, USA), as well as in Finnmark (Norway) (Spanos & 

Gottlieb, 1976; Alm, 2003).  

On the other hand, the alkaloids produced by this fungus have also been 

biotechnologically exploited for their pharmaceutical value (Keller and Tudzynski, 2002). The 

first evidence of ergot being used for medicinal purposes originated in China in approximately 

1100 BC (Schiff, 2006). Since then, ergot has been used throughout the years for various 

medical purposes, such as to initiate abortion during the 16th century, or to prevent excess 

bleeding during and post childbirth, and throughout the 19th century ergot scerotia were used 

to treat migraines (Haarmann et al., 2009). The roles of ergot alkaloids in modern medicine 

can be said to have emerged in 1918 along with the isolation of the first alkaloid, ergotamine, 

by Stoll (Haarmann et al., 2009). Currently, alkaloid-based substances are used for the 

treatment of various conditions, such as migraines, hypertension, as well as for degenerative 

diseases of the CNS like Parkinson’s (Haarmann et al., 2009). This use of alkaloids can be 
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attributed to their biological activity, structurally resembling the neurotransmitters 

noradrenalin, dopamine and serotonin (Hulvova et al., 2013). 

C. purpurea is a pervasive fungus that infects the ovaries of a number of economically 

important cereal crops, including wheat, barley, rye, oats, triticale and millet (Tudzynski & 

Scheffer, 2004). Since infection by C. purpurea initiates at the stigmatic tissue, the agronomic 

parameters that most affect susceptibility to C. purpurea are related to the host’s fertility 

characteristics, such as floral architecture, flowering time, as well as pollen availability and 

pollen shedding (Miedaner & Geiger, 2015). These host characteristics are also highly affected 

by weather patterns, which therefore also contribute to susceptibility (Miedaner & Geiger, 

2015). Generally cool temperatures, high humidity and rain increase host susceptibility the 

most, as temperature and humidity can negatively affect pollen availability and viability, while 

rain can decrease pollen shedding (Miedaner & Geiger, 2015). While few sources of wheat 

resistance to C. purpurea have been found (Gordon et al., 2015; Gordon et al., 2020), passive 

mechanisms of resistance, such as cleistogamy, do play a role in the avoidance of infection 

(Miedaner & Geiger, 2015). Cereals such as rye, that exhibit open flowering, are particularly 

at risk of being infected (Miedaner & Geiger, 2015). Wheat, on the other hand, represents a 

closed flowering cereal and its risk of infection is much lower. Nevertheless, wheat, barley and 

rye lines that are male sterile in response to environmental factors (e.g. drought), or produced 

for F1 hybrid breeding, display flowers that gap open, thereby increasing the risk of C. 

purpurea infection (Miedaner et al., 2010).   

Currently, ergot sclerotia content in unprocessed cereal grains is set by the European 

Commission Regulation (EC) No. 1881/2006 (with the exception of corn and rice). In grain for 

human consumption the amount of ergot sclerotia is restricted to a maximum of 0.05%. 

Following a stakeholder consultation, the EC is proposing to introduce a maximum level of 

ergot alkaloids. For cereal milling products from wheat, spelt, barley and oats, a limit of 75–

200 ppb will be set for alkaloids. For rye products, the limit will be higher c.250–500 ppb, 

while for cereal-based food for infants and young children it will be lower, < 50 ppb. The 

minimum levels of ergot sclerotia in unprocessed grain lots will also be reduced to 0.02% 

(0.2g/kg), instead of the current 0.05% (0.5g/kg) (FSA, 2019) (Further details provided in 

Chapter 4). 

Several methods are employed in order to reduce the risk of C. purpurea infection. 

While there are currently no fungicides approved for controlling ergot in cereals (AHDB, 
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2020), certain agronomic measures can be taken to minimize risk. Firstly, rotation of a cereal 

crop with a crop that is resistant to C. purpurea can dramatically decrease risk of infection, as 

ergot sclerotia cannot survive in the soil indefinitely (Miedaner & Geiger, 2015). In addition, 

ploughing the soil to at least 5cm helps bury sclerotia, stopping the ascospores from being 

released into the air and thus infecting subsequent cereal crops (AHDB, 2020). Finally, 

grassweeds can also be infected by C. purpurea and can act as a source of inoculum for cereal 

crops (AHDB, 2020). Control of grass species includes the cutting of field boundaries prior to 

flowering, or to sow later-flowering species at the borders of the crop (Miedaner & Geiger, 

2015). Grain that is contaminated with ergot sclerotia can also be cleaned, gravity separation 

and mechanical sieves being used to remove sclerotia (AHDB, 2020).  

C. purpurea therefore remains a persistent threat to modern agriculture. Both the 

agronomic and biological aspects of this fungus have sustained scientific interest, such that an 

integrated understanding of cereal-C. purpurea interactions is needed, not only to develop 

novel defence strategies for susceptible crops, but also for the discovery of novel drugs for the 

treatment of CNS degenerative disorders. In this thesis, we set out to address three main aims. 

Firstly, we aimed to obtain a better understanding of the wheat-C. purpurea interaction through 

an examination of the genetic and molecular changes that occur in wheat female flowers 

following inoculation with C. purpurea through the use of RNASeq. Previous work had 

indicated that the wheat Reduced height, Rht genes may confer partial ergot resistance (Gordon 

et al., 2015), implicating the DELLA proteins (encoded by Rht) and Gibberellic Acid (GA) 

pathways in the wheat-C. purpurea interaction. The potential role of GA was therefore further 

explored, along with an examination of the endogenous status of other hormones during C. 

purpurea infection. Finally, concerns have been raised at a European Commission policy level 

regarding possible contamination of healthy cereal grains by ergot alkaloids. Therefore, we 

addressed a number of questions regarding the ways in which ergot alkaloids might be able to 

contaminate grains of wheat, barley and rye, both in planta and during transportation of grain.  
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Chapter 2: Reprogramming of the wheat transcriptome in 

response to infection with Claviceps purpurea, the causal agent of 

ergot 
 

 

2.1  Abstract 

 

Ergot, caused by the fungal pathogen Claviceps purpurea, infects the female flowers of 

a number of economically important cereal crops, including wheat. C. purpurea is thought to 

exhibit a biotrophic lifestyle, keeping the floral tissues alive while it draws nutrients from the 

plant, and does not induce host tissue necrosis. We undertook an extensive examination of the 

transcriptomic reprogramming in wheat in response to C. purpurea across time and female 

floral tissues (i.e. the stigma, transmitting and base ovule tissues of the ovary). C. purpurea 

hyphae were observed to have grown into and down the stigma at 24 hours (H) after 

inoculation. By 48H hyphae had grown through the transmitting tissue and entered the base 

tissue, while by 72H hyphae had surrounded the ovule. By 5 days (D) the ovule had been 

replaced by fungal tissue. Of particular interest was the identification of significant differential 

expression of wheat genes in the base tissue well before the appearance of fungal infection in 

this part of the ovary, suggesting that a mobile signal, either pathogen or plant-derived, is 

delivered to the base tissue prior to its colonisation by the fungus. Significant differential gene 

expression was first observed at 1H in the stigma tissue. Many of the wheat genes differentially 

transcribed in response to C. purpurea infection were associated with plant hormones, and 

included the ethylene (ET), auxin, cytokinin, gibberellic acid (GA), salicylic acid (SA) and 

jasmonic acid (JA) biosynthetic and signaling pathways. Hormone-associated genes were first 

detected in the stigma and base tissues at 24H, but not in the transmitting tissue. Genes 

associated with GA and JA pathways were seen in the stigma tissue at 24H, while JA and ET-

associated genes were identified in the base tissue at 24H. In addition, several defence-

associated genes were differential expressed in response to C. purpurea infection, including 

genes belonging to the categories; antifungal proteins, endocytosis/exocytosis-related proteins, 

NBS-LRR class proteins, genes involved in programmed cell death, receptor protein kinases 

and transcription factors. 
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2.2  Introduction 

 

Ergot, caused by the fungal pathogen Claviceps purpurea, is an ear disease of grasses 

and cereal, and infects a number of economically important cereal crops, including wheat, 

barley and rye (Tudzynski and Scheffer, 2004; Menzies and Turkington, 2015). Ergot can lead 

to significant economic loss, grain being rejected due to contamination with ergot sclerotia, the 

over-wintering fungal structure (Tudzynski et al., 2001). While sclerotia can generally be 

removed from grain by standard cleaning methods: colour sorting and gravity tables (Beuerle 

et al., 2012, Byrd et al., 2017, MacDonald et al., 2017), sclerotia of a similar size to the seed 

are difficult to separate. Sclerotia contain a range of ergot alkaloids that are highly toxic to 

humans and animals (EFSA CONTAM report 2012; Shelby, 1999). These alkaloids are 

responsible for the condition ergotism, which during the Middle Ages was known as St 

Anthony’s Fire. Symptoms of ergotism include gangrenous extremities, convulsions, psychosis 

and eventually death. Outbreaks were especially prevalent in the Middle Ages due to a diet 

high in rye (de Costa, 2002). In addition, recent findings suggest that ergot alkaloids, produced 

by the fungus and found at high concentrations in sclerotia, can find their way onto otherwise 

“healthy” grain (Gordon et al., 2019).  

C. purpurea gains entry during anthesis, infecting the flower’s female tissues and 

replacing the seed with an ergot sclerotia (Tudzynski & Scheffer, 2004). Cereals such as rye, 

that exhibit open flowering, are therefore particularly at risk of infection, as are hybrid cereal 

seed production systems, such as those developed for barley and wheat (Mette et al., 2015). C. 

purpurea is believed to exhibit a biotrophic lifestyle, keeping the floral tissues alive while it 

draws nutrients from the plant, and does not induce host tissue necrosis (Tudzynski & Scheffer, 

2004). Spores germinate on stigma, penetrate stigmatic hairs and grow down the style to the 

transmitting tissue of the ovary (Figure 2.1). C. purpurea grows mainly intercellularly, 

although invasive hyphae, which are completely enclosed by the host plasma membrane, have 

been documented (Tenberge K, Tudzynski P, 1994). Within three days of spores landing on 

the stigma hyphae have completely overwhelmed the ovary and begin to branch. Between 5-7 

days post-infection the fungus enters the sphacelial stage, manifesting itself as a soft white 

tissue that begins producing asexual conidiospores. The conidiospores are exuded from florets 

in a sugary liquid called honeydew (Tudzynski & Scheffer, 2004). The honeydew enables C. 

purpurea to disperse conidiospores to other receptive flowers, most likely with the help of 

insect vectors and rain splash (Tenberge, 1999; Swan & Mantle, 1991). After approximately 2 
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weeks a hardened, dark sclerotium is formed where a seed would have developed. These 

sclerotia, also known as ergots, produce the sexual reproduction structures that give rise to 

ascospores (Tenberge, 1999).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Claviceps purpurea infection of wheat.  

(A) Wheat ovule. (B) Longitudinal section of ovule showing stigma, transmitting and base tissue. 

Confocal images of wheat ovaries infected with C. purpurea at (C) 24 hours, (D) 48 hours, (E) 72 hours 

and (F) 5 days after inoculation. Images stained with propidium iodide and aniline blue. At 24 hours C. 

purpurea conidia have germinated and grown down the stigma hairs (C). By 48 hours hyphae had grown 

down the transmitting tissue and entered the base tissue (D), while at 72 hours ovule surrounded by 

fungal hyphae (E). By 5 days after inoculation the ovule has been completely replaced by fungal tissue 

(F). (G) Wheat ear extruding honeydew. (H) Wheat ear with sclerotia.  

 

The interaction between host plant and invading pathogen involves a continuous, two-

way communication. Initial plant recognition of pathogen-associated molecular patterns 

(PAMPs) triggers PAMP-Triggered Immunity (PTI). A pathogen can suppress and/or avoid 
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PTI through the delivery of pathogen effectors (Effector Triggered Suppression – ETS). 

Effectors are thought to suppress PTI either by preventing detection of the PAMPs by the host 

(DeJonge et al., 2010), or by affecting downstream PTI-signaling pathways (Kazan and Lyons, 

2014). However, it is becoming increasingly apparent that the role of effectors goes beyond 

suppression of plant defence, having a strategic role in modifying the plant environment to 

create conditions conducive for pathogen growth and reproduction. Therefore, many of the 

plant genes induced upon pathogen infection, once thought to be required for defence, are 

actually required for infection by the pathogen (Kazan and Lyons, 2014). 

As a second line of defence plants have evolved an effector recognition system, 

mediated by host resistance (R-) genes that recognise effectors either directly or indirectly, 

leading to Effector Triggered Immunity (ETI; Jones & Dangl, 2006). Downstream responses 

often associated with PTI and ETI include a rapid influx of calcium ions, a burst of ROS (Dodds 

& Rathjen, 2010), deposition of callosic cell wall appositions at sites of attempted pathogen 

infection, as well as activation of a MAPK signaling cascade that triggers expression of 

WRKY-type transcription factors, key regulators of plant defence (Eulgem and Somssich, 

2007). WRKY transcription factors elicit defence responses such as the generation of nitric 

oxide, production of antimicrobial compounds, and the hypersensitive or programmed cell 

death response (Eulgem and Somssich, 2007). 

Plants have also established complex phytohormone-regulated signaling pathways to 

control defence responses (Kazan and Lyons, 2014). In return, the pathogen has developed 

strategies to manipulate phytohormone-regulated defense, delivering effectors that allow the 

pathogen to evade, hijack or disrupt hormone signaling pathways (Kazan & Lyons, 2014). The 

plant hormones salicylic acid (SA), jasmonic acid (JA) and ethylene (ET) have well established 

roles in the regulation of plant defence. SA is known for its role in the activation of defence 

responses against biotrophic pathogens and for the establishment of systemic acquired 

resistance (SAR) (Grant and Lamb, 2006). While JA and ET primarily activate defence 

responses against necrotrophic pathogens and herbivorous insects and have been found to 

operate in a mutually antagonistic manner with SA (Kunkel and Brooks 2002). Auxins and 

Giberellic Acid (GA) have also been shown to play a role in plant defence. Ding et al., 2008 

demonstrated that the overexpression of the auxin conjugating protein GH3-8 in rice led to 

enhanced resistance to bacterial blight disease.  

In Arabidopsis resistance to biotrophs and susceptibility to necrotrophs was regulated 

by a shift in the balance between JA and SA signaling, which in turn was dependent on GA-
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dependent degradation of the DELLA proteins (Navarro et al., 2008). It has been suggested 

that DELLA proteins are able to bind to the JA suppressor JAZ1, preventing it from interacting 

with MYC2, a key transcriptional activator of JA responses, thereby leading to the activation 

of JA-responsive target genes (Hou et al., 2010). As the degradation of DELLA proteins is 

GA-dependent, GA was implemented in this control of JA-responsive target genes. Tanaka et 

al. (2006) found that the GA insensitive mutant gid1, which hyper-accumulates endogenous 

GA, displays enhanced susceptibility to rice blast, while rice plants compromised in GA 

biosynthesis (i.e. hypo-accumulation of GA) were found to exhibit increased resistance to M. 

oryzae (Qin et al., 2013). 

RNA sequencing (RNASeq) has been successfully used to profile changes in the wheat 

transcriptome in response to a number of pathogens, including Zymoseptoria tritici (Yang et 

al., 2013; Rudd et al., 2015), Fusarium graminearum (Foroud et al., 2011), Puccinia striiformis 

and Blumeria graminis (Zhang et al., 2014).While the recent release of an annotated, hexaploid 

wheat reference genome sequence, RefSeq ((International Wheat Genome Sequencing 

Consortium (IWGSC), 2018)) means that resources are now available to support a detailed and 

global examination of changes in wheat gene expression in response to pathogen infection.  

 

2.2.1 Aims 

 

The aim of this study was to determine the genetic and molecular changes that occur in 

wheat female flowers following inoculation with C. purpurea. The female flowers of a male 

sterile wheat line were inoculated with an aggressive strain of C. purpurea. Female flowers 

were examined at specific time points after C. purpurea inoculation to follow the infection 

process through the stigma, the ovary transmitting tissue, to the ovule. Tissue samples were 

collected at the same times points from stigma, transmitting and ovule tissues for RNASeq 

analyses. Changes in wheat gene expression were then compared across time points and tissues 

in relation to the stages of C. purpurea development. 
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2.3  Materials and methods 

 

2.3.1 Plant material, Claviceps purpurea inoculations and sampling 

 

All inoculations and sampling were carried out by Dr. Anna Gordon. A cytoplasmic 

male sterile hexaploid wheat line, developed at NIAB by Steve Bentley (personal 

communication) was used in all C. purpurea inoculations. Plants were grown in the glasshouse 

at an18oC/16 hour day and 15oC/8 hour night cycle. The middle florets of each ear were 

inoculated with a single C. purpurea isolate when the stigma became receptive (i.e. fluffy in 

appearance), as described in Gordon et al (2015). C. purpurea inoculations were carried out 

using a 2 ml syringe and fine needle, delivering the conidia suspension between the lemma and 

palea of each floret. Twelve florets were inoculated on each ear. Each inoculated ear 

represented a single replicate, with five replicates being collected for each time point and tissue 

sampled. Mock-inoculated florets were injected with ultra-pure water. C. purpurea (Cp)- and 

Mock-inoculated samples were taken at 10 minutes, 1, 5, 24, 48 and 72 hours (H), and 5 and 7 

days (D) after inoculation for both microscopy and RNASeq analyses (Table 2.1). 

The C. purpurea UK isolate 04-97.1 (Gordon et al., 2020) were used in all inoculations. 

Isolate 04-97.1 was recovered from long-term glycerol stocks kept at -80oC by inoculation onto 

the male sterile line two weeks prior to conidia being required. Fresh conidia, in the form of 

honeydew, were collected and diluted in ultrapure water to a concentration of 1 x 10-6 spores 

ml-1. These conidia were used to inoculate plants over a 3-day period, being kept at 4oC.  

Additional fungal samples were collected including replicates of conidia from honeydew, 

and mycelia of C. purpurea. Conidia from a single inoculated ear was collected 10-12 days 

after inoculation and was resuspended in 1ml distilled water. Spores were centrifuged at 6000 

rpm and then resuspended in 50 ml RNAlater. Mycelial samples had been grown for 24h in 

liquid Mantle media at 20°C before collection by centrifugation and resuspension in 50 ml 

RNAlater and stored at -80oC. RNA was extracted for RNASeq analyses from both C. 

purpurea mycelia and conidia. 
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Table 2.1 Female floral tissues and time points sampled after Claviceps purpurea inoculation  

Time points Mock-inoculated Cp-inoculated 

T10 minutes 

 

Stigma  (2) 

TT  (3) 

Base  (3) 

Stigma  (3) 

TT  (2) 

Base  (3) 

T1 H Stigma  (3) 

TT  (3) 

Base  (1) 

Stigma  (2) 

TT  (3) 

Base  (3) 

T5H 

 

Stigma  (2) 

TT  (2) 

Base  (2) 

Stigma  (3) 

TT  (3) 

Base  (3) 

T24H 

 

Stigma  (3) 

TT  (3) 

Base  (3) 

Stigma  (2) 

TT  (3) 

Base  (3) 

T48H TT  (3) 

Base  (3) 

TT  (3) 

Base  (3) 

T72H TT  (3) 

Base  (3) 

TT  (3) 

Base  (3) 

T5D TT  (2) 

Base  (2) 

TT  (3) 

Base  (3) 

T7D TT  (2) 

Base  (3) 

TT  (3) 

Base  (3) 

TT - Transmitting ovary tissue, Base - Ovule tissue. Number in brackets is the number of 

replicate samples made into RNA libraries for RNASeq analysis. Stigma tissues could only be 

sampled up to 24H, as after 24 hours stigma began to degrade. H = hours after inoculation; D 

= days after inoculation. 
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2.3.2 Preparation of floral tissues for microscopy and RNA extraction 

 

All floral tissue preparations were carried out by Dr. Anna Gordon. Whole ovaries were 

removed from each inoculated floret and sectioned using a double edge razor that had been 

wiped with RNAseZap. A longitudinal section was made along the dorsal groove of each ovary 

allowing for easy identification of the stigma, transmitting and base tissues (Figure 2.1). Half 

of the ovary was placed into formaldehyde for fixing and subsequent epifluorescent and 

confocal microscopy. The other half was placed into 30 µl of RNAlater (Sigma) and left for 

24 hours to allow full penetration of the liquid.  

 

2.3.3 Microscopy procedures 

 

All microscopy was carried out by Dr. Paul Grant. Ovule halves reserved for 

microscopy were stained with a solution of 0.05% aniline blue in potassium phosphate buffer, 

pH 9.0. Ovules were examined using epifluorescence microscopy and scored for the presence 

of stained hyphae in stigma, transmitting and base tissues, at each of the time points. For high 

resolution confocal microscopy ovule halves were fixed in 1M KOH for 24 hrs, rinsed in water, 

and then treated with 0.3mg/ml amylase for 36-48 hrs at 37oC. Ovules were stained using the 

mPS-PI technique (Truernit et al., 2008). Ovules were treated with Schiff reagent (100mM 

sodium metabisulphite and 0.15M HCL) and 100µg/ml propidium iodide for 1-2 hrs at room 

temperature, rinsed in water, and then stained and cleared in a modified SCALE solution with 

aniline blue (Hama et al., 2011; 50mM K2HPO4, 4M Urea, 10% glycerol, 0.1% Triton X-100 

and 0.05% aniline blue; pH 9.0). Ovules were mounted in staining solution and imaged with a 

Leica SP5 confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems UK Ltd). Aniline blue-stained tissues 

were visualised using an excitation of 370nm and detected at 509 nm and propidium iodide 

was visualised using an excitation of 561nm and detected at 580-660 nm.  
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2.3.4 RNA extraction, library construction and RNAseq 

 

RNA extractions were carried out by Dr. Anna Gordon. The individual ovules (up to 

12 ovules per ear) collected from each Cp-inoculated ear were pooled if the corresponding 

ovule half tested positive for C. purpurea infection (based on microscopy observations). The 

ovules from one ear formed an RNA replicate. Tissue disruption of plant and fungal tissues 

was carried out using 2 mm RNase-free steel balls (Spheric Transfer). RNA was prepared using 

the Trizol (Invitrogen) method. RNA was DNase treated (Qiagen) and then cleaned using 

RNeasy 96-well columns, before quantification using nanodrop. RNA integrity was assessed 

using a Shimadzu MultiNA in order to select 3 of the 5 replicates RNA samples for Illumina 

TruSeq library preparation. 

Three replicate RNAseq libraries were made of the Mock- and Cp-inoculated wheat 

ovaries for each of the three tissues - stigma, transmitting and base tissues, at each time point. 

For stigma viable tissue was not available beyond 24H (Table 2.1). RNAseq libraries were also 

made from ungerminated C. purpurea conidia (two replicates) and C. purpurea mycelium 

grown in vitro (three replicates). RNAseq libraries were prepared and sequenced by Source 

Bioscience (www.sourcebioscience.com): mRNA was isolated using Illumina poly-T oligo-

attached magnetic beads, undergoing two rounds of purification. The mRNAs were fragmented 

and primed with random hexamers for cDNA synthesis. Libraries were prepared in accordance 

with the Illumina TruSeq RNA sample preparation guide (November 2010, rev.A) for Illumina 

Single-End Multiplexed Sequencing. Libraries were pooled and run on two flow cells. 

 

2.3.5 Bioinformatics pipeline: Pre-processing 

 

The bioinformatics analyses, with the exception of annotation were carried out by Dr. 

Nelzo Ereful. Quality checking of fastq files was performed using FastQC (Andrews, 2010). 

Adapter sequences were removed using FASTX clipper (Gordon, 2009) (parameters: –M 15 –

l 20 –a <adapter sequence>). Sequence ends with quality scores of less than 20 were trimmed 

and sequences shorter than 35 were removed (parameters: –t 20 –l 35) using FASTQ Quality 

Trimmer (Gordon, 2009).  
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2.3.6 Genome-guided assembly  

 

The bread wheat variety Chinese Spring (IWGSC RefSeq v1; URGI INRA) cDNA 

version 1 and the C. purpurea cDNA (Ensembl release 35) were merged to form a 

transcriptome fasta reference sequence. Both Mock- and Cp-inoculated reads were aligned 

against this indexed reference sequence using bowtie2 with the default parameters (Langmead 

and Salzberg, 2012). Using SAMtools alignment files were converted in binary format 

(command: view –b) (Li et al., 2009), and reads with low mapping quality (option: view –b –

q 5) and PCR duplicates (option: rmdup) were removed (Oeser et. al, 2017). Percentage 

alignment results are provided in Table 7.1 (Appendix A). The average proportion of reads 

removed across all libraries was 0.0093%.  

 

2.3.7 Cross-mapping check 

 

As the pipeline involved the merging of the wheat IWGSC RefSeq v1 and C. purpurea 

cDNA reference (Ensembl release 35) sequences we checked whether there was significant 

reciprocal mapping of reads between the wheat and C. purpurea transcriptomes. We mapped 

all Mock-inoculated wheat sample reads to the C. purpurea reference sequence. Likewise, we 

mapped C. purpurea reads (two reps of conidia-only and two reps of media-grown C. purpurea 

mycelium) to the wheat transcriptome reference sequence. Removal of low-quality reads and 

mapping were performed as described above. After removal of low-quality reads and PCR 

duplicates, we calculated the percentage alignment of wheat reads mapping to the C. purpurea 

transcriptome and the C. purpurea reads mapping to the wheat transcriptome reference 

sequences. 

 

2.3.8 De novo assembly of unmapped Claviceps purpurea reads 

 

Results of percentage alignment dropped at 5D and 7D timepoint. We speculated an 

enormous number of C. purpurea reads were unmapped to the reference sequence. We 

therefore performed de novo assembly using Trinity. Reads from the ungerminated C. purpurea 

conidia (2 reps) and C. purpurea grown on artificial media (3 reps) libraries were mapped to 

the C. purpurea cDNA (Ensembl release 35) transcriptome references. Unmapped reads were 
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extracted using SAMtools (command: view -b -f 4). Read duplicates were tagged and removed 

using GATK (option: MarkDuplicates; McKenna et al. 2010) and PRINSEQ (option: derep) 

(Schmieder and Edwards, 2011) respectively. This aimed to reduce memory space and increase 

calculation speed. This resulted in 1.33 M reads in fastq format. Trinity was used to perform 

de novo assembly using the default kmer length equivalent to 25 (options: --

bflyHeapSpaceMax –bflyHeapSpaceInit –bflyCalculateCPU). After assembly, contigs with no 

predicted open-reading frame (ORF) were dropped using a web-based ORF predictor (Min et 

al. 2005). C. purpurea cDNA (Ensembl release 35) and the de novo assembled references were 

merged to form a new C. purpurea reference transcriptome. Reads derived from the C. 

purpurea at 5D and 7D timepoints were remapped using this new C. purpurea reference. 

 

2.3.9 Read count quantification and differential gene expression analysis  

 

Quantification of read counts contained within the alignment bam files was performed 

using Salmon’s alignment-based mode (parameters: --biasCorrect --useErrorModel) (Patro et 

al. 2017). The annotation name and the number of reads columns generated by Salmon were 

extracted and a count data matrix created using R (in Linux). Rows with low read counts (R 

command: rowSums(CD@data)> ncol(CD)) were removed to reduce object size and increase 

calculation speed. Histograms were created before and after the removal of near-zero read 

counts or low expressed isoforms to assess the distribution curve of the datasets.  

To normalize datasets with respect to library size, library scaling factors were calculated 

using baySeq trimmed mean of M-values (TMM; Robinson and Oshlack, 2015). MA plots 

(where M is the difference in log expression values and A is the average; Dudoit et al. 2002) 

were created and used to determine if the normalization procedure was adequate with respect 

to library size. Loess regression curves (Cleveland et al. 1988) were plotted to determine 

whether the normalization step had “centered” the MA plots.  

Pairwise, cross-conditional differential gene expression analysis between Cp- and Mock-

inoculated samples was performed using baySeq (Hardcastle and Kelly (2010), Hardcastle, 

2017a; Hardcastle 2017b). The average normalized read counts of all replicates of each tissue 

by time point sample were calculated, incremented by 1 to avoid 0 denominators in subsequent 

analyses. Expression ratios were obtained by dividing the average normalized counts of the 

Cp- over the Mock-inoculated samples (Treatment/Control or T/C), generating log (base 2) 
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ratio or fold changes (FC). Genes are considered to be differentially expressed between Cp- 

and Mock-inoculated treatments when they exhibit a FC ≥ 2 (or |log2FC| ≥1) at a false discovery 

rate (FDR) p-value correction < 0.05 (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995), and showed an absolute 

difference > 10, as previously implemented (Chandra et al. 2016).  

Customised heatmaps and boxplots were produced using R to visualise gene expression 

across tissues and time points. Fitted regression lines were superimposed onto the boxplots to 

facilitate interpretation of gene expression patterns across time.  

 

2.3.10 Annotation of differentially expressed genes 

 

The genes that were found to be differentially expressed in the stigma, transmitting or 

base tissues, at one or more time points, were annotated using Blast2go 

(http://www.blast2go.com/b2ghome). For functional annotation the genes were aligned against 

the National Centre of Biotechnology Information (NCBI) nr protein database. The blastx 

function was used to search gene sequences against the Swiss-Prot protein database, with the 

e-value cut-off set at 1e-5. Gene names were assigned based on the top Blastx hit, having the 

highest similarity score. Genes related to hormonal pathways, defence and photosynthesis were 

further, manually explored based on the names that had been assigned to them during 

annotation. The functions of these potential genes of interest were investigated through manual 

searches of scientific literature databases.  

  

http://www.blast2go.com/b2ghome
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2.4  Results 

 

2.4.1 Microscopic examination of Claviceps purpurea infection of wheat 

 

The percentage of ovules with C. purpurea hyphae in stigma, transmitting and base 

tissues were scored at each time point (Table 2.2). At 10 mins after inoculation conidia of C. 

purpurea were visible on the stigma, but no hyphal growth was observed at this early time 

point. Conidia were observed to have germinated with hyphae growing into and down the 

stigma at 24H (Figure 2.1C). By 48H hyphae had grown through the transmitting tissue and 

had entered the base tissue (Figure 2.1D). By 72H hyphae had surrounded the ovule and were 

occupying much of the base tissue especially close to the boundary of the ovule to rachis, where 

the vasculature enters the ovule. At 5D much of the wheat tissue of the ovule had been replaced 

by fungal tissue which takes on a very branched appearance (Figure 2.1F). 

 

Table 2.2 The development of Claviceps purpurea infection in female floral tissues over time 

Time after Cp 

inoculation 

% of ovules with 

hyphae visible in 

stigma tissue 

% of ovules with 

hyphae visible in 

transmitting tissue 

% of ovules with 

hyphae visible in 

base tissue 

10 min (n=12) 0% 0% 0% 

1H (n=13) 7.7% 0% 0% 

24H (n=2)* 100.0% 0% 0% 

48H (n=41) 59% 59% 51% 

72H (n=57) 87% 87% 87% 

5D (n=60) 100% 100% 100% 

7D (n=60) 100% 100% 100% 

n = number of ovules observed; H = hours after inoculation; D = days after inoculation; *only 

2 ovule samples were available for the 24H time point, therefore the value of 100% of ovules 

with hyphae visible in stigma tissue must be interpreted with caution. 

 

2.4.2 Quality check of RNAseq libraries 

 

To determine the response of wheat to infection with C. purpurea we undertook an 

RNASeq analysis of female floral tissues – stigma, transmitting and base tissues, at specific 

time points after Cp-inoculation, up until 7D (Table 2.1). Each tissue by time point interaction 

was represented by a minimum of two replicate libraries. Libraries with an average read 
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coverage of less than 5× were removed from the study. Consequently, the 5H Cp- and Mock-

inoculated samples were removed from subsequent analyses. The average read coverage of the 

remaining libraries was 9×, the highest being 29×. Pearson’s coefficient of correlations, using 

the normalized read counts, were used to compare replicate libraries of each tissue and time 

point. In general, correlations of 0.90–0.99 were found between replicate libraries. The Mock-

inoculated transmitting tissue at 24H had the lowest correlations of 0.80 to 0.83.  

MA plots with Loess curves were generated to determine whether the normalization 

procedure was adequate with respect to the library size (Figure 7.1; Figure 7.2, Appendix A). 

Samples at the early time points gave symmetrical MA plots with “centered” Loess curves, 

indicating that the normalization procedure was adequate. However, in the 5D and 7D samples 

we found bimodal distribution of points in the MA plots due to the presence of RNA transcripts 

from two biological organisms, wheat and C. purpurea. The apparent asymmetry in the MA 

plots is due to the contrasting transcriptional activities of wheat and C. purpurea at these later 

time points, C. purpurea genes being expressed at higher levels as the wheat ovary is replaced 

by fungal hyphae.  

 

2.4.3 Establishment of a reference transcriptome for wheat and Claviceps purpurea 

 

To check whether there was any significant reciprocal mapping of reads between the 

wheat and C. purpurea transcriptomes we calculated the percentage of wheat reads mapping 

to the C. purpurea reference transcriptome and vice-versa. Only 0.0016% of the wheat reads 

mapped to the C. purpurea transcriptome reference, while 0.037% of the C. purpurea reads 

aligned to the wheat transcriptome reference. These percentages demonstrate that there is a 

negligible number of reads cross-mapping between the reference sequences of these two 

species. The bread wheat variety Chinese Spring IWGSC RefSeq v1 and C. purpurea cDNA 

(Ensembl release 35) transcriptomes were therefore merged to create a single reference 

transcriptome that was used in the subsequent gene differential expression analysis.  

Using this reference transcriptome 95 of the 114 libraries (83%) had read percentage 

alignment rates from 70 to 85%, particularly at the early timepoints. However, with libraries 

from 5D and 7D the alignment rates fell to values as low as 36% (Table 7.1, Appendix A). The 

low read alignments were found to be due to a high percentage of C. purpurea reads present at 

these later time points, and a significant number of the C. purpurea transcripts not being 
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represented in the C. purpurea cDNA reference transcriptome (Ensembl release 35). Reads 

from the ungerminated C. purpurea conidia and C. purpurea hyphae grown on artificial media 

libraries were mapped to the C. purpurea cDNA (Ensembl release 35) transcriptomes. 

Unmapped reads from the two C. purpurea libraries were extracted, pooled and de novo 

assembled to provide a new Cp-reference transcriptome. Alignment of the 5D and 7D Cp-

inoculated libraries to this new wheat-C. purpurea transcriptome reference now gave 

percentage alignments in the range of 85% – 90%, a big improvement from the original 36% – 

39%. This indicates that a large percentage of the unmapped reads at the latter time-points are 

derived from C. purpurea transcripts that are not represented in the C. purpurea transcriptome 

assembly (Ensembl release 35).   

 

2.4.4 Differential expression of wheat genes in response to Claviceps purpurea infection 

 

To understand the changes that occur in wheat female flowers upon infection with C. 

purpurea we undertook a time course experiment looking at changes in the wheat transcriptome 

in stigma, transmitting and base tissues of ovaries at 10 min, 1, 24, 48 and 72H, and 5 and 7D 

after inoculation with a single isolate of C. purpurea (Table 2.1). A pairwise, cross-conditional 

differential expression analysis was performed, comparing Cp- to Mock-inoculated samples in 

each tissue and at each time point. 

Overall, a large number of wheat genes were observed to be differentially expressed in 

the three ovary tissues across the 7 day period of C. purpurea infection. Annotation of these 

DEG indicated enrichment for a number of functional categories. These included classical 

defence-related genes and wheat genes associated with hormonal pathways. Other functional 

categories included genes associated with photosynthesis, genes involved in 

oxidation/reduction processes and genes involved in protein phosphorylation.  

No significant changes in the wheat transcriptome were seen at 10 minutes after 

inoculation with C. purpurea. At 1H seven DEG were detected in the stigma, but no DEG were 

found in the transmitting or base tissues at this time point. Of the seven stigma DEG one was 

up-regulated, being annotated as a chlorophyll a-b binding protein. Chlorophyll a-b binding 

protein forms part of the plant’s light harvesting complex, located in the chloroplast, which 

captures and delivers excitation energy to photosystems I and II. However, it is unclear why 

this gene should be up-regulated in stigma.  
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Figure 2.2 Venn diagram showing the numbers of wheat differentially expressed genes within 

stigma, transmitting and base ovule tissues at 24H, 48H, 72H, 5D and 7D after inoculation with a 

single isolate of Claviceps purpurea. The arrows pointing up and down designate the numbers of 

genes that are up- or down-regulated respectively. A schematic representation of the stage of fungal 

development in the wheat ovule at each time point is shown to the right of each Venn diagram. H = 

hours; D = days. 
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Two of the six down-regulated genes in the stigma at 1H were DNA binding transcription 

factors (TFs). While transcription factors are an important element of the complex regulatory 

network of signaling that allows plants to respond to infection, the generic annotation of these 

TFs makes it difficult to identify the pathways in which they operate, and therefore their 

potential downstream targets. Also, down-regulated in the stigma at 1H were a myosin protein, 

known for its role in cytoplasmic streaming (Tominaga & Ito, 2015), a Kelch-like protein, a 

DnaJ protein and a sucrose synthase. Kelch proteins contain repeat motifs forming β-propeller 

domains that mediate protein-protein interactions and are involved in a wide array of cellular 

activities (Adams et al., 2000). DnaJ proteins, otherwise known as HSP40s (heat-shock protein 

40), are a family of conserved co-chaperones for HSP70s and are known to play diverse roles 

in stress responses and developmental processes such as flowering time (Liu & Whitham, 

2013). Sucrose synthase has a role in the rapid mobilisation of carbohydrates during defence 

(Essmann et al., 2008), so may indicate an early attempt by C. purpurea to alter the 

carbohydrate profiles within the floral tissues in support of fungal growth. 

At subsequent time points most of the wheat DEG were tissue specific, especially at the 

early time points (Figure 2.2). At 24H significantly more genes were transcribed in the stigma 

(125 DEG) and base (114 DEG) tissues than in the transmitting tissue (21 DEG). Five DEG 

were found in common between the stigma, transmitting and base tissues, all being down-

regulated. Twenty DEG were shared between the stigma and base tissues, two DEG between 

the transmitting and base tissues, while no DEG were shared between the stigma and 

transmitting tissues. At 24H C. purpuea was observed to have grown into the stigma, however 

no C. purpurea hyphal growth was ever observed in the base tissue at this early time point 

(Figure 2.1). Therefore, changes in gene expression in the base tissue preceded the arrival of 

fungal tissue. This would suggest the presence of a potential mobile signal, either pathogen or 

plant-derived, that is delivered to the base tissue prior to its colonisation by the fungus.  

The five down-regulated DEG found in all three tissues at 24H included a glycosyl 

hydrolase (xylanase), a F-box family protein, a myosin and a vesicle-associated membrane 

protein. As xylanases; involved in hemicellulose breakdown, myosin; involved in ATP-

dependent actin-based motility, F-box proteins; involved in ubiquitination of proteins and 

vesicle-associate membrane proteins, can all be inked to the plant raising defence responses to 

pathogen attach, global down-regulation of these genes, in all three ovule tissues, would fit 

with an early attempt of C. purpurea to suppress plant defence. 
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Of the 20 DEG in common between the stigma and base tissues at 24H, 5 were up-

regulated and 15 down-regulated (Figure 2.2). The up-regulated genes included an acid 

phosphatase, a cell wall invertase, a glutaredoxin, a Ras-like protein and a VQ motif family 

protein. The 15 down-regulated genes encoded for proteins having a wide variety of functions, 

including a cinnamoyl-CoA reductase, an E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase, F-box family proteins, a 

vesicle-associated membrane protein, a histone deacetylase, and a galactosyltransferase family 

protein. The transmitting and base tissues shared only two genes (both down-regulated) which 

encoded for a replication protein A 32 kDa subunit and a signal recognition particle receptor 

alpha subunit family protein.  

At 48H and 72H significantly more wheat genes were up-regulated in the transmitting 

(48H - 397 up/69 down and 72H - 225 up/84 down) and base tissues (48H - 789 up/160 down 

and 72H - 1637 up/760 down) than there were down-regulated (Figure 2.2). The number of 

DEG increased further at 5D and 7D in both the transmitting (5D – 3089 and 7D – 4045) and 

base tissues (5D – 4719 and 7D – 4786) (Figure 2.2), although the ratio of up- to down-

regulated genes observed at 48H and 72H was reversed at these later time points, with far more 

DEG being down-regulated. Interestingly, while the wheat ovary becomes overwhelmed by C. 

purpurea hyphal tissue at 5D and 7D, wheat genes were detected that remained up-regulated. 

Specifically, 501 and 88 DEG were up-regulated in the transmitting tissue at 5D and 7D, 

respectively, while 336 and 184 genes were up-regulated in the base tissue at 5D and 7D. A 

large percentage of these up-regulated genes belonged to functional categories related to 

defence and hormonal pathways. In particular, in the transmitting tissue at 5D, 24.75% of the 

up-regulated genes were defence-related and 6.19% were hormone-related. At 7D 38.64% of 

the up-regulated genes were defence related, while 3.41% were hormone related. In the base 

tissue at 5D 23.51% of the up-regulated genes were defence-related and 4.46% were hormone-

related. At 7D 40.76% of the up-regulated genes were defence-related, while 3.80% were 

hormone-related. With regards to specific categories, up-regulated genes at 5D and 7D 

belonged to the auxin, ET and cytokinin pathways, as well as in defence-related gene categories 

such as antifungal proteins, NBS-LRR class proteins, receptor protein kinases, and genes 

involved in the regulation and signaling of reactive oxygen species (ROS).  
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2.4.5 Reprogramming of the hormonal status of wheat ovary tissues 

 

Many of the wheat genes differentially transcribed in response to C. purpurea infection 

were those known to be involved in biosynthesis and signaling pathways of plant hormones, 

and included the ET, auxin, cytokinin, gibberellic acid (GA), salicylic acid (SA) and jasmonic 

acid (JA) biosynthetic and signaling pathways (Figure 2.3). A list of all hormone related genes 

that were found to be differentially expressed are shown in Tables 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 (Appendix 

A). Hormone associated genes were first detected in the stigma and base tissues at 24H, but 

not in the transmitting tissue. DEG associated with GA and JA pathways were seen in stigma 

tissue and JA and ET pathways in base tissue at 24H, indicating not only a very rapid response 

of hormone-associate gene expression to C. purpurea infection, but a long-distance triggering 

of hormone-associated gene expression in the base tissue, prior to arrival of fungal hyphae. By 

48H DEG were seen in both transmitting and base tissues associated with most major groups 

of plant hormones. Genes were increasingly up-regulated with time, generally reaching a peak 

between 48H and 72H, followed by down-regulation at 5D and 7D, in transmitting and base 

tissues. The exception being JA-associated genes, which were not detected as significantly 

differentially expressed in transmitting tissue until 5D. 

 

Figure 2.3: Hormone-associated differentially expressed genes (DEG) identified across time 

points and female floral tissues. Each box shows the number of DEG belonging to each hormonal 

group expressed in stigma (S), transmitting (T) and base (B) tissues at 24H, 48H, 72H, 5D and 7D after 

inoculation with Claviceps purpurea, H = hours. D = days. The asterisks show the outliers beyond the 
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upper and lower quantiles. The solid line is a regression line fitted to the data. The dotted line represents 

the fold change at -1 and +1, with genes considered not to be significantly differentially expressed if 

their fold change values fall between the dotted lines. 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Heatmaps of hormonal-associated differentially expressed genes (DEG) across time 

points and tissues. DEG are defined by functional categories. (A) Auxin-related genes ((Categories 

from top to bottom: Auxin/indole-3-acetic acid (AUX/IAA), Glycoside Hydrolase 3 (GH3), small 

Auxin-Up RNAs (SAURs)); (B) Ethylene-related genes ((Categories from top to bottom: 1-

Aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate oxidase (ACO), 1-Aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate synthase 

(ACS), Ethylene responsive transcription factors (ERF)); (C) Cytokinin-related genes ((Categories 

from top to bottom: cytokinin riboside 5′-monophosphate phosphoribohydrolase (CK 5’), cytokinin 

specific glycosyltransferases (CK glyc), cytokinin oxidase/dehydrogenase (CKX)); (D) Gibberellic 

acid-related genes ((Categories from top to bottom: DELLA, gibberellin 2-beta-oxidase (Gibber 2-

beta), GA-INSENSITIVE DWARF1 (GID1)); (E) Jasmonic acid-related genes ((Categories from top 

to bottom: TIFY transcription factors (TIFY TF), allene oxide synthase (AOS), coronatine-insensitive 

1 (COI1), Novel INteractor of JAZ (NINJA), 12-oxophytodienoate reductase (OPR)); and (F) Salicylic 

acid-related genes ((Categories: NON-EXPRESSOR OF PR3 (NPR3)). 

 

Within each hormone class certain gene functional categories were of particular 

interest, exhibiting significant up-regulation during C. purpurea infection. At 48H and 72H, 

when fungal hyphae have reached the ovule and surrounded the ovule, respectively, a 
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significant up-regulation of auxin genes was observed in both the transmitting and base tissues 

(Figure 2.4A). These genes primarily belonged to the AUX/IAA and IAA-amido synthetase 

(GH3) gene families, with GH3s showing particularly prolonged up-regulation in some cases, 

even at the 5D timepoint. AUX/IAA genes encode known transcriptional repressors of auxin 

response genes, while the GH3 family of genes encode auxin-conjugating enzymes that 

regulate the auxin pool through negative feedback. Both AUX/IAAs and GH3s are early auxin 

response genes, with auxin modulating their levels to re-equilibrate the system at different 

steady states, depending on the auxin concentration (Leyser, 2018). The up-regulation of these 

genes therefore points towards the presence of elevated levels of auxin in the floral tissues 

during C. purpurea infection, as well as a potential increase in auxin signaling. The up-

regulation of the NPR3 receptor of auxin’s mutually antagonistic hormone SA was also seen 

in transmitting and base tissues at 48H and 72H (Figure 2.4F). 

Among the ET genes the two categories that showed the highest up-regulation were 1-

Aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate synthase (ACS) and 1-Aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate 

oxidase (ACO) (Figure 2.4B). These form multi-gene families and encode ET biosynthesis 

enzymes, forming the final steps in the biosynthetic pathway (Yang & Hoffman, 1984). Up-

regulation was observed in both the transmitting and base tissues. ACS genes remained up-

regulated at 5D, with one gene in the base tissue remaining up-regulated at the 7D. ET 

responsive transcription factors (ERF), which drive many of the signaling cascades in response 

to ET (Stepanova & Alonso, 2005), were also found to be significantly up-regulated across the 

transmitting and base tissues. The majority of these ERF sustained up-regulation across early 

time-points in the base tissue, with down-regulation occurring only at 5D and 7D. The up-

regulation of genes found in both the biosynthetic and signaling pathways of ET suggest the 

activation of ET dependent responses during C. purpurea infection.  

Another hormonal group that responded to C. purpurea infection were the cytokinins 

(Figure 2.4C). Three functional gene categories involved in cytokinin homeostasis were of 

interest. Firstly, cytokinin specific glycosyltransferases were observed to be significantly up-

regulated in the transmitting and base tissues throughout infection, with the up-regulation 

persisting even in the later time-points (5D and 7D) when the fungal hyphae have overwhelmed 

the ovule. These glycosyltransferases operate by deactivating cytokinin through conjugation 

with a sugar moiety (Wang et al., 2011). A second gene category, also involved in cytokinin 

deactivation, were the cytokinin oxidase/dehydrogenase (CKX) which catalyse the irreversible 

degradation of cytokinins (Wang et al., 2011). However, contrary to cytokinin 
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glycosyltransferase, CKX were not up-regulated across all time-points, being up-regulated at 

48H in the transmitting tissue, and at 48H and 72H at the base tissue. Finally, the LOG genes, 

encoding for cytokinin riboside 5′-monophosphate phosphoribohydrolase (CK 5’), which are 

responsible for the single step activation of cytokinins were, in most cases, up-regulated early 

on during C. purpurea infection (48H and 72H), with the majority of up-regulated genes being 

detected in base tissue. The differential expression of genes involved in cytokinin homeostasis 

therefore suggests a significant alteration in cytokinin levels of C. purpurea infected female 

floral tissues. 

Differential gene expression analyses also indicated that GA pathways were induced 

during infection (Figure 2.4D). The gibberellin 2-beta-oxidase (GA2ox) gene was found to be 

up-regulated very early during infection, being found at 24H in the stigma, at 48 and 72H in 

the transmitting, and at 72H in base tissue. GA2ox is involved in GA catabolism and 

inactivation of GAs and is up-regulated in response to elevated GA signaling and GA treatment 

(Fleet & Sun, 2005). The GA receptor GID1 (GA-INSENSITIVE DWARF1) gene was also 

up-regulated at 24H in stigma tissue, then down-regulated in transmitting and base tissues at 

48H and 72H. GID1 has previously been found to be up-regulated under conditions of GA 

deficiency, or DELLA accumulation (Hirano et al., 2008). Take together these findings could 

indicate a response by wheat to remove GA from the floral tissues. 

A number of genes involved in the biosynthesis and signaling pathways of JA were also 

differentially expressed (Figure 2.4E). With regards to the biosynthetic pathway, 12-

oxophytodienoate reductase (OPR) and allene oxide synthase (AOS), which catalyses the first 

step in JA biosynthesis, were both found to be differentially expressed in response to C. 

purpurea infection. While OPR was up-regulated between 48H and 7D in the transmitting and 

base tissues, only in the case of one AOS gene was up-regulation observed at 24H in stigma 

and 48H in base tissue, the remaining AOS encoding genes being down-regulated. With respect 

to JA signaling two functional gene categories were of interest. Firstly, the F-box protein 

coronatine-insensitive 1 (COI1) was found to be down-regulated across the transmitting and 

base tissues during the last two time-points. In the presence of JA COI1 binds to jasmonate 

ZIM domain (JAZ) proteins leading to their ubiquitin-dependent degradation (Katsir et al., 

2008). JAZ proteins repress transcription of JA-responsive genes, so removal of COI1 would 

potentially limit JAZ protein degradation and allow continued suppression of transcription of 

JA-responsive genes. The second signaling component affected by C. purpurea infection were 

transcription factors containing the TIFY domain. TIFY transcription factors are found in the 
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JAZ family (Bai et al., 2011). TIFY transcription factors were found that were up-regulated at 

24H in the stigma, as well as in the base tissue. Furthermore, these transcription factors were 

significantly up-regulated at 48H and 72H in base tissue. These observations suggest the 

possible repression of JA signaling in response to C. purpurea infection. 

 

2.4.6 Differential expression of defence-associated genes 

 

Several defence-associated genes were among the genes differentially expressed in 

response to C. purpurea infection. A list of all defence related genes that were found to be 

differentially expressed are shown in Tables 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7 (Appendix A). The predicted 

functions of these DEG were quite varied, ranging from transport and signaling, to genes 

involved in a wide array of metabolic reactions. Out of all the functional categories that were 

identified, six categories; antifungal proteins, endocytosis/exocytosis-related proteins, NBS-

LRR class proteins, genes involved in programmed cell death, receptor protein kinases and 

transcription factors were selected as the most biologically relevant, as well as those exhibiting 

the most significant patterns of differential expression. Defence-associated DEG were first 

detected at 24H and in all three ovary tissues (Figure 2.5). Thus, similar to hormone-related 

genes, defence-associated genes were observed to be differentially expressed in base tissues 

prior to the colonisation of these tissues by the fungus. In general, a significant up-regulation 

of DEG in all functional categories was seen between 24H and 72H in all tissues, followed by 

down-regulation at 5D and 7D. 
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Figure 2.5: Defence-associated differentially expressed genes (DEG) identified across time points 

and female floral tissues. Each box shows the number of DEG belonging to each defence-associated 

functional category expressed in stigma (S), transmitting (T) and base (B) tissues at 24H, 48H, 72H, 

5D and 7D after inoculation with Claviceps purpurea, H = hours. D = days. The asterisks show the 

outliers beyond the upper and lower quantiles. The solid line is a regression line fitted to the data. The 

dotted line represents the fold change at -1 and +1, with genes considered not to be significantly 

differentially expressed if their fold change values fall between the dotted lines 

 

Within the functional category NBS-LRR genes, most genes exhibited similar patterns 

of differential expression (Figure 2.6A). Interestingly, at 24H in the base tissue NBS-LRR 

genes were down-regulated. These genes were then up-regulated at 48H in the transmitting and 

base tissues, maintaining that status until 72H, after which down-regulation was observed. 

However, some NBS-LRR genes exhibited LogFC values of up-regulation much higher than 

the rest. These genes were identified as being members of the RPM1 and RGA3 gene classes 

which have been found to play important roles in hypersensitive resistance (Grant et al., 2001).  

Other receptor protein kinases (RPK), grouped separately from the NBS-LRR class of 

proteins, showed a significant up-regulation in response to C. purpuerea infection (Figure 

2.6B). Genes resembling RPK were first up-regulated at 24H in the stigma and base tissues, 

being continuously up-regulated in the transmitting and base tissues until 72H. While the most 

abundant genes in this category were serine/threonine kinases (STK), the two groups of RPK 

that showed the highest levels of up-regulation were the cysteine-rich receptor-like kinases 

(CRK) and lectin receptor kinases (LecRK). Their up-regulation was sustained until 5D, with 
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certain members in each category maintaining up-regulation at 7D within the base tissue. These 

two classes of RPK play a variety of roles in plants, including roles in down-stream signaling 

during pathogen recognition (Afzal et al., 2008).   

Genes associated with antifungal activity were induced during C. purpurea infection, 

first showing up-regulation at 24H in stigma tissue (Figure 2.6C). Most genes were up-

regulated in the transmitting and base tissues at the 48H and 72H timepoints. The antifungal 

gene classes that showed the most significant up-regulation were cytochrome P450s and 

chitinases. Cytochrome P450s represent one of the largest super-families of proteins in plants 

and are responsible for catalysing the oxygenation of many fatty acids (Pinot & Beisson, 2010). 

Many of the compounds resulting from these reactions have been found to have antifungal 

properties. The chitinase encoding genes displayed the most sustained up-regulation 

throughout C. purpurea infection, across all three tissues. Chitinases are responsible for 

catalysis of the hydrolytic cleavage of specific bonds found in chitin, and thus play a significant 

role in plant defence against a range of pathogens (Kasprzewska, 2003).   

A particularly interesting functional category of defence-associated DEG were those 

involved in endocytosis/exocytosis processes, showing an early induction in the transmitting 

and base tissues (Figure 2.6D). DEG in this category included SNARE proteins, syntaxins and 

a homologue of the exocyst complex component EXO70B1, all of which have been found to 

have a role in cell wall apposition formation (Pecenkova et al., 2011). Of these, the group that 

showed the highest levels of up-regulation were those of the exocyst complex component 

EXO70B1. 

The category transcription factors contained WRKY and MYB transcription factors that 

were significantly up-regulated by C. purpurea between 24H and 72H in all three tissues 

(Figure 2.6E). The genes identified as WRKY-type transcription factors in particular showed 

high levels of up-regulation. The WRKY and MYB transcription factor families have both been 

implicated in transcriptional reprogramming associated with plant defence responses (Eulgem 

& Somssich, 2007).  

Genes classified as involved in programmed cell death were up-regulated early, being 

seen in stigma tissue at 24H, peaking in transmitting tissue at 48H, and base tissue between 

48h and 72H, after which these genes were down-regulated (Figure 2.6F). Genes in this 

category included the harpin induced protein 1 (HIN1) and subtilisin-like proteases (SLP) (Kim 

et al., 2003; Figueiredo et al., 2014). HIN1 has been found to be highly induced during 
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proteasome-mediated programmed cell death (Kim et al., 2003), while subtilisin-like proteases 

have been implemented in pathogen recognition and in triggering the hypersensitive response 

(Vartapetian et al., 2011). 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Heatmaps of defence-associated differentially expressed genes (DEG) across time 

points and tissues. DEG are defined by functional categories. (A) NBS-LRR class proteins (functional 

categories from top to bottom: RGA1, RGA2, RGA3, RPM1, RPP13, RPP8, RPS2, NBS-LRR); (B) 

Receptor protein kinases ()functional categories from top to bottom: CBL-interacting protein kinases 

(CIPK), Cysteine-rich receptor-like kinases (CRKs), Flagellin-sensing 2 (FLS2), GTPase activating 1, 

Lectin receptor kinases (LecRK), Mitogen-activated kinase (MAPK), serine/threonine kinases (STKs)); 

(C) Antifungal proteins ((functional categories from top to bottom: Bowman-Birk type trypsin inhibitor 

(BBI), beta purothionins, chitin elicitor-binding, chitinase, Cytochrome P450, Defensins, Glycine-rich 

proteins (GRPs), non-specific lipid transfer proteins (nsLTPs), polygalacturonase inhibiting protein 

(PGIP), plant-pathogenesis proteins (PPP)); (D) Endocytosis/Exocytosis related proteins; (E) 

Transcription factors; (F) Programmed cell death related genes ((functional categories from top to 

bottom: Accellerated Cell Death 11 (ACD11), hexokinase (HXK), Harpin induced protein (HIN1), 

metacaspase, polyamine oxidase (PAO), polyphenol oxidase (PPO), Potassium transporter (PT), 

subtilisin-like proteases (SLP)). 
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2.5  Discussion 

 

Ergot has serious consequences for cereal grain quality and yield, but also directly impacts 

on human health due to the high levels of toxic alkaloids found in sclerotia. During the Middle 

Ages ergot alkaloids were responsible for the human disease known as St Anthony’s fire. While 

sclerotia can now be removed from contaminated grain loads by physical cleaning methods: 

colour sorting and gravity tables (Beuerle et al., 2012, Byrd et al., 2017, MacDonald et al., 

2017), we know very little about the interactions that occur between wheat and C. purpurea at 

a cellular and molecular genetic level. Using an RNASeq approach we report the first 

examination of the reprogramming of the wheat transcriptome in response to C. purpurea 

infection in defined tissues of the ovary, i.e. the stigma, transmitting and base tissues (Figure 

2.1). 

Infection with C. purpurea resulted in major changes in expression of wheat genes 

associated with hormonal metabolism and signaling, as well as a wide range of genes related 

to defence. There is considerable evidence which indicates the crucial role plant hormones play 

in the regulation of immune responses to pathogens (Pieterse et al., 2012). Complex synergistic 

and antagonistic interactions provide the plant with the regulatory potential to activate, and 

fine-tune defences (Pieterse et al., 2012). Our results suggest that C. purpurea is also able to 

rapidly alter hormone levels in planta, co-opting the host’s hormonal homeostasis and/or 

signaling mechanisms in order to facilitate infection.  

Auxin-related genes were particularly abundant among the hormone-associated genes 

differentially expressed in this study. Specifically, genes belonging to the AUX/IAA and IAA-

amido synthetase (GH3) gene families were up-regulated during the early stages of C. purpurea 

infection. Oeser et al. (2017) also observed the up-regulation of these families of auxin-related 

genes in rye ovules infected with C. purpurea. As C. purpurea is able to produce and secrete 

significant amounts of auxin (Kind et al., 2018), it has been suggested that the pathogen co-

opts its host’s auxin homeostasis in order to facilitate infection (Oeser et al., 2017). It is 

therefore possible that the repression of auxin signaling, through the up-regulation of 

AUX/IAA gene expression, and the conjugation of excessive auxin by GH3 proteins, is a direct 

response of the host to the elevated auxin levels produced by C. purpurea. Over-expression of 

GH3 has also been shown to result in elevated accumulation of SA (Zhang et al., 2007). While 

the observed up-regulation of the SA receptor NPR3, a low affinity SA receptor which requires 

high levels of SA to be induced (Fu et al., 2012), would support the elevation of SA within the 
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wheat ovaries. This would tie-in with the increased levels of SA observed in wheat varieties 

Mercia and Maris Huntsman upon C. purpurea infection in Chapter 3. 

SA plays a crucial role in the activation of defence responses against biotrophic and 

hemi-biotrophic pathogens, with SA insensitive mutants showing increased susceptibility to 

both groups of pathogens (Bari & Jones, 2009). It has also been suggested that SA acts in an 

opposing manner to auxin. SA can inhibit pathogen growth through the stabilisation of 

AUX/IAA auxin repressors, achieved by limiting the auxin receptors required for their 

degradation (Wang et al., 2007). Indeed, our data show the down-regulation of an auxin 

binding protein (probably an auxin receptor) within the transmitting and base tissues, which 

coincides with the up-regulation of the AUX/IAA genes. 

The ET and JA biosynthetic genes, ACS and ACO, and OPR and AOS, respectively, 

were significantly up-regulated in transmitting and base ovary tissues upon infection by C. 

purpurea, while the JA signaling gene COI1 was down-regulated. Infection of wheat ears with 

Fusarium graminearum, the causal agent of Fusarium Head Blight, also resulted in up-

regulation of the JA biosynthetic genes AOS and OPR in the FHB resistant variety 

Wangshuibai, while the JA signaling gene COI1 was down-regulated in the susceptible wheat 

upon infection with F. graminearum (Xiao et al., 2013). Xiao et al. (2013) also observed 

similar patterns in the expression of ET genes, namely the up-regulation of the ET biosynthetic 

genes ACS and ACO. Ding et al. (2011) also found similar JA and ET genes being induced in 

response to FHB infection. Iwai et al. (2006) observed up-regulation of ACS and ACO genes 

in rice (Oryza sativa), accompanied by the enhanced emission of ET, in response to infection 

with the hemi-biotroph fungus M. grisea. ET responsive transcription factors (ERFs) were also 

up-regulated during the early stages of infection. ERFs play a significant role in the regulation 

of defence, and changes in their expression have been shown to lead to changes in resistance 

to different types of fungi (Catinot et al., 2015). For instance, in Arabidopsis, while the 

constitutive expression of ERF1 enhances tolerance to Botrytis cinereal infection (Berrocal-

Lobo et al., 2002), the over-expression of ERF4 leads to an increased susceptibility to 

Fusarium oxysporum (Catinot et al., 2015). 

Our data showed that the induction of ET biosynthesis genes ACS and ACO coincided 

with the induction of two genes involved in JA biosynthesis. Studies have suggested that ET 

signaling operates in a synergistic way with JA signaling to activate defence reactions, and in 

particular defence reactions against necrotrophic pathogens (Glazebrook, 2005). It has also 
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long been considered that JA/ET signaling pathways act in a mutually antagonistic way to SA, 

however, other studies have shown that ET and JA can also function in a mutually synergistic 

manner, depending on the nature of the pathogen (Mur et al., 2006).  

Cytokinins were also implicated in C. purpurea infection of wheat with the up-

regulation of CKX and cytokinin glycosyltransferase in transmitting and base tissues. These 

two cytokinin inducible genes are both involved in cytokinin homeostasis, and function by 

degrading and conjugating cytokinin (Bari & Jones, 2009). The cytokinin glycosyltransferase 

deactivates cytokinin through conjugation with a sugar moiety, while CKX catalyzes the 

irreversible degradation of cytokinins in a single enzymatic step (Schmülling et al., 2003). C. 

purpurea is able to secrete significant amounts of cytokinins in planta, in order to facilitate 

infection (Hinsch et al., 2015), and M. oryzae, the rice blast pathogen (Chanclud et al., 2016) 

also secretes cytokinins, being required for full pathogenicity. The up-regulation of these 

cytokinin degrading wheat genes maybe therefore be in response to elevated levels of C. 

purpurea cytokinins, and a defence response of the host.  

The early induction of the GA receptor GID1 in wheat stigma tissue, as well as the 

subsequent up-regulation of key GA catabolic enzymes, such as GA2ox, in transmitting and 

base tissues, suggests that GA accumulates in response to C. purpurea infection. The 

accumulation of GA likely leads to the degradation of the negative regulators of GA signaling, 

the DELLA proteins. This observation is in accordance with a study by Navarro et al. (2008) 

in which the Arabidopsis loss of function quadruple-della mutant was resistant to the biotrophic 

pathogens PstDC3000 and Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis. Furthermore, a recent study by 

Gordon et al. (2015) identified a partial resistance to C. purpurea associated with the DELLA 

mutant, semi-dwarfing alleles, Rht-1Bb and Rht-1Db. 

The complexity of plant immunity was evident from the variety of genes, with known 

roles in plant defence that were differentially expressed in response to C. purpurea infection. 

All classes of defence genes, except endocytosis/exocytosis related genes, were up-regulated 

in stigma tissue at 24H. Many RPK and NBS-LRR class proteins, which are known to be 

involved in PAMP and effector recognition, were up-regulated early in C. purpurea infection 

(DeYoung & Innes, 2007).  

Many NBS-LRR proteins detect effector molecules produced by the pathogen, either 

directly, by binding with the effector protein, or indirectly through the modifications these 

effectors have on host target proteins (DeYoung & Innes, 2006). The indirect mechanisms tend 
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to operate by the NBS-LRR proteins’ binding to key host targets of the pathogen, and trigger 

defence when those targets are altered in response to infection (DeYoung & Innes, 2006). The 

up-regulation of these NBS-LRR proteins at 24H in the transmitting and base tissues, before 

the arrival of fungal hyphae in these tissues, suggests that these genes are induced in response 

to a pathogen, or plant-derived, mobile signal. The up-regulation of a wide variety of NBS-

LRR proteins early during C. purpurea infection could indicate an attempt by the host plant to 

increase its recognition capacity to C. purpurea effectors. The Arabidopsis R-gene, RPP13, 

has been shown to confer resistance to five different isolates of the biotrophic oomycete, 

Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis (Allen et al., 2004). These NBS-LRR proteins could then 

activate specific defence reactions, such as cell wall modification, secondary metabolite 

production, and even programmed cell death, in order to counteract pathogen attack. 

Homologues of known NBS-LRR resistance (R-) genes were identified, including RGA2 and 

RGA3, which are required for resistance to leaf rust (Puccinia triticina) in tetraploid and 

hexaploid wheat (Loutre et al., 2009). Homologues of the R-genes RPM1 and RPS2 were both 

found to be significantly induced in response to the biotrophic fungus Exobasidium vexans that 

causes blister blight in tea (Jayaswall et al., 2016).  

In addition to the specific NBS-LRR class of RPK proteins, other RPK, namely 

serine/threonine kinases (STK) and cysteine-rich receptor-like protein kinases (CRK), were 

found to be strongly induced throughout C. purpurea infection. Contrary to the NBS-LRR 

proteins, these RPKs exhibited up-regulated that were sustained at the late time-points of C. 

purpurea infection. STK are membrane proteins that form a first line of defence, recognising 

pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMP), which can then lead to the activation of the 

MAPK signaling cascade and ultimately other defence-related genes (Afzal et al., 2008). Ma 

et al. (2018) similarly observed strong up-regulation of genes encoding receptor-like kinases 

and pathogenesis-related proteins during the early, asymptomatic phase of Septoria tritici 

blotch (STB) infection on wheat. CRK are a sub-member of receptor-like kinases and many 

genes belonging to this family of proteins have been found to be induced by a variety of 

pathogens. One such CRK was found to be induced in barley in response to the biotrophic 

fungus Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei, which causes barley powdery mildew (Collinge et al., 

2002). Taken together, these results would suggest that wheat recognises C. purpurea through 

the activation of multiple receptor proteins, and is then able to discharge an array of defence 

responses. 
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A common, early response upon pathogen recognition is cell wall modification. Cell 

wall defensive appositions called papillae are formed beneath the attempted pathogen 

penetration sites of many biotrophic and hemi-biotrophic pathogens (Pecenkova et al., 2011). 

This process has been shown to be facilitated through the actions of genes such as SNARE 

proteins, syntaxins and the exocyst complex component EXO70B. Genetic screenings for 

mutants which allowed increased penetration by B. graminis identified the crucial role of 

syntaxins and SNARE proteins in cell wall modification in response to attempted fungal 

penetration (Collins et al., 2003). Homologues of these genes were up-regulated in wheat 

during the early stages of C. purpurea infection, although to the best of our knowledge papillae 

have not been observed in cereal- C. purpurea interactions. 

The observed induction of WRKY and MYB transcription factors during the early 

stages of C. purpurea infection further points towards the reprogramming of the wheat 

transcriptome. WRKY transcription factors participate in regulating defence gene expression 

at various levels, activating the production of antimicrobial compounds and triggering cell 

death, while MYB transcription factors have also been found to be involved in the induction 

of the hypersensitive cell death program (Pandey & Somssich, 2009; Ambawat et al., 2013). 

The effects of these transcription factors were evident within our dataset from the induction of 

genes with antifungal action, roles in cell wall modification and programmed cell death, and 

the generation of secondary metabolites. The observed early induction of antifungal 

compounds, such as chitinases and defensins, known inhibiters of fungal growth (De Coninck 

et al., 2013; Collinge et al., 1993), has also been observed during infection of rye by C. 

purpurea (Oeser et al., 2017).  

 Overall, our data suggests that upon infection by C. purpurea the host wheat plant 

activates several defence mechanisms at early stages of infection. In addition to well 

characterised defence-related genes, genes involved in wheat hormonal homeostasis and 

signaling pathways were induced. These hormone-associated genes may be up-regulated as 

part of a defence response on the part of the host, but equally could be induced by C. purpurea 

to create an environment suitable for C. purpurea colonisation and reproduction, and to disrupt 

the host’s defence responses. The evidence for a long-distance mobile signal triggering 

differential genes expression at the base of the ovary, long before the arrival of the pathogen, 

again could be derived from C. purpurea, sent to prepare the basal tissue for arrival of fungal 

hyphae, or be plant-derived and sent from the infected stigma to trigger a systemic defence 

reaction. 
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2.6  Further work 

 

Further research would be required to clarify the individual expression patterns of 

prominent DEG, relate these changes in gene expression to hormonal levels, and to the stage 

of C. purpurea development in wheat ovaries. A qRT-PCR analysis of key hormonal and 

defence-related genes should be carried out in order to verify the observed differential genes 

expression patterns seen in this study. A number of hormones have been quantified during C. 

purpurea infection in Chapter 3. However, the hormone quantification in Chapter 3 was that 

of the endogenous hormone levels at 3 days after inoculation. In order to gain a better insight 

into the relationship between hormone levels and gene expression a time-course experiment 

should be carried out, relating endogenous hormone levels as the stages of C. purpurea 

infection.  
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Chapter 3: Gibberellic Acid (GA) and its Role in Claviceps 

purpurea Infection of Wheat 

 

3.1  Abstract 

  

Currently, no complete resistance against the fungal pathogen Claviceps purpurea is 

known. Partial resistance to ergot has previously been shown to co-locate with the wheat 

dwarfing genes Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b, implicating a potential role of GA in C. purpurea 

infection. In this chapter we explore the role of GA, along with the status of other endogenous 

hormones, during C. purpurea infection. For the purposes of this study, a number of near-

isogenic lines (NILs) of the wheat (Triticum aestivum) varieties Mercia and Maris Huntsman 

that differed in alleles present at the Reduced height (Rht) loci on chromosome 4B and 4D were 

inoculated with the fungus. Honeydew and sclerotia measurements were taken to assess 

infection success.  

In general, more honeydew was produced by the wild-type (WT), parental wheat varieties 

Mercia and Maris Huntsman than the NILs carrying the mutant alleles at the Rht loci Rht-B1 

and Rht-D1. Sclerotia produced on Maris Huntsman were found to be significantly bigger than 

the sclerotia produced on the NILs carrying Rht-B1c or Rht-D1b, however a consistent, 

statistically significant reduction in sclerotia size was not seen in the Mercia NILs. 

Inoculation with C. purpurea resulted in elevated levels of the bioactive gibberellic acid (GA4), 

the auxin indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) and the cytokinin dihydrozeatin (DHZ). GA4, IAA and 

DHZ showed very similar induction patterns across the Mercia NILs as a result of infection 

with C. purpurea, with levels of all three hormones being particularly high in Mercia WT, and 

Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b NILs. GA4 and IAA also displayed near identical patterns of induction 

in the Maris Huntsman NILs. While C. purpurea infection resulted in lower levels of jasmonic 

acid (JA) in Mercia and Maris Huntsman WT, no consistent effect of infection on JA levels 

was seen across the Rht-mutant NILs. Inoculation with C. purpurea did not significantly alter 

salicylic acid (SA) levels, or the levels of the cytokinin types trans-zeatin (tZ) or N⁶-(2-

isopentenyl) adenine (iP). 

Taken together, these results would indicate that GA acts to increase susceptibility of wheat to 

the fungus C. purpurea through degrading the DELLA proteins. 
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3.2  Introduction 

 

Gibberellins, also known as Gibberellic acid (GA), are considered phytohormones but 

were first identified in the rice fungal pathogen Gibberella fujikuroi (formally known as 

Fusarium fujikuroi) which causes supra-optimal elongation of seedlings and reduced grain 

yield. While GAs were originally thought to be unique to fungi, it is now known that they are 

found in plants, where they form a group that encompasses more than 136 structurally similar 

compounds (Sponsel, 2018). Out of all these compounds only a small number are considered 

to be bioactive, and therefore able to play a role in aspects of plant growth and development. 

Nevertheless, other GAs carryout significant functions, acting as precursors of the bioactive 

GAs, or as their inactivation factors or metabolites (Sponsel, 2018). Overall, plant GAs have 

been found to stimulate organ growth by increasing cell elongation and, in certain 

circumstances, cell division (Hedden & Thomas, 2012). In addition, GAs play important roles 

in several developmental switches, including seed dormancy and germination, juvenile and 

adult growth phases, and vegetative and reproductive development (Hedden & Thomas, 2012). 

Furthermore, GAs are important for fertility, being required for the release and germination of 

pollen, as well as, for pollen tube growth (Hedden & Thomas, 2012). 

 

3.2.1  GA biosynthesis and inactivation in higher plants 

 

GA biosynthesis occurs via the methylerythritol phosphate pathway (Kasahara et al., 

2002) which is summarized in Figure 3.1. The biosynthetic pathway is initiated when ent-

kaurene is produced from trans-geranylgeranyl diphosphate (GGPP) in proplastids (Aach et 

al,. 1997) via a two-step process (the intermediate being ent-copalyl diphosphate) which is 

catalyzed by the enzymes ent-copalyl diphosphate synthase (CPS) and ent-kaurene synthase 

(KS) (MacMillan, 1999). While ent-kaurene is the first product of the pathway it has been 

found not to play a major role in the final amount of bioactive GAs, as the regulation of their 

biosynthesis occurs at later stages of the biosynthetic pathway (Fleet et al., 2003). Overall, the 

conversion of ent-kaurene into the final, bioactive GAs involves multiple steps that depend on 

the functions of membrane-associated cytochrome P450 mono-oxygenases (P450s) and soluble 

(2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenases (ODDs) (Hedden & Thomas, 2012). Specifically, ent-

kaurene gets transformed into ent-kaurenoic acid in three steps of repeated hydroxylations 
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mediated by the mono-oxygenase ent-kaurene oxidase (KO; Morrone et al., 2010). 

Subsequently, the other mono-oxygenase ent-kaurenoic acid oxidase (KAO) facilitates the 

three-steps that lead to the oxidation of  ent-kaurenoic acid to GA12 (Hedden, 1997) which has 

been found to be the common precursor of all plant GAs (Hedden & Phillips, 2000). The next 

step in the biosynthetic pathway represents a branching point wherein GA12 either undergoes 

oxidation on C-13 via the enzymatic activity of ODD 13-hydroxylase to produce GA53 (Sponsel 

& Hedden, 2010). Finally, through the activities of the two ODDs GA 20-oxidase (GA20ox) 

and GA 3-oxidase (GA3ox), GA12 and GA53 are converted in a parallel manner to the bioactive 

GA4 and GA1, respectively (Hedden, 2018). These are multi-step processes where GA20ox acts 

first to oxidise GA12 and GA53
 into GA9 and GA20 respectively. GA3ox is then responsible for 

the final step of 3,β-hydroxylation of GA9 and GA20 to the bioactive GA4 and GA1 respectively 

(Hedden, 1997). 

 The amounts of bioactive GAs are tightly regulated in plants, which have the ability to 

alter their GA content rapidly in response to biotic and abiotic stimuli (Hedden & Thomas, 

2012). Similarly to other hormones, a number inactivation processes have been identified for 

GAs in order for plants to maintain homeostasis, or when a reduction of GA concentration is 

needed. The most common of these mechanisms is the 2β-hydroxylation of bioactive GAs via 

the enzymatic activity of GA 2-oxidases (GA2oxs; Thomas et al., 1999). Another example of 

a GA inactivation mechanism is that of epoxidation. It was found in rice that GAs are converted 

into their 16α, 17-epoxides by a cytochrome P450 mono-oxygenase (CYP714D1) causing them 

to become inactive (Zhu et al., 2006). 
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Figure 3.1: The GA-biosynthetic pathway in higher plants from trans-geranylgeranyl 

diphosphate to GA1, GA3 and GA4. 
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3.2.2 GA biosynthesis in fungi 

 

As was previously mentioned, GAs were first identified in the fungus G. fujikuroi. 

Since then, GAs have been identified in many fungi and bacteria (Salazar-Cerezo et al., 2018). 

Despite the fact that plants and fungi produce structurally identical GAs, major differences with 

regards to their biosynthesis suggest that their biosynthetic pathways evolved independently 

(Tudzynski, 2005). Specifically, the first two steps of the biosynthetic pathway that result in 

the formation of ent-kaurene from GGDP require two separate enzymes (CPS and KS) in 

higher plants but only one bifunctional terpene cyclase (CPS/KS) in fungi (Kawaide et al., 

1997; Tudzynski et al., 1998). The steps of GA biosynthesis involving the sequential oxidations 

of ent-kaurene, leading ultimately to the formation of the GA12-aldehyde are identical between 

plants and fungi (Tudzynski, 2005). However, after GA12-aldehyde, at the stage where 

hydroxyl groups are added, the pathways between plants and fungi diverge. In fungi, GA12-

aldehyde is 3β-hydroxylated to GA14-aldehyde and 13-hydroxylation occurs only in the final 

step to form GA3 from GA7, whereas in plants the final step is the 3β-hydroxylation of GA9 

and GA20 to GA4 and GA1 (Salazar-Cerezo et al., 2018; Tudzynski, 2005). 

In addition to the biochemical reactions taking place during GA biosynthesis, the genes 

encoding the enzymes facilitating these reactions also differ significantly between plants and 

fungi. In fungi the genes for GA biosynthesis can be found in a cluster of 7 genes which include 

a pathway-specific geranyl-geranyl diphosphate synthase gene (ggs2), the bifunctional ent-

copalyl diphosphate synthase/ent-kaurene synthase (cps/ks), a desaturase (2-oxoglutarate-

dependent dioxygenase or DES) that converts GA4 to GA7 (Bhattacharya et al., 2012) and three 

cytochrome P450 monooxygenases (P450-1, P450-2 y P450-3) (Tudzynski, 2005).  

 

3.2.3 GA signalling 

 

During the past decade, most of the components of the GA signalling pathway have 

been identified. According to the current signalling model the DELLA proteins act by 

repressing plant growth while GA promotes it, GA being required for DELLA protein 

ubiquitin-mediated degradation (Achard & Genschik, 2009). In the presence of GA the GA 

receptor gibberellin insensitive dwarf1 (GID1) is able to bind to the DELLA proteins (a class 

of nuclear growth-repressing proteins) resulting in the ubiquitination and degradation of the 
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DELLAs through the 26S proteasome SCF complex (Gao et al., 2011). The DELLA proteins 

also appear to be primarily responsible for most of the GA-signalling dependent processes that 

take place in plants (Gao et al., 2011). 

 DELLAs are able to regulate gene expression by interacting with a great number of 

regulatory proteins (Daviere & Achard, 2013). For instance, DELLAs can regulate hypocotyl 

elongation by interacting with transcription factors such as PHYTOCHROME 

INTERACTING FACTORS (PIFs) (de Lucas et al., 2008) and BRASSINAZOLE 

RESISTANT1 (BZR1) (Gallego-Bartolomé et al., 2012), blocking their DNA-binding capacity 

(de Lucas et al., 2008). Furthermore, DELLAs have been found to act as coactivators, 

interacting with other transcription factors to activate the expression of downstream genes 

(Daviere & Achard, 2013). 

 

3.2.4 GA role in plant infection 

 

GAs have been found to play particularly complex roles in relation to plant defence by 

acting as both positive and negative regulators of disease resistance through intervention at 

multiple levels (De Bruyne et al., 2014). In some cases GAs have been found to promote the 

development of disease symptoms, while in others they are required for the induction of 

defence responses and plant immunity. Navarro et al. (2008) observed in Arabidopsis a role 

for DELLAs in resistance to the necrotrophic fungus Alternaria brassicola, but in susceptibility 

to the hemibiotrophic pathogen P. syringae. They suggested that GAs promote resistance to 

biotrophs and susceptibility to necrotrophs through the degradation of DELLAs, thereby 

changing the balance of SA/JA signaling during plant immunity. It is hypothesised that 

DELLAs bind to the JA suppressor JAZ1 preventing it from interacting with MYC2, a key 

transcriptional activator of JA responses, allowing MYC2 activation of JA-responsive target 

genes (Hou et al., 2010). The introduction of GA degrades DELLA, freeing JAZ1 to interact 

with and inhibit MYC2, leading to suppression of JA signaling and enhancement of resistance 

to fungi with a biotrophic growth phase. Similar observation were reported in wheat and barley 

(Saville et al., 2012). In wheat the Rht semi-dwarfing alleles encode for mutant DELLA 

proteins that are not degraded by GA, but continue to suppress plant growth producing the 

semi-dwarf phenotypes. Saville et al. (2012) observed that the wheat Rht (Rht-B1b, Rht-D1b, 

Rht-B1c and Rht-D1c) and the barley Sln1 gain of function (GoF) mutants conferred increased 
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susceptibility to biotrophic pathogens and increased resistance to necrotrophic pathogens. They 

also found that the increased susceptibility to biotrophs was buffered in single Rht mutants in 

wheat due to polyploidy. The constant presence of Rht DELLA would therefore be 

hypothesized to prevent inhibition of JA-signaling through the TaJAZ1 pathway, enhancing JA 

pathways and susceptibility to biotrophs such as C. purpurea. In contrast, Gordon et al., 2015 

observed that resistance to the biotrophic fungus C. purpurea co-located with semi-dwarfing 

alleles at the Rht loci- Rht-1B and Rht-1D. Therefore, it could be hypothesized that the Rht 

della mutant proteins may also be unable to bind to TaJAZ1, resulting in constitutive 

suppression of TaMYC2 and JA signaling. In addition, GAs have also been found to lower 

resistance (not increase resistance as hypothesized in Arabidopsis) to the hemibiotrophic 

pathogens Magnaporthe oryzae and Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae in rice (Yang et al., 2008; 

Qin et al., 2013). 

 GAs and DELLAs are potentially able to influence plant immunity through many 

different mechanisms. In addition to changing the balance of SA/JA signaling during plant 

immunity, Achard et al., 2008 showed that DELLAs are able to modulate ROS production by 

inducing genes involved in ROS detoxification, and thereby reduce ROS levels and inhibit cell 

death. This DELLA-mediated inhibition of cell death contributed to resistance towards 

necrotrophic pathogens such as Botrytis cinerea which derive nutrients from dead cell tissues 

(Achard et al., 2008). Furthermore, the interaction that exists between SA and ROS suggests 

that the DELLA-mediated repression of SA signaling results partially from the decrease in 

ROS levels (Grant & Jones, 2009). 

 

3.2.5 GA levels and other hormones 

 

GAs rarely act alone, but form part of a complex system that includes interactions 

between multiple hormones. These interactions can involve changes in hormone biosynthesis 

or in hormone signalling transduction (Joss et al., 2018).With regards to interactions that effect 

the levels of GAs, each hormone is specific. For example, auxin has been found to strongly 

induce the synthesis of bioactive GAs in a range of plant species, including barley (Wolbang 

et al., 2004), Arabidopsis (Frigerio et al., 2006) and rice, (Yin et al., 2007) by degrading 

Aux/IAA proteins and, in turn, leading to the up-regulation of GA biosynthesis genes GA 20-

oxidases and GA 3-oxidases, and the down-regulation of deactivating genes GA 2-oxidases 
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(Joss et al., 2018). In contrast, ethylene signalling has been found to negatively affect GA 

biosynthesis (Joss et al., 2018) while, mutualistically, GA has been found to inhibit ethylene 

production. Ferguson et al., 2011 observed elevated ethylene production in a GA-deficient 

mutant of pea. Cytokinins have also been implicated in the negative regulation of GA levels, 

stimulating the expression of the GA deactivating genes encoding GA 2-oxidases (Jasinski et 

al., 2005).  

 

3.2.6 The reduced height alleles of wheat 

 

The introduction of the Reduced height (Rht) mutant genes into wheat varieties played 

a significant role in breeding for higher wheat yields iduring the Green Revolution (Hedden, 

2003). These dwarfing alleles result in higher yields by preventing stem elongation, thereby 

improving lodging resistance, as well as by increasing the partitioning of photosynthate in the 

grain and increasing the number of grains (Youssefian et al., 1992). In wheat, the most widely 

used Rht alleles are the Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b semi-dwarfing alleles, found on chromosomes 

4B and 4D respectively, and are now found in the majority of varieties cultivated worldwide 

(Evans, 1998). Both of these alleles carry mutations in the Rht-1 coding region that result in 

the addition of stop codons within the N-terminal ‘DELLA’ domain (Phillips, 2018), and in 

both alleles produce truncated DELLA proteins that are unable to interact with GID1 in the 

presence or absence of GA (Pearce et al., 2011). 

In addition to Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b, other Rht alleles have been identified that affect 

height, including Rht-B1c and Rht-D1c. However, these alleles have not been used in breeding 

as they negatively affect yield (Flintham et al., 1997). Rht-B1c and Rht-D1c confer a severe 

dwarf phenotype but differ in their mutations (Phillips, 2018). Rht-D1c carries the same stop 

codon as Rht-D1b but has been found to have a higher expression due to a higher copy number, 

and thus results in a more severe dwarfing phenotype (Pearce et al., 2011). Rht-B1c contains 

the novel mutation of a 2-kbp retrotransposon insertion that results in an in-frame, 90-bp 

insertion in the region encoding the ‘DELLA’ domain (Pearce et al., 2011). The translation 

product is similarly unable to interact with the GID1 protein (Pearce et al., 2011). These Rht 

mutant alleles are all dominant, GA-insensitive alleles which have been suggested to 

accumulate DELLA proteins at much higher levels than their wild-type counterparts (Peng et 

al., 1999). In addition, it has been shown that the Rht-B1c severe dwarf allele has highly 
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elevated levels of bioactive GAs, and that both Rht-B1c dwarf, and Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b semi-

dwarf lines exhibit reduced responses to exogenous GA (Phillips, 2018).  

Other dwarfing genes identified include Rht8 and Rht12. Rht8 represents a semi-

dwarfing gene, found on the short arm of chromosome 2D (Korzun et al.,1998), which unlike 

the others is not defective in GA biosynthesis or signaling, but rather exhibits reduced 

sensitivity to brassinosteroids (Gasperini et al., 2012). The phenotype produced by Rht8 is the 

result of reduced cell elongation (Gasperini et al., 2012). Rht12 has been found to be located 

on the long arm of chromosome 5A, however its role, if any, in GA biosynthesis or signaling 

remains unknown (Chen et al., 2013).   

 

3.2.7 Aims 

 

The findings of Gordon et al. (2015) that C. purpurea resistance co-located with the 

semi-dwarfing alleles Rht-1B and Rht-1D, as well as the results presented in Chapter 2, where 

significant changes in wheat GA biosynthesis gene transcription were observed in response to 

infection with C. purpurea, suggested a potential role of GAs and DELLAs in the interaction 

between wheat and C. purpurea. The main aim of this chapter was to further explore the 

relationship between GAs and DELLAs in the infection of wheat with C. purpurea. 

Specifically, the results presented here address two aims:  

Firstly, to determine whether alterations to GA signaling contribute to resistance (or 

susceptibility) of wheat to C. purpurea, we assessed C. purpurea infection (i.e. the level of 

honeydew production and size of sclerotia) in wheat lines with mutations in GA signaling 

pathways. Near-isogenic lines (NILs) of wheat (Triticum aestivum) varieties Mercia and Maris 

Huntsman differing in alleles at the Reduced height (Rht) loci on chromosome 4B and 4D were 

used (Table 3.1). Specifically, the semi-dwarf alleles Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b, and the severe 

dwarf alleles Rht-B1c and Rht-D1c were used. Furthermore, two additional reduced-height 

NILs of Mercia carrying the GA-sensitive alleles Rht8 (chromosome 2D) and Rht12 

(chromosome 5A) were also included. Finally, the wild-type (rht-tall) parental lines carrying 

GA-sensitive alleles at all three homoeologous loci (Flintham et al., 1997) were used as 

controls. 
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While the involvement of GA during C. purpurea infection was suggested by the 

differential expression analysis in Chapter 2, the genes that were found to be up- and down-

regulated during infection provided an incomplete picture of events. Therefore, the second aim 

of this chapter was to determine whether GA levels were altered in ovule tissue by C. purpurea 

infection. We quantified the levels of bioactive GAs, along with those of auxin, SA, JA, and 

cytokinins, in C. purpurea infected and control materials.  
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3.3  Materials and methods  

 

3.3.1 Plant material 

 

C. purpurea infection was examined in NILs of the wheat varieties Mercia and Maris 

Huntsman differing in alleles at the Rht loci on chromosome 4B and 4D (Table 3.1). 

Specifically, the semi-dwarf alleles Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b, and the severe dwarf alleles Rht-

B1c and Rht-D1c were used. Furthermore, the NILs of wheat variety Mercia carrying the GA-

sensitive alleles Rht8 (chromosome 2D) and Rht12 (chromosome 5A) were also included. 

Table 3.1: List of near-isogenic lines of wheat (Triticum aestivum) carrying Rht alleles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rht alleles in Wheat NILs Background Phenotype GA Sensitivity

rht-tall Mercia wild-type sensitive

Maris Huntsman wild-type sensitive

Rht -B1b Mercia Semi-dwarf insensitive

Rht -B1c Mercia Severe dwarf insensitive

Maris Huntsman Severe dwarf insensitive

Rht -D1b Mercia Semi-dwarf insensitive

Maris Huntsman Semi-dwarf insensitive

Rht -D1c Mercia Severe dwarf insensitive

Rht12 Mercia Semi-dwarf sensitive

Rht8 Mercia Semi-dwarf sensitive
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3.3.2 Claviceps purpurea inoculations and infection assessments 

 

3.3.2.1 Inoculations 

 C. purpurea inoculations were undertaken as described in Chapter 2. Conidia were 

collected from fresh honeydew and diluted with water to a concentration of 6 × 106 conidia/ml.  

Ten florets per ear, on 10 primary tillers (i.e. the first tiller formed on 10 plants), of each wheat 

line, were hand-inoculated with the conidia suspension using a hypodermic syringe as 

described in Gordon et al. (2015). The florets were inoculated just before anthesis, when the 

stigmas were fluffy but no pollen had been released (Zadoks Growth Stage 59; Gordon et al., 

2015). 

3.3.2.2 Honeydew measurements 

NIL honeydew measurements were taken at 14dpi in order to determine whether 

infection has been successful and to assess the severity of the infection, as measured by the 

quantity of honeydew produced. The levels of honeydew production were scored following the 

stages outlined in Figure 3.2. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Honeydew scores are recorded 14 days after inoculation and follow a scale of 1 to 4. 

(1) No honeydew is produced; (2) Honeydew is confined within the glumes; (3) Small droplets of 

honeydew are exuded from the floret; (4) Large droplets of honeydew are exuded from the florets, often 

running down the stem. 
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3.3.2.3 Sclerotia and grain measurements 

In order to examine the level of resistance or susceptibility to C. pupurea, the size of 

sclerotia formed within the inoculated florets of each NIL were measured. The size of the seed 

produced by each NIL was also measured in order to determine whether previous observations, 

showing differences in grain size produced by these lines, could be replicated, and whether 

there was a relationship between the size of wheat seed and the size of sclerotia. Seed was 

collected from the primary tillers of control, uninfected plants, which had been covered prior 

to flowering in order to avoid any cross fertilization between lines. The size of ergot sclerotia 

were analysed using the NIAB ergot size 0–7 scale (Figure 3.3). Sclerotia size (i.e. length and 

width) and grain size, as well as their weights were also determined using a Marvin digital seed 

analyser (GTA Sensorik GmbH, Lindenstraße 63 D-17033 Neubrandenburg, Germany).  

 

Figure 3.3: The NIAB ergot sclerotia sizing scale. 
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3.3.3 Hormone quantification 

 

For the quantification of endogenous GA, IAA, JA, SA and cytokinin (CKs) levels, 

wheat ovules from three biological replicates (each replicate was made up of three wheat ears 

of inoculated or non-inoculated control florets), were harvested for each of the mutant and wild 

type lines at 3dai. Each ovule sample was lyophilized and then ground-up using a 

Geno/Grinder- automated high-throughput plant & animal tissue homogenizer and cell lyser, 

in order to stabilise the samples for storage and transportation. Each of the samples (50 mg dry 

weight) were sent to the Institute for Plant Molecular and Cell Biology (IBMCP) in Valencia 

for analysis of hormone levels. 

 The ground tissue (about 50 mg dry weight) was suspended in 80% methanol-1% acetic 

acid containing internal standards and mixed by shaking for one hour at 4ºC. The extract was 

kept a -20ºC overnight, centrifuged and the supernatant dried in a vacuum evaporator.  The dry 

pellet residue was dissolved in 1% acetic acid and passed through a reverse phase column (HLB 

Oasis 30 mg, Waters), as described in Seo et al. (2011). For CKs, the extracts were additionally 

passed through an Oasis MCX (cationic exchange) cartridge and eluted with 60% methanol- 

5% NH4OH to obtain the basic fraction containing CKs. To recover the acid fraction, the MCX 

cartridge was further eluted with methanol. The final residues were dried and dissolved in 5% 

acetonitrile-1% acetic acid. Hormones were separated by UHPLC using a reverse Accucore 

C18 column (2.6 µm, 100 mm length; Thermo Fisher Scientific) with an acetonitrile gradient 

containing 0.05% acetic acid, at 400 µL/min. For CKs, the acetonitrile gradient was 2 to 25% 

over 13 min. For GAs, IAA, SA and JA the gradient was 2 to 55% acetonitrile over 21 min. 

The hormones were analyzed with a Q-Exactive mass spectrometer (Orbitrap detector; 

ThermoFisher Scientific) by targeted Selected Ion Monitoring (tSIM; capillary temperature 

300ºC, S-lens RF level 70, resolution 70.000) and electrospray ionization (spray voltage 3.0 

kV, heater temperature 150ºC, sheath gas flow rate 40 µL/min, auxiliary gas flow rate 10 

µL/min) in negative mode for acidic hormones or positive mode for CKs. The concentration of 

hormones in the extracts were determined using embedded calibration curves and the Xcalibur 

4.0 and TraceFinder 4.1 SP1 programs. The internal standards for quantification of each of the 

different plant hormones were the deuterium-labelled hormones, except for JA, for which the 

compound dhJA was used (purchased from OlChemim Ltd, Olomouc, Czech Republic). 
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3.3.4 Statistical analyses 

 

All statistical analyses were performed using Genstat v.16. For the data relating to 

honeydew and sclerotia measurements, significant variation between lines was examined used 

a one way-ANOVA approach, followed by a post-hoc Tukey’s test where appropriate. The data 

relating to grain were examined using a modified ANOVA approach, General Linear 

Regression. The model applied was replicates + genotype. For the measurements of JA, SA, 

DHZ and tZ, variation between lines and treatment (inoculated or un-inoculated) were 

examined using a two way-ANOVA approach, followed by a post-hoc Tukey’s test where 

appropriate. The data relating to GA1, GA4, auxin (IAA) and iP did not satisfy the normality 

test and were therefore examined using a modified ANOVA approach, General Linear 

Regression. 
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3.4  Results 

 

3.4.1 Variation in honeydew production between different Rht-NILs. 

 

Honeydew measurements were taken at 14dai on the Rht-NILs of Mercia and Maris 

Huntsman (Figures 3.4 and 3.5, respectively). In the Mercia lines honeydew production 

differed significantly between Rht-NILs (F = 6.05, p < 0.001) in the 2017 expts. Specifically, 

the Rht8 line produced significantly more honeydew than the Rht12, Rht-D1c and Rht-D1b 

lines. No other lines were detected as being significantly different from one another in terms 

of their honeydew production in 2017. However, in the 2018 expt no significant differences in 

honeydew production were detected between any of the Rht-NILs (F = 1.43, p = 0.237). 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Levels of honeydew production in 7 different Rht-NILS of the wheat (Triticum 

aestivum) variety Mercia. Measurements taken in two different expts (2017 and 2018) are shown. The 

error bars show standard errors. The asterisks indicate significant differences between NILs pairs at a p 

< 0.001. The pairs exhibiting a significant difference (indicated by the brackets) were: Rht-D1b-Rht8, 

Rht-D1c-Rht8, Rht12-Rht8. 
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The Maris Huntsman NIL for the year 2017 exhibited significant differences in 

honeydew production between Rht-NILs (F = 24.85, p < 0.001; Figure 3.5). Specifically, Rht-

B1c was found to produce significantly less honeydew than the Rht-D1b and Rht-tall (WT) 

lines. Despite the fact that the WT was observed to have the highest levels of honeydew 

production, they weren’t significantly higher than the levels produced by Rht-D1b. Contrary to 

2017, and similarly to Mercia, the Maris Huntsman NIL did not exhibit any significant 

differences in the levels of honeydew produced in the 2018 expt (F = 2.02, p = 0.159).  

Moreover in 2018, the Rht-D1b line was found to produce slightly lower levels of honeydew 

than Rht-B1c. However, although not statistically significant, the highest honeydew levels were 

again observed in the WT. 

 

Figure 3.5: Levels of honeydew production in 7 different Rht-NILS of the wheat (Triticum 

aestivum) variety Maris Huntsman. Measurements taken at two different years (2017 and 2018) are 

shown.  The error bars show standard errors. The asterisks indicate significant differences between NILs 

pairs at a p < 0.001. The pairs exhibiting a significant difference (indicated by the brackets) were: Rht-

D1b-Rht-B1c, Rht-B1c-WT. 
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3.4.2 Variation in sclerotia size and weight between different Rht-NILs. 

 

In order to determine whether disruption in the GA-DELLA signaling pathway 

contributes to resistance or susceptibility in wheat to C. purpurea the size and weight of 

sclerotia were measured in inoculated Rht-mutant NILs. The size of sclerotia serves as a good 

indicator of the level of resistance and/or susceptibility to the fungal pathogen C. pupurea. 

After honeydew was collected, sclerotia were allowed to develop in the 7 Merica Rht-NILs and 

in 3 Maris Huntsman Rht-NILs. The experiment was conducted twice, once in 2017, and again 

in 2018. In 2018 sample collection from the Mercia Rht12 NIL was not possible and therefore 

no results are reported for this line. No statistical significant differences in sclerotia weight 

were found between any of the Mercia Rht-NILs (F = 3.06, p = 0.011) in 2017, however 

statistically significant differences were detected in sclerotia size (F = 4.22, p = 0.001) (Figure 

3.6). While the WT line did not produce significantly larger sclerotia than the mutant lines, it 

did exhibit larger variations in terms of both weight and size compared to the other lines. Rht-

B1b was found to produce significantly larger sclerotia than Rht-D1c. 

 

Figure 3.6: Box and whisker plots of mature ergot sclerotia size and weight developed in the wheat 

(Triticum aestivum) variety Mercia on the year 2017. Each data point represents the mean size or 

weight of sclerotia collected from a single ear. The box defines the upper and lower quartile and shows 

the median values. The asterisks indicate significant differences between NILs at a p < 0.001. The pairs 

exhibiting a significant difference (indicated by the brackets) were: Rht-B1b-Rht-D1c. 
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In 2017 statistically significant differences between the Maris Huntsman Rht-NILs 

were detected for both sclerotia weight (F = 21.91, p < 0.001) and size (F = 26.01, p < 0.001; 

Figure 3.7). The WT was found to produce significantly heavier sclerotia than both Rht-D1b 

and Rht-B1c, and significantly larger sclerotia than Rht-B1c (Figure 3.7).  While WT sclerotia 

were not significantly larger than sclerotia produced on Rht-D1b, Rht-D1b did not produce 

significantly larger sclerotia than produced on Rht-1Bc. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Box and whisker plots of mature ergot sclerotia size and weight developed in the wheat 

(Triticum aestivum) variety Maris Huntsman on the year 2017. Each data point represents the mean 

size or weight of sclerotia collected from a single ear. The box defines the upper and lower quartile and 

shows the median values. The asterisks indicate significant differences between NILs pairs at a p < 

0.001. The pairs exhibiting a significant difference (indicated by the brackets) were: For weight: Rht-

D1b-WT, Rht-B1c-WT; For size: Rht-D1b-Rht-B1c, Rht-B1c-WT. 

 

 Similar to the previous year, in 2018 the Mercia Rht-NILs did not exhibit any significant 

differences in terms of sclerotia weight (F = 3.93, p = 0.005) (Figure 3.8), but were found to 

produce significantly different sclerotia in terms of size (F = 7.80, p < 0.001; Figure 3.8). 

Specifically, the tall WT line was found to produce significantly larger sclerotia than the 

severe-dwarf Rht-B1c and Rht-D1c lines. In the Maris Huntsman NILs the three lines differed 

significantly in terms of both sclerotia weight (F = 16.70, p < 0.001) and size (F = 13.95, p < 

0.001; Figure 3.9). Specifically, Rht-D1b and Rht-B1c produced significantly lighter sclerotia 
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compared to WT, but only Rht-D1b was significantly smaller to WT. The dwarf lines Rht-D1b 

and Rht-B1c did not differ significantly from each other in terms of the weight and size of the 

sclerotia. 

 

Figure 3.8: Box and whisker plots of mature ergot sclerotia size and weight developed in the wheat 

(Triticum aestivum) variety Mercia on the year 2018. Each data point represents the mean size or 

weight of sclerotia collected from a single ear. The box defines the upper and lower quartile and shows 

the median values. The asterisks indicate significant differences between NILs pairs at a p < 0.001. The 

pairs exhibiting a significant difference (indicated by the brackets) were: For size: Rht-B1c-WT, Rht-

D1c-WT. No samples were taken for the Rht12 line in 2018 as the wheat ears released their pollen 

before inoculation took place. 
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Figure 3.9: Box and whisker plots of mature ergot sclerotia size and weight developed in the wheat 

(Triticum aestivum) variety Maris Huntsman on the year 2018. Each data point represents the mean 

size or weight of sclerotia collected from a single ear. The box defines the upper and lower quartile and 

shows the median values. The asterisks indicate significant differences between NILs pairs at a p < 

0.001. The pairs exhibiting a significant difference (indicated by the brackets) were: For weight: Rht-

D1b-WT, Rht-B1c-WT; For size: Rht-D1b-WT. 

 

 

3.4.3 Variation in seed size between the different Rht-NILs. 

 

In order to determine whether previous observations (A. Gordon personal 

communication, 2017) showing differences in grain size produced by these lines could be 

replicated, and whether there was a relationship between the size of wheat seed and the size of 

sclerotia, the size of the seed produced by each of the respective lines were measured. 

Significant differences between 7 Rht-NILs regarding the length (F = 37.12, p < 0.001), width 

(F = 19.58, p < 0.001), and area (F = 38.79, p < 0.001) of the seed produced were detected in 

the Mercia NIL in 2017 (Figure 3.10). Comparing the WT line to the Rht-mutant lines, it was 

observed that the WT produced seed that had significantly longer lengths and greater areas than 

seed produced by the Rht-D1c line, and greater areas than seed produced by the Rht-D1b NIL. 

Interestingly, seed produced on the NIL Mercia Rht12 was longer, wider and had a greater area 

than WT seed, and in general produced seed with significantly larger areas than all the other 

Rht-mutant lines measured. Mutant lines were also found to significantly differ from each 
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other, with Rht-D1c producing seed exhibiting significantly lower lengths and greater areas 

than the seed produced by Rht8, Rht12 and Rht-B1c lines. With regards to width, Rht-D1c only 

produced significantly thinner seed than Rht12. In addition, Rht-D1b was found to produce 

seed with significantly shorter lengths and widths than Rht8, Rht12 and Rht-B1c, as well as 

seed with smaller areas than Rht8, Rht12 and Rht-B1c. Finally, the Rht-B1b line produced seed 

with significantly shorter lengths and width than Rht12, as well as significantly smaller areas 

than Rht12 and Rht-B1c.  

 

Figure 3.10: Box and whisker plots of seed length (mm), width (mm) and area (mm2) developed 

in the wheat (Triticum aestivum) variety Mercia Rht-mutant NILs in the year 2017. The box defines 

the upper and lower quartile, and shows the median values. The dots represent outlier data points. 

 

In 2018 the seven Mercia Rht-NILs (Figure 3.11) again differed significantly in terms 

of seed length (F = 69.76, p < 0.001), width (F = 58.23, p < 0.001) and area (F = 60.39, p < 

0.001. As in 2017 the WT line produced significantly bigger seed (length, width and area) than 

the Rht-D1c and Rht-D1b mutant lines. In 2018 WT seed was also found to be significantly 

larger than that produced by Rht-B1c. The alleles Rht-D1c, Rht-D1b and Rht-B1c also produced 

seed that differed in size from the seed produced by the other NILs. The Rht-D1c line produced 

the smallest seed. Specifically, Rht-D1c produced seed that had significantly shorter lengths 

than seed produced by all other lines, except Rht-B1c. Rht-D1c seed also had significantly 

shorter width than seed produce on all other lines apart from Rht-D1b and Rht-B1b, as well as 
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significantly smaller areas than the seed of all other lines, apart from Rht-D1b. In addition, Rht-

D1b was found to produce seed with significantly shorter lengths than all other lines, except 

Rht-B1c and Rht-D1c, seed with significantly shorter widths than the Rht-B1c and Rht12 lines, 

and seed with significantly smaller areas than the Rht8 and Rht12 lines. Finally, the line Rht-

B1c produced seed with significantly shorter lengths than all other lines except Rht-D1c and 

Rht-D1b, as well as seed with significantly smaller areas than Rht8. 

 

Figure 3.11: Box and whisker plots of seed length (mm), width (mm), and area (mm2) developed 

in the wheat (Triticum aestivum) variety Mercia Rht-mutant NILs in the year 2018. The box defines 

the upper and lower quartile and shows the median values. The dots represent outlier data points. 

 

Contrary to the Mercia NILs, the three Maris Huntsman Rht-NILs in 2017 (Figure 3.12) 

did no exhibit any significant differences between seed length (F = 4.11, p = 0.019), width (F 

= 1.34, p = 0.266), or area (F = 1.25, p = 0.290). Similar in 2018 (Figure 3.13) no significant 

differences with regards to seed width (F = 5.31, p = 0.005) and area (F = 4.91, p = 0.008) were 

found. The length of seed did however differ significantly between the three Rht-NILs (F = 

47.75, p < 0.001), with the WT producing longer seed than the seed produced by the Maris 

Huntsman NILs carrying alleles Rht-D1b and Rht-B1c.  
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Figure 3.12: Box and whisker plots of grain length (mm), width (mm), and area (mm2) developed 

in the wheat (Triticum aestivum) variety Maris Huntsman Rht-mutant NILs in the year 2017. The 

box defines the upper and lower quartile and shows the median values. The dots represent outlier data 

points. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13: Box and whisker plots of grain length (mm), width (mm), and area (mm2) developed 

in the wheat (Triticum aestivum) variety Maris Huntsman Rht-mutant NILs in the year 2018. The 

box defines the upper and lower quartile and shows the median values. The dots represent outlier data 

points. 
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3.4.4 Variation in hormonal levels between inoculated and non-inoculated Rht-NILs. 

 

In order to determine whether hormonal levels are altered in response to infection, and 

whether GA signalling plays a role in C. purpurea development, the levels of bioactive GAs, 

auxin (IAA), JA, SA and CKs were measured 3 days after C. purpurea inoculation in parental 

and Rht-NILs from the 2018 experiment. While variation was observed between the three 

biological replications this was not statistically significant for any of the hormones measured. 

 The bioactive gibberellin GA1 was only detected at measurable levels in the parental 

line Mercia (Figure 3.14) and the Maris Huntsman Rht-mutant NIL Rht-D1b (Figure 3.15). The 

GA1 levels where either 0.0 (detectable levels, but below the values of the calibration curve) 

or N/F (not found; below detectable levels). Statistical analyses therefore revealed no 

significant treatment (non-inoculated vs inoculated; F = 0.08, p = 0.780) or genotype (F = 1.36, 

p = 0.320) differences for GA1 in the Mercia NILs, while no statistical analyses were conducted 

in the Maris Huntsman NILs.  

The bioactive gibberellin GA4 was detected in both the Mercia and Maris Huntsman 

NILs (Figures 3.14 and 3.15). Inoculation with C. purpurea resulted in elevated levels of GA4 

in Mercia and all the Mercia Rht-mutants, except Rht-D1c (F = 34.08, p < 0.001). A significant 

genotype (F = 2.54, p = 0.039) effect could be seen at the 5% level. In the Maris Huntsman 

NILs C. purpurea infection (F = 69.09, p < 0.001) also resulted in elevated levels of GA4, but 

no effect of genotype (F = 1.36, p = 0.294), or a significant genotype/treatment interaction (F 

= 3.03, p = 0.086) was observed.  

IAA levels in the Mercia NILs differed significantly between genotypes (F = 10.45, p 

< 0.001) and treatments (F = 150.57, p < 0.001), as well as showing a genotype/treatment 

interaction (F = 11.03, p < 0.001; Figure 3.14). Specifically, the impact of C. purpurea infection 

was genotype dependent, with the Rht-B1b, Rht-D1b and WT lines exhibiting significantly 

higher levels of IAA after inoculation than the other NILs, with Rht-D1c and Rht8 lines having 

significantly lower levels of IAA than the Rht-B1b, Rht-D1b and WT lines. The Rht12 NIL 

exhibited significantly lower IAA levels than Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b, and the Rht-B1c line 

exhibited significantly lower levels of IAA than Rht-D1b. While similar levels of IAA were 

observed in the Maris Huntsman NILs (Figure 3.15), only the treatment effect (F = 102.60, p 

<0.001) was found to be statistically significant, with inoculated samples exhibiting 

significantly higher levels of IAA than non-inoculated. A significant genotype effect was seen 
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at the 5% level (F = 8.40, p = 0.005), as well as a significant genotype/treatment interaction (F 

= 10.63, p < 0.002). Upon inoculation, Rht-B1c exhibited significantly lower IAA levels than 

the WT line. 

Figure 3.14: Mean levels of Gibberellins (GA1 & GA4) and auxin (IAA) (ng/g) found in non-

inoculated (C) and Claviceps purpurea inoculated (I) Rht-NILs of the wheat variety Mercia. The 

error bars show standard errors. The standard error for the WT control of GA1 could not be calculated 

as only one of the replicates showed a quantifiable amount. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15: Mean amounts of Gibberellins (GA1 & GA4) and auxin (IAA) (ng/g) found in non-

inoculated (C) and Claviceps purpurea inoculated (I) Rht-NILs of the wheat variety Maris 

Huntsman. The error bars show standard errors. The standard error for the Rht-D1b control of GA1 

could not be calculated as only one of the replicates showed a quantifiable amount. 
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In the Mercia NILs no significant effect of C. purpurea infection on JA levels was 

found (F = 4.74, p = 0.038; Figure 3.16), or a significant genotype/treatment interaction (F = 

3.29, p = 0.014). A significant genotype effect (F = 14.99, p < 0.001) was recorded, with the 

Rht-D1c NIL exhibiting significantly higher levels of JA than Rht-B1b, Rht-D1b and Rht8. In 

addition, Rht12 was found to exhibit significantly higher levels of JA than those found in Rht8. 

Similar patterns of JA levels were observed for the Maris Huntsman Rht-NILs (Figure 3.17), 

with C. purpurea infection having no statistically significant effect on JA levels (F = 0.04, p = 

0.847). However, a significant genotype/treatment interaction (F = 17.14, p < 0.001), as well 

as a significant genotype (F = 10.34, p = 0.002) effect was found at the 5% level, each line 

appearing to be affected differently by the fungal inoculation and Rht-D1b exhibiting 

significantly lower JA levels than the WT. It was also observed, that in both Mercia and Maris 

Huntsman WT, inoculation with C. purpurea resulted in lower levels of JA. 

In the Mercia NILs a significant genotype effect (F = 6.42, p < 0.001), as well as a 

significant genotype/treatment interaction (F = 8.25, p < 0.001) was seen for SA levels, but no 

significant effect of C. purpura infection was observed (F = 0.01 p = 0.920; Figure 3.16). C. 

purpurea infection affected different lines in different ways, as some Rht-NILs exhibited higher 

levels of SA when they were inoculated with C. purpura, while others did not. In the non-

inoculated samples, Rht12 exhibited significantly higher SA levels than Rht-B1b, Rht-D1c and 

WT. Rht-B1c had the second highest levels of SA, but they were only significantly higher than 

those seen in Rht-B1b. In the Maris Huntsman NILs (Figure 3.17), no significant differences 

were detected in terms of treatment (F = 0.21, p = 0.659), genotype (F = 3.50, p = 0.063), or 

genotype/treatment interaction (F = 0.35, p = 0.710).  
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Figure 3.16: Mean amounts of Jasmonic acid (JA) and Salicylic acid (SA) (ng/g) found in non-

inoculated (C) and Claviceps purpurea inoculated (I) Rht-NILs of the wheat variety Mercia. The 

error bars show standard errors. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.17: Mean amounts of Jasmonic acid (JA) and Salicylic acid (SA) (ng/g) found in non-

inoculated (C) and Claviceps purpurea inoculated (I) Rht-NILs of the wheat variety Maris 

Huntsman. The error bars show standard errors. 
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Three cytokinins were measured, dihydrozeatin-type (DHZ), N⁶-(2-

isopentenyl)adenine-type (iP) and trans-zeatin-type (tZ). The cytokinin tZ was present in far 

higher levels than DHZ and iP, and in both the Mercia and Maris Huntsman NILs. 

In the Mercia NILs (Figure 3.18) DHZ levels were significantly affected by genotype 

(F = 14.46, p < 0.001) and treatment (F = 27.85, p < 0.001), but no significant 

genotype/treatment interaction was detected (F = 3.31, p = 0.014). Overall, C. purpurea 

inoculated NILs exhibited significantly higher levels of DHZ than non-inoculated. Although 

no significant genotype/treatment interaction was detected C. purpurea infection had a bigger 

effect on DHZ levels in Mercia WT, and Rht-mutant allele NILs carrying Rht-B1b, B1c and 

D1b. In addition, NILs carrying Rht-D1c and Rht8 had significantly lower levels of DHZ than 

WT, Rht-D1c lower DHZ levels than the Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b NILs, and Rht8 lower levels of 

DHZ than Rht-B1b. These effects where not however observed in the Maris Huntsman NILs 

where no significant genotype (F = 5.11, p = 0.025), treatment (F = 1.57, p = 0.234), or a 

genotype/treatment interaction (F = 0.36, p = 0.704; Figure 3.19) were found. 

The levels of iP type cytokinins in the Mercia NILs were found to be significantly 

affected by genotype (F = 6.09, p < 0.001), but not by treatment (F = 0.44, p = 0.513; Figure 

3.18). Specifically, the Rht-D1c line was found to contain higher levels of iP type than Rht-

B1b, Rht-B1c, and Rht12. However, no significant genotype (F = 2.12, p = 0.157) or treatment 

(F = 4.07, p = 0.063) effects were detected in the Maris Huntsman NILs (Figure 3.19). 

Similarly, a significant genotype effect (F = 17.78, p < 0.001) but no significant 

treatment effect (F = 2.19, p = 0.150), or a significant genotype/treatment interaction (F = 2.72, 

p = 0.033) were detected for the tZ type of cytokinins in the Mercia NILs (Figure 3.18). 

Specifically, the Rht8 line was found to have significantly lower levels of tZ type cytokinins 

than all other lines, except for Rht-D1c, which also exhibited significantly lower tZ levels than 

all lines, except Rht8 and Rht-B1c. In addition, no significant genotype effect (F = 3.76, p = 

0.054), treatment effect (F = 0.28, p = 0.606), or genotype/treatment interactions (F = 8.32, p 

= 0.005) were found for the tZ type cytokinins in the Maris Huntsman NILs.    
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Figure 3.18: Mean amounts of dihydrozeatin-type (DHZ), N⁶-(2-isopentenyl)adenine-type (iP), 

and trans-zeatin-type (tZ) cytokinins (ng/g) found in non-inoculated (C) and Claviceps purpurea 

inoculated (I) Rht-NILs of the wheat variety Mercia. The error bars show standard errors. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.19: Mean amounts of dihydrozeatin-type (DHZ), N⁶-(2-isopentenyl)adenine-type (iP), 

and trans-zeatin-type (tZ) cytokinins (ng/g) found in non-inoculated (C) and Claviceps purpurea 

inoculated (I) Rht-NILs of the wheat variety Maris Huntsman. The error bars show standard errors. 
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3.5  Discussion 

 

C. purpurea is a biotrophic fungal pathogen that infects the ovaries of a number of 

economically important cereal crops, including wheat, barley, rye, oats, triticale and millet 

(Tudzynski & Scheffer, 2004). The disease can result in devastating economic damage as the 

infection detrimentally affects grain and flour quality due to the toxic alkaloids produced by 

the fungus (Tudzynski et al., 2001). Further aggravating the problem is the lack of active 

genetic resistance to C. purpurea in these cereal crops. As we have previously shown, a number 

of genetic pathways, including those of hormones, have been identified in wheat that have been 

shown to be active during infection. An improved understanding of the role hormones play in 

the establishment of C. purpurea in wheat could have a direct effect on crop improvement 

strategies for sustainable agricultural systems. 

Multiple studies have implicated GAs in plant-pathogen interactions. In some studies it 

has been suggested that GA is required for pathogenicity, while others suggest that it has a role 

in resistance. Saville et al. (2012) showed that the combination of the dwarf and semi-dwarf 

DELLA mutant alleles Rht-B1c and Rht-D1b conferred increased susceptibility to biotrophic 

pathogens and increased resistance to necrotrophic pathogens. Their work was in agreement 

with studies by Achard et al. (2008) who demonstrated that DELLAs can delay ROS-induced 

cell death and Navarro et al. (2008) who reported that DELLAs suppress the accumulation of 

SA and cell death in response to infection by Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato. Saville et al. 

(2012) proposed that the increased susceptibility to the biotroph Blumeria graminis results 

from the accumulation of the mutant DELLA proteins in these lines, which delayed ROS-

accumulation and lead to a reduction in the effectiveness of the hypersensitive response. The 

observations in this chapter indicate that infection of wheat by C. purpurea is reduced in the 

GA-insensitive severe dwarf and semi-dwarf Rht-mutant NILs. This would suggest that 

mutations in the DELLA domains are conferring partial resistance to this fungus, and not 

susceptibility as found in biotrophic fungal pathogens by Saville at al. (2012). In general, more 

honeydew was produced by, and the sclerotia were larger on the WT parental wheat varieties 

Mercia and Maris Huntsman than the NILs carrying the mutant alleles Rht-B1 and Rht-D1. The 

role of DELLAs in wheat in partial resistance to C. purpurea has also been indicated by Gordon 

et al. (2015), where resistance co-located with the Rht loci on chromosomes 4B and 4D. 
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Various possibilities to explain the observed results are considered. Firstly, in the WT 

Mercia and Maris Huntsman JA levels fell following infection by C. purpurea. Removal of the 

DELLA proteins in the WT parents, linked to elevated GA4 levels following C. purpurea 

infection, would therefore appear to suppress the JA-mediated defense response. In the GA-

insensitive Rht-mutant lines DELLA proteins would accumulate, despite elevated levels of 

GA4. Hou et al. (2010) suggested that DELLAs can lead to the activation of JA-responsive 

target genes by binding to the JA suppressor JAZ1. The enhanced resistance to C. purpurea 

afforded by the Rht-mutant alleles could therefore be through JA-mediated defence 

mechanisms. Walters et al. (2002) also demonstrated that increased resistance to the biotroph 

Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei was bought about through JA-mediated defence in barley. 

Secondly, while ROS homeostasis is complex, it is possible that the observed partial 

resistance associated with the Rht-mutants could be due to an altered ROS balance. Indeed, it 

has been found that C. purpurea significantly contributes to the accumulation of ROS in plants 

during infection, and that NADPH oxidase mediated production of ROS is essential for the full 

pathogenicity of the fungus (Giesbert et al., 2008). As the accumulation of DELLAs can lead 

to a reduction of ROS through increasing the expression of genes encoding ROS-scavenging 

enzymes (Achard et al., 2008), the optimal ROS balance required for full pathogenicity of C. 

purpurea may be potentially altered in the mutant lines Rht-B1c, Rht-D1b and Rht-D1c.  

It has been observed that the Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b alleles are able to positively affect 

yield through an increase in seed number per ear, despite reducing individual seed weights 

(Flintham et al., 1997; Rebetzke & Richards, 2000). While more extreme dwarf alleles such as 

Rht-B1c and Rht-D1c generally have a negative effect on grain yield (Flintham et al., 1997). It 

is therefore conceivable that DELLAs might also be affecting seed size. However, 

measurement of seed parameters produced on Mercia and Maris Huntsman, and their 

corresponding NILs did not provide clear support for these observations. In addition, no 

definitive pattern existed between the size of sclerotia and the size of healthy seed produced on 

C. purpurea infected ears. The two exceptions being the severe dwarf Rht-D1c and the semi-

dwarf Rht-D1b in the Mercia background (Figure 3.10; Figure 3.11), these lines producing both 

smaller seed, as well as smaller sclerotia.  

This study supports the theory that GAs are required for the successful infection of 

wheat by C. purpurea, acting to enhance susceptibility to the fungus, potentially via the 

degradation of WT DELLAs. The observed increase in endogenous GA4 could be linked to an 
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auxin mediated induction of the GA biosynthetic pathway, as auxin has been known to strongly 

induce the synthesis of bioactive GAs (Wolbang et al., 2004). Indeed, Mercia and Maris 

Huntsman, and the Rht-NILs exhibited an almost mirror image of increased endogenous GA4 

and IAA levels in response to C. purpurea infection, although IAA levels were much higher 

than those found for GA4. It is known that C. purpurea can produce substantial quantities of 

auxins (P. Galuszka, unpubl. data). Therefore the elevated auxin levels observed during C. 

purpurea infection could actually be products of the fungus. However, as plant and fungal 

auxins are structurally identical, there was no way of determining, through the hormone assays 

undertaken in this study, whether the auxin found during infection was a fungal or a plant 

product. 

Hinsch et al. (2015) showed that C. purpurea is also able to produce a variety of 

cytokinins, and that mutation in C. purpurea cytokinin biosynthesis genes, specifically genes 

that abolished cis-zeatin (cZ) -type cytokinins, resulted in a decrease in pathogenicity (Hinsch 

et al., 2015; Kind et al., 2018). In this study, similar to the in planta measurements of CKs of 

Kind et al., (2018), dihydrozeatin (DHZ) was found here to significantly increase upon C. 

purpurea infection. Their observations of an increase in the iP and tZ type CKs could not be 

replicated, however that could due to differences in the time of sampling as Hinsch et al., 2015 

did note that the alterations in CKs levels were time dependent. The genotype effects observed 

in this chapter indicate that CK biosynthesis is potentially affected by the altered GA signaling 

that would be expected in the Rht-NILs.  

Overall, GAs and GA signaling were found to play a role in the infection of wheat by 

C. purpurea. Specifically, a perturbation in GA signaling, potentially through disruption of the 

DELLA-GA degradation system, appears to reduce infection by C. purpurea. Through the 

quantification results, other hormones, namely auxin and DHZ-type cytokinins, were also 

found to play a significant role in the successful infection of wheat. While it is not known 

whether the observed patterns of the endogenous hormones are the result of fungal or plant 

biosynthesis, it is highly likely that successful infection depends on the interactions of these 

hormones. 
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3.6  Further work 

  

Honeydew production, as well as sclerotia and seed size in the Rht-NILs were found to be 

quite variable between years. The genotype effect on honeydew production seen in 2017 in 

particular could not be replicated in 2018. It would be extremely beneficial for additional, 

replicated experiments to be conducted in order for these observations to be substantiated. In 

addition, the potential correlation between plant height and C. purpurea resistance should be 

further explored. An immediate step in this investigation could be the inclusion of lines 

containing a combination of dwarf and semi-dwarf mutant alleles (Rht-B1c+Rht-D1b), as well 

as the taking of accurate plant height measurements in further experiments. 

 Honeydew and sclerotia measurements alone do not reveal whether fungal colonisation 

of the mutants is accompanied by developmental defects and/or a delay in the formation of 

fungal structures within the ovules, prior to the emergence of sclerotia. In order to further 

characterise the effects the mutations might have on the successful colonisation of wheat ovules 

by C. purpurea a time-course experiment should be carried out, and the progression of infection 

inspected via confocal microscopy. Ovule samples for these particular experiments were taken. 

However, the staining protocol tried compromised the structural integrity of the ovules. A re-

sampling was not possible due to time constraints.  

 A qRT-PCR analysis of key GA biosynthesis genes was planned. However, the 

molecular analysis of the Mercia and Maris Huntsman Rht-NILs was not possible as no 

efficient primer pairs could be identified. Furthermore, time-constraints imposed, due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic, did not allow for further experiments to be conducted. Evaluating the 

GA responses during infection in the Mercia and Maris Huntsman Rht-NILs, via the expression 

patterns of key biosynthetic and signaling GA genes in planta could shed further light on the 

results obtained in this study. 
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Chapter 4: Determining the Movement of Ergot Alkaloids in 

Cereal Grains 
 

 

4.1  Abstract 

  

The fungus Claviceps purpurea infects cereals and grasses at anthesis, producing an ergot 

sclerotia (the overwintering structure of the pathogen) in place of a grain. Ergot sclerotia 

contain a cocktail of ergot alkaloids that are highly toxic to humans and animals. There is 

evidence to suggest that ergot alkaloids are able to contaminate cereal grains, as alkaloids have 

been detected in cereal products for human consumption. Reemerging concerns over the 

potential health risks presented by ergot alkaloids have led to new legislation on ergot alkaloids 

being proposed by the European Commission. This chapter addresses a number of questions 

regarding the ways in which ergot alkaloids are able to contaminate grains of wheat, barley and 

rye through a series of repeat experiments conducted over two years. It was shown that a 

significant risk of grain contamination by ergot alkaloids exists both pre-harvest, due to 

contamination while in the ear, as well as post-harvest, as a result of contact between sclerotia 

and grain. Significant differences between isolates and cereal species were found in the size 

and weight of mature ergot sclerotia, with larger, heavier sclerotia being produced by wheat. 

Very low levels of ergot alkaloids were found in honeydew with all C. purpurea isolates tested. 

Levels increased in sphacelia tissues and reached levels as high as 3 million parts per billion 

(ppb; 3 million μg of ergot alkaloids per kg of sclerotia) in mature ergot sclerotia. In wheat and 

barley, ergot alkaloids were found to transfer to healthy grain that developed above and below 

flowers infected with the C. purpurea isolates 04-97.1, EI4 and Rye 20.1. The profiles of ergot 

alkaloids found on grain were very different from the profiles found in mature ergot sclerotia. 

Significantly more ergot alkaloids were transferred to clean grain of wheat and barley as a 

result of direct physical contact with broken pieces of sclerotia, compared to intact sclerotia, 

with significant differences also seen between wheat and barley.  
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4.2  Introduction 

 

4.2.1 Alkaloid Biosynthesis 

 

C. purpurea produces a range of toxic ergot alkaloids during its infection of cereal and 

grass flowers. Ergot alkaloids can be divided into three groups according to their structure: 

clavines, lysergic acid amides and peptides (ergopeptines) and they are characterized by the 

tetracyclic ergoline ring system (Wallwey & Li, 2011). Over the past several decades the 

biosynthetic steps necessary for the production of these alkaloids have been elucidated (Figure 

4.1). The first biosynthetic steps, which result in the formation of argoclavine with its’ 

tetracyclic ergoline ring system, are shared between all three groups of ergot alkaloids (Schardl 

et al., 2006). The process starts with the C4-prenylation of l-tryptophan with dimethylallyl 

diphosphate (DMAPP) as the prenyl donor, a reaction which is catalyzed by the 

prenyltransferase 4-dimethylallyltryptophan synthase (DMATS) and results in the formation 

of 4-L-dimethylallyltryptophan (4-L-DMAT) (Lee et al., 1976). 4-L-DMAT then undergoes 

N-methylation in the presence of S-adenosylmethionine (SAM), resulting in the formation of 

4-dimethylallyl-l-abrine (4-DMA-l-abrine). This reaction is catalyzed by the enzyme 4-

dimethylallyltryptophan N-methyltransferase (EasF) (Gerhards et al., 2014). The next 

intermediate in the pathway is chanoclavine-I which is converted from 4-DMA-l-abrine in one 

decarboxylation and two oxidation steps (Schardl et al., 2006) through the enzymatic actions 

of FAD-dependent oxidoreductase (EasE), and catalase (EasC) (Lorenz et al., 2010; Goetz et 

al., 2011). In the next reaction, the formation of chanoclavine-I aldehyde is catalyzed by the 

short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase (SDR) EasD (Gerhards et al., 2014). Finally, EasG is able 

to catalyze the formation of the final product agroclavine via an non-enzymatic reaction 

between chanoclavine and reduced glutathione (Matuschek et al., 2012). 
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Figure 4.1: Formation of the ergoline scaffold-biosynthetic pathway (Gerhards et al., 2014). 

 In C. purpurea, the ergoline scaffold, in the form of agroclavine described above, 

undergoes a series of modifications by specific enzymes to produce the final ergot alkaloids. 

The first series of steps involve the transformation of agroclavine to lysergic acid, with 

elymoclavine and paspalic acid serving as the intermediate structures (Gerhards et al., 2014). 

Cytochrome P-450 monooxygenases and clavinet oxidase have been identified as the enzymes 

catalyzing the transformation of agroclavine to elymoclavine and elymoclavine to paspalic 

acid, respectively (Haarmann et al., 2006). 

 The steps involved in the production of the ergopeptines include the attachment of a 

tripeptide chain to activated lysergic acid, the tripeptide forming a bicyclic structure including 

a lactam ring and an oxazolidinone ring (e.g., ergotamine) (Gerhards et al., 2014). Ergopeptines 

are formed by an nonribosomal peptide synthethase (NRPS) enzyme complex containing two 

separable activities, d-Lysergyl peptide synthetases 1 and 2 (LPS1 and LPS2; Walzel et al., 

1997; Figure 4.2), and result in the synthesis of the 6 most common ergot alkaloids, 

ergocornine, ergocristine, ergocryptine, ergometrine, ergosine and ergotamine. 
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Figure 4.2: Formation of ergopeptines in C. purpurea (Adapted from Gerhards et al., 2014). 

A gene cluster containing the genes responsible for this biosynthetic pathway has been 

identified (Figure 4.3). The NRPS complex, encoded by genes of this cluster, represents a 

unique natural combinatorial system that allows the formation of the various known 

ergopeptines. D-lysergic acid is activated by LPS2 and then used as substrate for the three 

different NRPSs, including LPS1 isoforms encoded by lpsA1 and lpsA2, and the monomodular 

NRPS-reductase encoded by lpsC. Variations in LPS1 can account for the variation of 

ergopeptines produced by C. purpurea (Gerhards et al., 2014). 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Ergot alkaloid gene cluster in C. purpurea (modified after Haarmann et al., 2005). 
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4.2.2 Grain Contamination 

 

While the biosynthetic pathways of ergot alkaloids are relatively well characterised, 

very little is known about when and where in the C. purpurea infection process these alkaloids 

are produced, and whether the profile of alkaloids differs between fungal tissues (e.g. 

sphacelial, honeydew and sclerotia), between C. purpurea isolates and in different C. 

purpurea-host infections (e.g. with wheat, barley and rye). It is known that mycotoxins, 

including deoxynivalenol (DON) produced by Fusarium culmorum are able to travel in the ear 

via the xylem vessels and phloem sieve tubes (Kang, 1999). Therefore both honeydew and 

sphacelial tissue (which surrounds the phloem and xylem tissues that enter the ovule) could be 

routes for alkaloid transfer within the ear, resulting in contamination of healthy grain. Although 

a previous study in three wheat varieties, using a mixture of five UK and three Canadian C. 

purpurea isolates, indicated that alkaloid levels were low in honeydew (16 to 5,459 µg/kg; 

Tittlemier et al., 2016), the possibility of differences between C. purpurea isolates cannot be 

discounted. 

Despite post-harvest removal of sclerotia by standard cleaning methods: colour sorting 

and gravity tables, ergot alkaloids have been detected in ‘clean’ grain samples (Beuerle et al., 

2012; Byrd et al., 2017; MacDonald et al., 2017). Recent findings have suggested that alkaloids 

are localised towards the edge of the sclerotia and within the sclerotia groove (Nielen et al., 

2014), such that even intact sclerotia can transfer alkaloids to otherwise healthy grain. In 

addition, sclerotia are brittle and can be broken during transport and indeed certain C. purpurea 

isolates have been observed to be more brittle than others (A. Gordon personal 

communication).   

Due to our limited knowledge of alkaloid contamination of grain, as well as the lack of 

cereal varieties with good resistance to C. purpurea or approved fungicides to control ergot 

infection, grass weed management and good husbandry measures still remain the most effective 

methods of reducing ergot infection and therefore alkaloid contamination.  
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4.2.3 Policy Regulations of Alkaloid Levels 

 

The European Union (EU) has certain principles for regulating contaminants in feed 

and food which apply to all stages of the production, processing and distribution chains. In 

addition, food law provides for the free movement within the EU of feed and food compliant 

with EU legislation.  The main objectives of EU food law include a high level of protection of 

human health, protection of consumers’ interests, and protection of animal health and welfare, 

plant health and the environment (Verstraete, 2008). Feed and food placed on the market has 

to be safe, while contaminant levels need to be kept as low as can reasonably be achieved 

following good practices at all stages of production and processing (Verstraete, 2008). In order 

for the EU to achieve these objectives legislation is based on risk analysis, a three-component 

process consisting of risk assessment, risk management and risk communication. While risk 

assessment is based on the available scientific evidence and undertaken in an independent, 

objective and transparent manner, risk management takes in to account the results of the risk 

assessment as well as the other factors that relate to the matter under consideration (Verstraete, 

2008). 

 With regards to ergot alkaloids, the European Food Safety Authority, prompted by a 

European Commission request, submitted a scientific opinion where the establishment of a 

group acute reference dose (ARfD) of 1 µg/kg body weight (bw) and a group tolerable daily 

intake (TDI) of 0.6 µg/kg bw per day for the sum of the ergot alkaloids were reported (Beuerle 

et al., 2012). This led the Directorate General for Health and Food safety to propose introducing 

changes to the limits of sclerotia found in cereal grain and, unprecedentedly, to impose a 

threshold of total ergot alkaloids in processed grain, including milled products. Currently, ergot 

sclerotia content is set by the Commission Regulation (EC) No. 1881/2006 in unprocessed 

cereals (with the exception of corn and rice) used for humans, the amount of ergot sclerotia in 

food being restricted to a maximum of 0.05%. After years of debate and further data gathering 

by the industry, the measures will be voted on by the EC, and likely to be implemented from 

July 2021. For cereal milling products from wheat, spelt, barley and oats, a limit of 75–200 ppb 

will be set for alkaloids. For rye products, the limit will be higher c.250–500 ppb, while for 

cereal-based food for infants and young children it will be lower, < 50 ppb. The minimum 

levels of ergot sclerotia in unprocessed grain lots will be reduced to 0.02% (0.2g/kg), instead 

of the current 0.05% (0.5g/kg). 
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 These new measures proposed by the EU will have effects on farmers, as well as the 

milling industry. While many mills already operate to a lower limit for ergot (0.01% or zero 

tolerance), more mills will be expected to operate to these stricter levels as evidence indicates 

that even a 0.02% sclerotia content of the grain would be too high to ensure compliance with 

processed product levels (Brennan, 2020). Therefore, farmers would also need to consider ergot 

as a serious compliance issue and would aim to clean grain prior to delivery to a mill in order 

to avoid the risk of rejection (Brennan, 2020).  

 

4.2.4 Aims 

 

Keeping in mind the serious implications of these policy changes on regulatory 

measures, as well as the gaps in our knowledge, the experiments in this chapter set out to 

determine to what extent ergot alkaloids may contaminate otherwise clean lots of grain, pre-

harvest - within the ear, and post-harvest - during processing and transportation of grain. 

Specifically, the experiments presented here sought to address four main aims. Firstly, to 

determine whether ergot alkaloids are transferred from C. purpurea infected flowers to healthy 

grain developing in uninfected flowers on the same ear. Secondly, to determine whether the 

potential transfer of ergot alkaloids from C. purpurea infected flowers to healthy grain differs 

between cereal species, comparing wheat, barley and rye, and between pathogen isolates. 

Thirdly, to determine whether C. purpurea produces differing levels of ergot alkaloids in 

different fungal structures, comparing honeydew, sphacelia and sclerotia. Finally, to determine 

to what extent ergot alkaloids are transferred to clean grain during direct, physical contact with 

whole, partial and sclerotia dust.  
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4.3  Materials and methods  

 

4.3.1 Claviceps purpurea inoculations and sample collection  

 

4.3.1.1 Plant material  

C. purpurea infection and alkaloid production were examined in three cereal species; 

wheat, barley and rye. The 2017 AHDB Recommended List wheat variety Mulika (Blackman 

Agriculture via Senova, spring wheat, nabim Group 1) and barley variety Concerto (Limagrain, 

spring barley, malting), and the descriptive list rye variety Mephisto (Saaten-Union, hybrid) 

were used. Plants were grown in a John Innes compost, with additional fertiliser, in 11cm pots 

in the glasshouse (16 hour day/8 hour night cycle, 10,000 lux sodium lights). Mephisto 

seedlings were vernalised for 8 weeks at 4oC before transferring to the glasshouse.  

  

4.3.1.2 Claviceps purpurea isolates  

NIAB holds a collection of single-spore purified C. purpurea isolates collected from a 

range of cereal and grass species, from the UK, Germany and Canada. Seven single spore 

isolates of C. purpurea were used in this study (Table 4.1). Spores (conidia) of each isolate 

were revived from -80oC storage and honeydew bulked on the spring wheat variety Mulika. 

The honeydew, containing conidia, was collected (10 to 14 days after inoculation; dai) and 

diluted in sterile water to a concentration of 1 x 105 conidia/ml. The conidia were inoculated 

into flowers just before anthesis using a hypodermic syringe as described in Gordon et al. 

(2015). 
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Table 4.1: Claviceps purpurea isolates  

C. purpurea 

isolates 

Original host and 

location of origin 

Year of 

collection  

 

Additional info  

 

04-97.1  

 

Black-grass 

(Alopecurus 

myosuroides); UK 

2004 Strain used to ergot resistance study 

(Gordon et al., 2015) 

04-41.1  

 

Black-grass (A. 

myosuroides); UK 

2004 UK isolate used in LINK study to 

identify resistance in UK winter wheat, 

2008 (Bayles et al., 2009) 

 

03-20.1 Wheat (Triticum 

aestivum); UK  

 

2003 UK isolate used in LINK study to 

identify resistance in UK winter wheat, 

2008 

03-48.1 Wheat (T. aestivum); 

UK  

 

2003 UK isolate used in LINK study to 

identify resistance in UK winter wheat, 

2008  

 

Rye 20.1 Rye (Secale cereale); 

Germany 

unknown The strain of C. purpurea - genome 

sequenced 

(https://fungi.ensembl.org/Claviceps_purp

urea_20_1_gca_000347355/Info/Index) 

EI2 Wheat (T. aestivum); 

Manitoba, Canada 

1996 Canadian isolate used to identify 

resistance in durum wheat (Menzies, 

2004) 

EI4 Ergot sclerotia taken 

from seed cleaning 

plant; Manitoba, 

Canada 

1996 Canadian isolate used to identify 

resistance in durum wheat (Menzies, 

2004) 

 

 

4.3.1.3 Pathogen inoculations and sampling   

Experiments were undertaken to determine whether alkaloids produced by C. purpurea 

are able to transfer to “healthy” grain: The middle flowers on ears of the spring wheat variety 

Mulika, the barley variety Concerto and the rye variety Mephisto were inoculated with the C. 

purpurea isolate 04-97.1 (Figure 4.4). Isolate 04-97.1 is highly aggressive and results in high 

infection rates (Gordon et al., 2015). The central flowers of the 1st and 2nd ears of 

approximately 10 plants of each variety were inoculated just before anthesis, when the stigmas 

are fluffy but no pollen has been released (Zadoks Growth Stage 59), as described in Gordon 

et al. (2015). For wheat and rye the eight central flowers were inoculated, while for barley four 

central flowers were inoculated. Honeydew was collected into an Eppendorf tube from all 

inoculated flowers as soon as it appeared (approx. 10-14 dai) and stored at 4oC. Fourteen dai 

https://fungi.ensembl.org/Claviceps_purpurea_20_1_gca_000347355/Info/Index
https://fungi.ensembl.org/Claviceps_purpurea_20_1_gca_000347355/Info/Index
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whole ears were harvested and sphacelia extracted and stored at -20oC. Other ears were left to 

allow ergot sclerotia and healthy grain to mature (approx. 6 weeks after inoculation). Each 

replicate honeydew, sphacelia and ergot sclerotia sample was made up of inoculated flowers 

from approximately 10 ears.   

Mature grain was carefully dissected away from the ergot sclerotia that had formed in 

the middle flowers. Mature grain that had formed above and below the C. purpurea inoculated 

flowers was first removed from the ear, either by hand or using tweezers sterilised in 70% 

ethanol. For wheat 12-14 grains were harvested above and below the ergot per ear, for barley 

8-10 grains were harvested, while 4-8 rye grains were harvested above and below as there were 

more blind florets due to lower pollination efficiency. Great care was taken not to allow the 

grain to come into physical contact with sclerotia that had formed in the middle, inoculated 

flowers. The grains that had developed below and above the C. purpurea inoculated flowers 

were kept as separate samples for alkaloid testing. Grain from uninoculated plants was used as 

a control. Once all grain had been removed from ears, the sclerotia, where formed, were 

collected from the middle, C. purpurea inoculated flowers. All sampling was carried out by 

one person to minimise variation introduced by human error. 

 

Figure 4.4: Experimental Claviceps purpurea inoculation procedure (barley ear pictured) 
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Experiments were undertaken to determine whether different isolates of C. purpurea 

produced different ergot alkaloid profiles. We inoculated the wheat variety Mulika with one of 

seven different single spore isolates (Table 4.1). Inoculation of middle flowers was carried out 

as for Expt.1. Honeydew, sphacelia, sclerotia were all collected for ergot alkaloid analysis.   

  The size of ergot sclerotia were analysed using the NIAB ergot size scale, 0–7 (Figure 

3.3). Sclerotia from a single ear were analysed using a MARVIN seed analyser to determine 

the mean weight and means size or ergot sclerotia. 

 

4.3.2 Ergot alkaloid assays  

 

Sclerotia used to assess ergot alkaloid levels were selected in the size range 5–6 NIAB 

scale (7–11 mm in length Figure 3.5), with sclerotia from approximately 2–3 ears being pooled 

to make one replicate sample of 1g. To provide 1g of replicate sphacelial tissue approximately 

three infected ears were required. Honeydew was pooled from 8 to 12 ears to provide over 1ml 

per replicate. All C. purpurea samples were transported to Campden BRI on dry ice. On 

average, 2 to 3 inoculated ears were required to obtain the 1g of above or below grain required 

for each replicate ergot alkaloid assay. Three replicate samples of all test tissues were sent to 

Campden BRI for ergot alkaloid analyses.   

  The six major ergot alkaloids; ergocornine, ergocristine, ergocryptine, ergometrine, 

ergosine, ergotamine, and their respective –inine epimers were analysed by a LC-ECI-MS/MS 

procedure based on a published method (Krska and Crews, 2007). The ergot sclerotia and grain 

samples (0.5g) were ground and extracted into acetonitrile/ammonium carbonate buffer. The 

sphacelium samples were directly blended into the solvent/buffer mixture, while honeydew 

samples were resuspended in the buffer prior to extraction in the solvent/buffer solution. The 

extracted samples were finally cleaned-up by dispersive solid phase extraction (SPE), prior to 

LC-ESI-MS/MS determination with a limit of quantification for each ergot alkaloid and epimer 

of 4 µg/kg. This work was undertaken as a service by Camden BRI, Station Rd, Chipping 

Campden GL55 6LD, United Kingdom. 
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4.3.3 Physical transfer of ergot alkaloids to healthy grain  

 

To determine to what extent ergot alkaloids could be transferred to clean grain during 

transportation and processing, when either whole or fragments of ergot sclerotia can come into 

physical contact with grain, we undertook “tumbling” experiments, as described below. Ergot 

sclerotia from the C. purpurea isolate 04-97.1 were produced as described above. Sclerotia 

were used whole or broken into fragments of approximately 0.5 to 5 mm in diameter in 

tumbling experiments with either wheat or barley grain. Two dose rates were used, one rate to 

match the current EU guidelines for allowable levels of ergot in grain (Regulation (EC) No 

1881/2006: 0.5 g/kg in unprocessed cereals) and a higher rate (5 g/kg) to represent a worst-

case scenario. Whole ergot sclerotia or sclerotia particles were added to 200g of Mulika spring 

wheat and Concerto spring barley grain. The samples were tumbled for 20 min in a Kek-

Gardner blender, then spread onto a tray and visually screened for the presence of ergot 

sclerotia particles and sieved to remove dust. Sclerotia were removed and weighed to ensure 

full recovery. The grains were ground into wholegrain flour using a laboratory mill (LM 3100, 

Perten, Sweden) and the ergot alkaloid levels and profiles determined. The pipeline for these 

tumbling experiments is shown in Figure 4.5. 

 

Figure 4.5: Experimental outline of tumbling experiments. 
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4.3.4 Statistical analyses  

 

Significant variation between data sets was examined using a modified ANOVA 

approach, General Linear Regression, in Genstat v.16. The model applied was replicates + 

treatments. Significant differences, expressed as t-test values, were calculated for ergot 

sclerotia size, ergot sclerotia weight, and for total and individual ergot alkaloid content. No 

significant differences were detected between replicates in any of the analyses. 
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4.4  Results 

 

4.4.1 Comparison of ergot infection and ergot alkaloid profiles on wheat between 

seven Claviceps purpurea isolates 

 

In order to determine whether there are significant differences between different C. 

purpurea isolates in terms of sclerotia size and weight, as well as in terms of alkaloid levels 

across fungal tissues, the wheat variety Mulika was inoculated with one of seven isolates of C. 

purpurea (Table 4.1). Honeydew, sphacelia and mature ergot sclerotia were collected from 

three replicate experiments. The ergot alkaloid profiles found in each of the three fungal tissues 

were measured using LC-ECI-MS/MS for 12 different alkaloids. Mature ergot sclerotia 

collected from each ear were weighed and the size determined using the NIAB ergot size 0-7 

scale (Figure 3.5). 

  

4.4.1.1 Variation in ergot sclerotia size and weight between seven isolates of Claviceps 

purpurea 

 

Statistical analyses revealed that ergot sclerotia produced by different C. purpurea 

isolates on wheat were significantly different in terms of their mean size (recorded as a mean 

sclerotia size per ear; F = 5.56, p < 0.001) and mean weight (recorded as a mean sclerotia 

weight per ear; F = 14.44, p < 0.001) (Figure 4.6). Isolate 04-97.1 produced the largest sclerotia, 

and significantly larger sclerotia than isolates EI4 and Rye 20.1 (t < 0.001), but not significantly 

larger than the other four isolates. More variation was observed in the weight of mature 

sclerotia, with isolates 04-97.1 and 03-20.1 producing significantly heavier sclerotia than EI4, 

EI2, Rye 20.1, 03-48.1 and 04-41.1 (all at t < 0.001). No significant differences in terms of 

sclerotia weight were detected between the isolates 04-97.1 and 03-20.1 (t = 0.856). Significant 

differences (F = 4.39, p < 0.001) in the total number of sclerotia produced per ear were found, 

the isolates 03-48.1, 04-41.1, EI2 and EI4 producing fewer sclerotia than the other three 

isolates.   
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Figure 4.6: Box and whisker plots of mature ergot sclerotia size and weight data. Each data point 

represents the mean size or weight of sclerotia collected from a single ear. The box defines the upper 

and lower quartile and shows the median values. 

 

4.4.1.2 Variation in ergot alkaloids in fungal tissues from seven isolates of Claviceps 

purpurea 

 

The total ergot alkaloid levels (the sum of the 12 individual ergot alkaloids measured) 

(Figure 4.7), as well as the proportions of the 12 individual ergot alkaloids (Figure 4.8) in 

honeydew, sphacelia and mature ergot sclerotia of seven C. purpurea isolates grown on the 

wheat variety Mulika were determined. No significant differences were detected between 

replicates in any of the analyses. Big significant differences were found in the total alkaloid 

levels found in each fungal tissue, with low levels being found in honeydew, accumulating in 

sphacelia, and finally reaching their highest levels in the mature sclerotia. The proportions of 

individual alkaloids differed between isolates, but were generally similar across the three 

fungal tissues, the exceptions being isolates EI2, EI4 and Rye 20.1 where higher levels of 

ergometrine and lower levels of ergocryptine where observed in honeydew compared to 

sphacelia or mature sclerotia (Figure 4.8). Overall, the most prevalent alkaloid in isolates 03-

20.1, 04-41.1 and 04-97.1 was ergocristine, followed by ergocristinine, ergotamine or 

ergocristinine and finally ergotaminine. Compared to these isolates, isolate 03-48.1 exhibited 
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higher levels of ergosine and ergosinine (Figure 4.8). Furthermore, isolates EI4 and Rye 20.1 

contained high levels of ergocryptine and ergocryptinine; alkaloids that were not observed in 

the other five isolates (Figure 4.8).  

 

Figure 4.7: Levels of total ergot alkaloids in Claviceps purpurea tissues (mean values). The total 

ergot alkaloid levels (parts per billion) in honeydew, sphacelia and sclerotia of seven C. purpurea 

isolates grown on the wheat variety Mulika. The error bars show standard errors. 

 

 In honeydew, isolates did not differ significantly (F = 5.02, p = 0.009) with regards to 

their total alkaloid levels, but did differ significantly with regards to the levels of each of the 

12 individual ergot alkaloids. Specifically, ergosine was found to be significantly different 

between the various isolates (F = 45.85, p < 0.001).  

 No significant differences were found between the isolates with regards to total ergot 

alkaloid levels found in sphacelia (F = 3.82, p = 0.023). Nevertheless, individual alkaloid levels 

did exhibit significant differences between isolates. These differences were observed for 

ergocornine (F = 26.27, p < 0.001), ergocorninine (F = 9.50, p = 0.001), ergocristine (F = 38.08, 

p < 0.001), ergocristinine (F = 21.47, p < 0.001), ergocryptinine (F = 15.37, p < 0.001), ergosine 

(F = 18.73, p < 0.001), ergotamine (F = 9.01, p < 0.001), and ergotaminine (F = 7.99, p = 

0.001).  
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 Unlike honeydew and sphacelia, mature sclerotia were found to have significant 

differences between isolates for total ergot alkaloid levels (F = 9.15, p < 0.001). The highest 

alkaloid levels were observed in isolate 03-20.1 which reached a total level of 3 million ppb. 

Furthermore, all 12 alkaloids exhibited significant differences between the 7 isolates at a p < 

0.001 and with F values ranging between 16.22 (ergocristinine) and 364.00 (ergocryptinine). 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Proportions of 12 ergot alkaloids (Alk_type) found in honeydew, sphacelia and 

sclerotia of seven Claviceps purpurea isolates grown on the wheat variety Mulika. 

 

4.4.2 Comparison of Claviceps purpurea inoculations on wheat, barley and rye 

 

In order to determine whether there are significant differences in C. purpurea 

development, in terms of sclerotia size and weight, as well as alkaloid level in different fungal 

tissues, when grown on different host cereals the wheat variety Mulika, the barley variety 

Concerto and the rye variety Mephisto were all inoculated with the C. purpurea isolate 04-

97.1. Collection of fungal tissues and measurements of alkaloid levels were conducted as 

described in section 4.1.  
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4.4.2.1 Variation in ergot sclerotia size and weight of Claviceps purpurea grown on 

different cereal species 

 

Statistical analyses revealed that the C purpurea isolate 04-97.1 produced significantly 

heavier sclerotia (recorded as a mean sclerotia weight per ear) on the wheat variety Mulika than 

the barley variety Concerto or the rye variety Mephisto (F = 12.83, p < 0.001; Figure 4.9). 

Barley and rye did not produce sclerotia that differed significantly from each other in terms of 

weight (t = 0.373). Significant differences were also found for sclerotia mean size per ear 

(recorded as mean size per ear; F = 9.08, p < 0.001). However, sclerotia were only significantly 

bigger on barley compared to rye (t < 0.001), no significant differences in sclerotia size were 

found between wheat and barley, or between wheat and rye (Figure 4.9). This would suggest 

that the sclerotia produced on the barley variety Concerto were less dense than those produced 

on wheat, with a potential lower fungal biomass. Alternatively, sclerotia produced on barley 

could potentially be narrower as the criterion for size in the MARVIN seed analyser was length 

and the ergots from wheat were observed to visually be broader compared to barley. 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Box and whisker plots of mature ergot sclerotia size and weight data from C. purpurea 

isolate 04-97.1 grown on three cereal hosts. Each data point represents the mean size (length) or 

weight of sclerotia collected from a single ear. The box defines the upper and lower quartile and shows 

the median values.  
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4.4.2.2 Variation in ergot alkaloid profiles produced by C. purpurea isolate 04-97.1 

grown on different cereal species 

 

Honeydew and sphacelia of C. purpurea isolate 04-97.1 grown on wheat and barley 

were collected, while mature ergot sclerotia were collected from wheat, barley and rye. Total 

ergot alkaloids (Figure 4.10) were examined in each fungal tissue. Total alkaloid levels were 

significantly different between the three fungal tissues, with honeydew exhibiting only low 

levels, levels rising in sphacelia and the highest levels of alkaloids being seen in mature 

sclerotia. Detection of alkaloids in honeydew and sphacelia shows that alkaloids are 

synthesized in the early stages of infection (>14 days).  

 In honeydew and sphacelia wheat had a higher concentration of total ergot alkaloids 

than barley, although this was not statistically significant; honeydew (F = 3.74, p = 0.193) and 

sphacelia (F = 13.44, p = 0.067). While in mature sclerotia rye exhibited the highest ergot 

alkaloid concentration, but again this was not statistically significant (F = 2.36, p = 0.210). 

  

Figure 4.10: Mean levels of total ergot alkaloids in Claviceps purpurea tissues. The total ergot 

alkaloid levels (parts per billion) in honeydew, sphacelia and sclerotia of the C. purpurea isolate 04-

97.1 grown on the wheat variety Mulika, barley variety Concerto and rye variety Mephisto. The error 

bars show standard errors. 
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The profiles of the 12 ergot alkaloids in honeydew, sphacelia or mature ergot sclerotia 

produced by C. purpurea isolate 04-97.1 (Figure 4.11) showed no significant differences 

between wheat, barley and rye at an F-probability of < 0.001, indicating that the host did not 

influence ergot alkaloid profiles. Across cereal species, the most prevalent alkaloid found 

within sphacelia and sclerotia was ergocristine followed, in most cases, by ergotamine, 

ergocristinine and finally by ergotaminine (Figure 4.11). In honeydew, the increased levels of 

ergocristinine compared to ergocristine could be attributed to the fact that these two compounds 

are epimers of each other and have the ability to interconvert under differing environmental 

conditions such as light, and is therefore unlikely to be as a result of any underlying biological 

differences. 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Proportions of ergot alkaloids in Claviceps purpurea fungal tissues grown on different 

cereal hosts. The proportion of 12 ergot alkaloids (%) found in honeydew, sphacelia and sclerotia of 

C. purpurea isolate 04-97.1 grown on the wheat variety Mulika (W), the barley variety Concerto (B) 

and the rye variety Mephisto (R). 
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4.4.3 Ergot alkaloid profiles on healthy grain formed above and below flowers infected 

with Claviceps purpurea 

 

In order to determine whether ergot alkaloids can transfer from C. purpurea infected 

flowers onto or into healthy grain within the same ear, middle flowers of wheat, barley and rye 

were inoculated with isolate 04-97.1. Healthy grain that developed above and below the 

infection flowers were harvested and tested for the presence of ergot alkaloids (Figure 4.12). 

 Ergot alkaloids were detected in the healthy grain samples collected from above and 

below the infected flowers in all three cereal species (Figure 4.12). Total alkaloid levels ranged 

from 162,792 ppb found in one replicate of wheat grain above the infection site, to 5 ppb found 

in one replicate of rye grain above the infection site. While large differences in total alkaloid 

levels were observed between replicates, no statistically significant differences were found (F-

probability = 0.065). Furthermore, neither the cereal species (F-probability = 0.197) nor the 

position of healthy grain (above and below the infection site) (F-probability = 0.298) were 

found to have a significant effect on the total level of alkaloids. 

 

Figure 4.12: The total ergot alkaloid levels (parts per billion) in grain that developed above (top) 

and below (bottom) flowers inoculated with the C. purpurea isolate 04-97.1 grown on the wheat 

variety Mulika, barley variety Concerto and rye variety Mephisto. The total ergot alkaloid levels 

of individual replicate tests are shown. (Axis capped at 5000 ppb). 
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 Despite the fact that the levels of individual alkaloids were not found to be significantly 

different between grain positions and cereal species (probably due to the very large difference 

between replicates), it is apparent (Figure 4.12) that in rye healthy grain is less contaminated.  

A comparison of the 12 ergot alkaloids indicated similarities in the profiles of each 

alkaloid in healthy grain that developed above and below the infection site in wheat, barley and 

rye (Figure 4.13, Figure 4.14). However, the profiles of ergot alkaloids found in grain were, in 

many cases, different to those found in fungal tissue (Figure 4.11). Alkaloid profiles in healthy 

grain were far more diverse than those detected in mature sclerotia. Notably, in the healthy 

grain formed below the inoculation poin in barley and wheat, alkaloids such as ergocornine, 

ergocorninine, ergocryptine, ergocryptinine, ergometrine, ergometrinine, ergosine and 

ergosinine were detected (Figure 4.13, Figure 4.14). These alkaloid types were absent from 

mature sclerotia, which mainly contained ergocristine, ergocristinine, ergotamine and 

ergotaminine (Figure 4.11). This would indicate the ability of C. purpurea isolate 04-97.1 to 

produce a wide range of ergot alkaloids, but a preference to accumulate a subset of these 

alkaloids in sclerotia, specifically on wheat and barley. On rye grain the profiles of ergot 

alkaloids were less diverse. 

 

Figure 4.13: The proportion of 12 ergot alkaloids (%) found in grain that developed above (Top) 

and below (Bottom) flowers inoculated with the C. purpurea isolate 04-97.1 grown on the wheat 

variety Mulika, barley variety Concerto and rye variety Mephisto. The proportions of replicate 

means are shown. 
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Figure 4.14: The proportion of 12 ergot alkaloids (%) found in grain that developed above (Top) 

and below (Bottom) flowers inoculated with the C. purpurea isolate 04-97.1 grown on the wheat 

variety Mulika, barley variety Concerto and rye variety Mephisto. The proportions of individual 

replicate tests are shown. 

 

4.4.4 Comparisons between three Claviceps purpurea isolates inoculated on wheat and 

barley 

 

The above findings, and particularly the detection of alkaloids on healthy grains that 

developed above and below flowers infected with C. purpurea, prompted the repetition of the 

experiment. In order to confirm the transfer of ergot alkaloids from C. purpurea infected 

flowers to healthy grain within the same ear, middle flowers of wheat and barley were 

inoculated again using isolate 04-97.1. In addition, two more isolates were included in this 

experiment in order to determine whether there are differences between isolates with respect 

to the transfer of ergot alkaloids to healthy grain. The isolates EI4 and Rye 20.1 were chosen 

for their differing alkaloid profiles compared to isolate 04-97.1, as well as for their diversity of 

alkaloids (as observed in Figure 4.8).  
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4.4.4.1 Variation in ergot sclerotia size and weight between three isolates of Claviceps 

purpurea grown on wheat and barley 

 

Statistical analyses revealed no significant differences in mean weight (F = 0.36, p = 

0.701) and mean size (F = 0.85, p = 0.431) of mature sclerotia produced by the three isolates, 

either on barley or wheat (Figure 4.15). While isolate 04-97.1 produced heavier and bigger 

(albeit not significantly) sclerotia than those produced by isolates EI4 and Rye 20.1 on wheat, 

the same could not be said for the sclerotia it produced on barley. On barley isolate 04-97.1 

produced lighter and smallest sclerotia compared with the other two isolates (Figure 4.15). This 

would suggest a greater adaption of isolate 04-97.1 to wheat. 

Comparing cereal hosts, significant differences were detected for both mean weight (F 

= 47.15, p < 0.001) and mean size (F = 46.20, p < 0.001) of ergot sclerotia. Specifically, wheat 

was found to support the growth of significantly heavier and bigger sclerotia than barley with 

all three isolates. This was in contrast to the first experiment, where isolate 04-97.1 produced 

larger sclerotia on barley than wheat, although the sclerotia on barley were significantly lighter, 

as in this repeat experiment.   

 

Figure 4.15: Box and whisker plots of mature ergot sclerotia size and weight data from C. 

purpurea isolates 04-97.1, EI4, and Rye 20.1 grown on two cereal hosts. Each data point represents 

the mean size (length) or weight of sclerotia collected from a single ear. The box defines the upper and 

lower quartile and shows the median values. 
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4.4.4.2 Variation in ergot alkaloids in Claviceps purpurea isolates 04-97.1, EI4 and Rye 

20.1 grown on different cereal species 

 

Mature sclerotia from all three C. purpurea isolates produced higher levels of total ergot 

alkaloids when grown on wheat than on barley (Figure 4.16). Isolate 04-97.1 sclerotia 

contained the highest levels of alkaloids, followed by isolates EI4 and Rye 20.1. This trend was 

seen in both wheat and barley (Figure 4.16). Despite these observations, no actual statistically 

significant differences were found between the cereal species or isolates for total ergot alkaloid 

levels in sclerotia. 

 

 

Figure 4.16: The total ergot alkaloid levels (parts per billion) in sclerotia of three Claviceps 

purpurea isolates grown on the wheat variety Mulika and the barley variety Concerto. The error 

bars show standard errors. Standard errors could not be calculated for the 04-97.1 and Rye 20.1 isolates 

in barley as there were enough sclerotia for only a single replicate.  

 

 Visually, the profiles of EAs in a comparison between wheat and barley, the EI4 isolate 

was most different between hosts. (Figure 4.17). Specifically, sclerotia from isolate EI4, grown 

on wheat contained ergocristine and ergocristinine in addition to the individual alkaloids found 

on sclerotia from barley. Compared to the first experiment (Figure 4.11), where only isolate 

04-97.1 was used to inoculate wheat and barley, the profiles of individual alkaloids in sclerotia 

formed on wheat and barley are very similar. Furthermore, for both cereal species, the alkaloid 

profiles observed for isolates 04-97.1 and EI4 are similar to those previously found in wheat 
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(Figure 4.8). In contrast, the isolate Rye.20.1 resulted in a profile that lacked the diversity of 

alkaloids that was previously observed (Figure 4.8). 

 

Figure 4.17: Proportions of 12 ergot alkaloids (%) found in sclerotia of three C. purpurea isolates 

grown on the wheat variety Mulika and the barley variety Concerto. Alk_type – Individual 

alkaloids measured.  

 

With regards to individual alkaloid levels, ergotaminine was found to be significantly 

different between the isolates (F = 19.77, p = 0.001). Specifically, the isolate EI4 contained 

significantly less ergotaminine than isolate 04-97.1. No other individual alkaloids exhibited 

significant differences between isolates, and no significant differences were detected for 

individual alkaloid levels in sclerotia between wheat and barley (Figure 4.17). 
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4.4.4.3 Ergot alkaloid profiles on healthy grain formed above and below flowers infected 

with Claviceps purpurea 

 

Alkaloids were detected within healthy grains that had developed above and below the 

flowers inoculated with C. purpurea, with all three isolates, in both wheat and barley (Figure 

4.18). However, the alkaloid levels observed were overall much lower than those detected in 

the first experiment (Figure 4.12). While barley exhibited grain with slightly higher levels of 

alkaloid than wheat, neither the cereal species nor the position of healthy grain (above and 

below the infection site) were found to have a significant effect on the total level of alkaloids. 

Furthermore, no significant differences were found between isolates.  

 

Figure 4.18: The total ergot alkaloid levels (parts per billion) in grain that developed above (top) 

and below (bottom) flowers inoculated with the Claviceps purpurea isolate 04-97.1, EI4, and Rye 

20.1 grown on the wheat variety Mulika and barley variety Concerto. Lack of a bar for certain grain 

positions in certain isolates signifies that no values were found to be above the limit of quantification 

(LOQ). 

 

 Similarly, no significant differences were found when individual alkaloids were 

analysed. However visual differences were observed between the alkaloid profiles found on 

the healthy grain in the previous experiment and in this repeat experiment. (Figure 4.13, Figure 

4.19). In this experiment alkaloid profiles of healthy grain were far less diverse than detected 
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previously, and resembled the profiles seen in the mature sclerotia in the first experiment 

(Figure 4.11). 

 

Figure 4.19: The proportion of 12 ergot alkaloids (%) found in grain that developed above (Top) 

and below (Bottom) flowers inoculated with the Claviceps purpurea isolate 04-97.1, EI4 and Rye 

20.1 grown on the wheat variety Mulika, and barley variety Concerto. The observed gaps are due 

to the amounts of alkaloids being below the limit of quantification (LOQ).  

 

4.4.5 Physical transfer of ergot alkaloids to clean grain 

 

In order to determine to what extent ergot alkaloids are transferred to clean, healthy 

grain during direct, physical contact with whole sclerotia and sclerotia pieces, clean grain of 

wheat and barley was subjected to physical contact with whole sclerotia and broken sclerotia 

using a tumbling process. Two ratios of grain to sclerotia were tested, 0.5g and 5g of sclerotia 

per kilogram of grain. After tumbling the ergot sclerotia were removed by hand, the dust was 

sieved away, and the grain tested for the presence of ergot alkaloids. 
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Figure 4.20: Total ergot alkaloid levels found on clean wheat and barley grain that had been in 

direct physical contact with whole mature ergot sclerotia, or broken particles of sclerotia. Two 

ratios of grain to sclerotia were tested, 0.5g of sclerotia and 5g of sclerotia per kg of grain. (Axis capped 

at 500 ppb). The red dashed line intersects the y axis at 75 pbb. 

 

Broken sclerotia transferred significantly higher levels of ergot alkaloids to clean grain 

of both wheat and barley than whole sclerotia (F = 595.04, p < 0.001), and the higher the 

concentration of sclerotia (i.e. 5g per kg of grain) the higher the levels of alkaloids detected on 

grains of both cereals with barley exhibiting the highest levels at 1462.243 µg/kg (Figure 4.20). 

However, significant differences were found between the two cereal species (F = 271.51, p < 

0.001). A significant interaction between cereal grain and the nature (whole or broken) and 

concentration of ergot sclerotia (F = 315.23, p < 0.001) was also found. The concentration of 

broken sclerotia had a significant effect on the levels of alkaloids found on clean grain of barley 

and wheat, with the higher concentration of broken sclerotia transferring more ergot alkaloids 

to barley grain, compared to wheat. In contrast, the lower concentration of broken sclerotia 

resulted in higher levels of ergot alkaloids being transferred to wheat grain (Figure 4.20). 
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With regards to the individual alkaloids, both barley and wheat grains contained 

primarily ergocristine, ergocristinine, ergotamine and ergotaminine (Figure 4.21). Significant 

differences were observed between barley and wheat for ergocristine (F = 150.20, p < 0.001), 

ergocristinine (F = 514.04, p < 0.001) and ergotamine (F = 377.79, p < 0.001) levels, but not 

for ergotaminine (F = 6.30, p = 0.023) levels. These alkaloid profiles are consistent with the 

profiles found in the sclerotia of isolate 04-97.1 (Figure 4.11).  

 

 

Figure 4.21: Proportions of ergot alkaloids on clean wheat and barley grain that had been in 

direct physical contact with whole or broken particles of ergot sclerotia of isolate 04-97.1. 
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4.5  Discussion 

 

The fungal pathogen C. purpurea produces sclerotia (sexual overwintering structures) 

which contain high concentrations of an array of ergot alkaloids that are highly toxic to humans 

and other animals. The European Union Directorate General for Health and Food safety is 

proposing introducing changes to the limits of sclerotia found in cereal grain and, 

unprecedentedly, to impose a threshold of total ergot alkaloids in processed grain, including 

milling products. For milling products from wheat, spelt, barley and oats, a limit of 75–200 

ppb will be set for alkaloids. For rye products, the limit will be higher c.250–500 ppb, while 

for cereal-based food for infants and young children it will be lower, < 50 ppb. The minimum 

levels of ergot sclerotia in unprocessed grain lots will be reduced to 0.02% (0.2g/kg), instead 

of the current 0.05% (0.5g/kg). This chapter therefore aimed to determine whether ergot 

alkaloids are able to contaminate otherwise clean grain, and whether differences are observed 

between cereal species and/or pathogen isolates in the total levels of ergot alkaloids, as well as 

the profiles of individual alkaloids. 

The comparison of the seven C. purpurea isolates, revealed significant differences in 

ergot alkaloid levels and profiles, with each isolate having its own distinct ergot alkaloid 

profile. These isolate specific alkaloid profiles can potentially be attributed to the original host, 

as well as the location of origin for each isolate. Isolates EI2 and EI4 were found in Canada, 

but while the alkaloid profile in sclerotia of EI4 differed significantly from isolates 03-20, 04-

41 and 04-97 which were found in the UK, EI2 was very similar to the UK isolates. Rye 20.1 

differed both in terms of location of origin (Germany) and original host (rye), but had a similar 

sclerotia alkaloid profile to the Canadian isolate EI4 (Figure 4.8). However, in the repeat 

experiment, where isolates 04-97.1, EI4 and Rye 20.1 were grown on wheat and barley (Figure 

4.17), the alkaloid profile of sclerotia of Rye 20.1 now resembled that of 04-97.1. Young (1981) 

also observed differences in the types of alkaloids depending on the region, as well as the 

particular field that sclerotia were harvested from. In addition to the original host and location 

of origin, the observed differences between isolates could also be due to environmental 

variations in terms of temperatures and watering regimes between experiments. Even ears that 

were inoculated a month apart from each other would have been subjected to differences in 

their environments. Finally, the isolates might be vary significantly at their genetic levels. We 

are currently not aware of the complete sequence differences that might exist in the ergot 
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alkaloid gene cluster between these isolates. Additionally, any genetic differences could 

interact with the environment to produce these observed differences in the alkaloid profiles. 

Tittlemier et al., 2016 found that for the isolates EI4 and EI2 alkaloids within honeydew 

ranged between 16 and 5,459 µg/kg, and that ergometrine and ergosine were the predominant 

alkaloids. While very low levels of ergot alkaloid were found in honeydew of all seven C. 

purpurea isolates examined, the highest level recorded being 800 ppb, isolates EI4 and EI2 

were similarly found to contain higher proportions of ergometrine and ergosine (Figure 4.8). 

As C. purpurea develops within its host’s ovule alkaloid levels increase within the fungal 

tissues. Specifically, ergot alkaloid levels were observed to accumulate in sphacelia and reach 

their highest levels in mature sclerotia, with isolates 03-20.1 and 04-97.1 having the highest 

levels (at over 3 million ppb in wheat) (Figure 4.7). Similar total alkaloid levels were observed 

for sclerotia from isolate 04-97.1 in the repeat experiment (Figure 4.16). Mature sclerotia 

formed by isolate 04-97.1 were dominated by ergotamine, ergotaminine, ergocristine and 

ergocristinine. Ergocristine, the major component of mature sclerotia, has been reported as the 

major alkaloid component found in sclerotia developed on rye (Bryla et al., 2015).  

Ergot alkaloids can contaminate clean grain either pre- and/or post-harvest, although 

the extent to which healthy grain may become contaminated with alkaloids pre-harvest is less 

clear. Ergot alkaloids were first detected is honeydew; the mixture of sugary liquid and asexual 

conidia produced by the fungus and discharged from infected flowers. However, in the first 

experiment significantly higher levels of ergot alkaloids were found in the grain of wheat 

(>162,792 ppb) and barley (>77,589 ppb) compared to honeydew, suggesting that honeydew 

is unlikely to be the primary source of ergot alkaloid contamination of grain. A broader range 

of alkaloids was found in the grain that developed above and below flowers infected with C. 

purpurea isolate 04-97.1 than in sclerotia. This would indicate that while the fungus produces 

a wide range of alkaloids, only a specific subset of those are stored in mature sclerotia. 

Furthermore, the broader range of alkaloids found on grain, compared to sclerotia, would 

indicate that the transfer of these alkaloids onto the grain occurred within the ear and was not 

due to accidental contamination during removal of mature sclerotia from ears. It has been 

shown in other flower-infecting fungal pathogens, namely F. culmorum, that fungal 

mycotoxins can move within the ear via the xylem vessels and phloem sieve tubes (Kang 1999). 

The C. purpurea sphacelial tissue grows to fill the ovary cavity, surrounding the phloem and 

xylem tissues that enter the ovule. While there is no evidence that the fungus can grow past the 

base of the ovary and enter the rachis (allowing the fungus to move between flowers), it is not 
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known whether the ergot alkaloids can move between flowers via the xylem and phloem. Ergot 

alkaloids synthesised in the sphacelial tissue could find their way into the xylem and phloem 

tissues, providing a route for transport of the alkaloids into developing grain above and below 

the site of C. purpurea infection.  

In the repeat experiment much lower levels of total alkaloids were detected in grain of 

wheat and barley, the highest level recorded being 77.34 ppb (Figure 4.18), compared to 

alkaloid levels found in wheat and barley grain, (of 162,792 ppb and 77,589 ppb respectively), 

in the first experiment (Figure 4.11). In addition, isolate 04-97.1 could not be compared to the 

earlier experiment as the levels of the individual ergot alkaloids on wheat grain were below the 

limits of quantification (LOQ) (Figure 4.19). These lower alkaloids levels seen in the repeat 

experiment could potentially be due to variation in environmental variables between the two 

experiments, and the lower number of replicates used in the second experiment. As can be seen 

in Figure 4.14 (first experiment) there is large variation between replicates in the alkaloid 

profiles found in grain. On barley, isolate EI4 produced a broad range of ergot alkaloids on 

grain collected below the site of C. purpurea infection (Figure 4.19), much broader than seen 

in sclerotia (Figure 4.17). In EI4 sclerotia ergocryptine was the major alkaloid, while on barley 

grain ergotamine and ergocristinine were the dominant alkaloids found. This again supports a 

genuine result, and not cross contamination from sclerotia to grain during harvest. 

The physical contact (tumbling) experiments indicate that ergot alkaloids can be readily 

transferred to clean grain by both whole, intact ergot sclerotia, as well as broken, particles of 

sclerotia, post-harvest. This would suggest that the presence of sclerotia during harvest and 

transport of the grain from the field could lead to the contamination of healthy grain with ergot 

alkaloids. Thus, despite post-harvest removal of sclerotia by standard cleaning methods, ergot 

alkaloids have been detected in ‘clean’ grain samples (Beuerle et al., 2012; Byrd et al., 2017; 

MacDonald et al., 2017). Tittlemier et al., 2015 demonstrated a strong linear relationship 

between the concentration of ergot alkaloids and the presence of ergot sclerotia. Furthermore, 

Slaiding and Byrd, 2013 tested wheat, barley and rye grains from harvests rejected due to the 

presence of sclerotia over three years. The grain was tested before and after sieving to remove 

sclerotia. Their findings showed higher alkaloid levels on wheat and barley grain after sieving, 

but not on rye grain.  

Significant differences were seen between wheat and barley with regards to the physical 

transfer of alkaloids to clean grain. Specifically, bigger differences were seen between the two 
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concentrations of broken sclerotia on barley grain contamination than on wheat grain. It is 

possible that certain characteristics of the grains have a part to play in the levels of ergot 

alkaloid contamination found, such as grain size and shape. Indeed, dust from sclerotia has 

been observed to stick to surfaces such as dried lemma and palea that form the husk remaining 

on barley seeds (A.Gordon personal communication). Further grain measurements for barley 

and wheat would have to be measured and correlated with differing alkaloid levels.    

In conclusion, cereal grains are at risk of being contaminated with ergot alkaloids, both 

during grain development, and during harvested and transportation of the grain. With observed 

levels of alkaloids in sclerotia reaching as high as 3 million ppb (3 million μg of ergot alkaloids 

per kg of sclerotia), and the average weight of a single sclerotia being 38 mg, a single sclerotia 

could contain 114 μg of ergot alkaloids. This means that a single ergot sclerotia in a kg of grain 

would result in an ergot alkaloid contamination of 114 μg/kg (114 ppb), which falls within the 

limits proposed by the European Commission Containment Working Group of 75 – 200 ppb 

(75 – 200 ug ergot alkaloid per kg of grain). 

 

4.6  Further work 

 

The experiments described in this chapter raised further questions. Firstly, the 

variability observed between experiments regarding the alkaloid levels, and profiles found in 

grain, requires the question regarding the pre-harvest contamination of grain to be further 

investigated. Is the pre-harvest contamination of grain a result of contamination of developing 

rain by honeydew, or are ergot alkaloids able to move within the ears of cereals? The route of 

transfer of ergot alkaloids from infected flowers to healthy grain potentially occurs via the 

plant’s vascular system (xylem and/ or phloem). It is important to determine whether this is 

indeed the case and if so, how the ergot alkaloids move from the infected flowers to healthy 

grain, where in the healthy flowers and grain the alkaloids are deposited, when this transfer 

occurs during the C. purpurea infection life cycle and whether there is a difference in the 

transferability of different ergot alkaloids.  

Secondly, the function of ergot alkaloids in C. purpurea remains unclear. Potentially, 

alkaloids could play a role in the pathogenicity of the fungus, its host range, and/or act as a 

defense against predation of sclerotia. For pathogenicity to be a function of alkaloids, a 

correlation between infection rates and sclerotia alkaloid levels would need to be determined. 
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Previous studies have shown isolate 04-97.1 to be highly aggressive isolate and result in high 

infection rates (Gordon et al., 2015). In addition, a comparative sequencing approach to 

elucidate the differences in the EAS cluster between isolates might could reveal a genetic 

component for the differences in alkaloid profiles between isolates found in different host 

species.  

While C. purpurea isolates can infect a wide range of cereal and grass species, for 

alkaloids to be implicated in the host range of C. purpurea, differences in the alkaloid profiles 

between fungal tissues, as they develop on different cereal species would have to be observed. 

In this chapter, the results from both the first and the repeat experiments did not reveal 

differences in the alkaloid profiles of sclerotia specific to cereal species with any of the isolates 

used (Figures 4.11 and 4.17). Nor for the other fungal tissues, on different cereal species, were 

differences in alkaloid profiles observed (Figure 4.11). Nevertheless, the experiments in this 

chapter focused on a single variety of three cereal crops, spring wheat, spring barley and a 

winter rye. Further studies should be carried out with increased replication and widened to 

include more varieties, including winter wheat, winter barley, and other cereal crops such as 

oats, spelt etc.   

Finally, it is very likely that the role of ergot alkaloids is one of defense against 

predation. Evidence comes from the related fungal genus Neotyphodium, a symbiont of grasses, 

where alkaloids and related compounds are transferred to the grass host, through the vascular 

system and act as protectants against insect and animal predation, in a process known as 

‘defensive mutualism’ (Panaccione et al., 2014). Further work would be needed before any of 

these hypotheses can be rejected or substantiated.  
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Chapter 5: General Discussion 
 

 The fungal pathogen C. purpurea is an economically important disease of cereals and 

other grasses which has been impacting on human health and agriculture productivity for many 

centuries. The work in this thesis sheds light on some of the poorly understood molecular 

mechanisms underlying the complex interaction between the pathogen and its cereal hosts, with 

a primary focus on the C. purpurea- wheat interaction. From the broad transcriptome changes 

occurring in wheat upon C. purpurea infection, to an examination of the role of hormones and 

Rht DELLA protein mutants in the infection process, and the possible routes ergot alkaloids 

take to contaminate grain, each set of experiments led to original observations and the 

formation of new hypotheses for future testing. 

 Firstly, RNASeq was used to observe the changes in the wheat transcriptome following 

inoculation with C. purpurea over a 7day time period and in defined tissues of the wheat female 

flower, namely the stigma, transmitting and base tissues. This enabled us to observe the 

transcriptomic changes occurring as a result of infection at both a temporal and spatial level. 

The observed host transcriptomic changes of hormone and defence-related genes during the 

early time-points of the infection suggest that, contrary to what was previously believed, the 

fungus is not able to avoid recognition by the plant via pollen tube mimicry (Tudzynski & 

Scheffer, 2004). Until now, it was thought that the ovule tissue did not exhibit any defence 

reactions, with the fungus growing in a similar manner to pollen tubes, and that defence 

reactions such as callose deposition could only be observed after the fungal hyphae had 

abandoned the pollen tube route (Tudzynski et al., 1995; Tudzynski & Scheffer, 2004). Instead, 

our data shows that the plant host is not only able to activate an array of defence responses, but 

that this occurs long before the fungus diverges from the route normally taken during pollen 

tube growth. While the pollination process has been found to induce the expression of 

chitinases in rice (Lan et al., 2004) and apple (Dong et al., 1998), there is no evidence to show 

that pollination induces the expression of any of the other early defence-related genes observed 

in this study, such as NBS-LRR and RPK proteins, and MYB or WRKY transcription factors. 

In order to further validate our observations, a comparative, time course transcriptomic study 

between pollinated wheat ovaries and pollen would need to be carried out. It would allow the 

genes involved in the pollination process in wheat to be directly compared to the data in this 

study, allowing the identification of pollination-specific genes and C. purpurea infection-

specific genes.   
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Moreover, this study revealed for the first time the induction of hormonal and defence-

related genes in the base tissue before arrival of C. purpurea fungal hyphae. Included in this 

group of DEG were ethylene responsive transcription factors (ERFs). This observation points 

towards a possible mobile, ET-like signal that reaches the base tissue, were it primes the 

activation of defence responses prior to the arrival of the fungus. Ethylene has been found to 

play an important role in plant defence (van Loon et al., 2006), and ethylene signaling has been 

connected to resistance primarily against a number of necrotrophs (Glazebrook, 2005). A 

recent comparative transcriptomic analysis showed the accumulation of transcripts related to 

ethylene signaling in maize infected with the hemibiotrophic fungus Colletotrichum 

graminicola (Miranda et al., 2017). However, a study in tobacco infected with tobacco mosaic 

virus suggested that while ethylene was involved in generating systemic signal molecules, it 

did not itself function as a long-distance signal (Verberne et al., 2003). In order for ethylene to 

be confirmed as a mobile signal in the wheat-C. purpurea interaction, it would have to be 

quantified at the site of infection, where fungal hyphae are already present, as well as in the 

base tissue, before the arrival of fungal hyphae. However, the gaseous nature of the hormone, 

along with the small distance between the stigma and base tissues might prove to be a challenge 

for the accurate quantification of ethylene. Another approach would be to determine whether 

the induction of the ERF genes still occurred in the base tissue in the absence of ethylene. This 

could be achieved by inoculating wheat ears with C. purpurea in the presence and absence of 

a chemical inhibitor of ethylene production, or using wheat transgenic lines where ET 

biosynthesis had been disrupted by targeted knock-outs. Cyclopropane-1,1-dicarboxylic acid 

(CDA), a chemical inhibitor of ACC oxidase activity (Dourtoglou et al., 2000) could be tried. 

CDA was previously used to inhibit ethylene production in wheat to show how ethylene can 

promote resistance of wheat to Fusarium graminearum (Foroud et al., 2019). 

It is known that plants can activate a range of systemic defence mechanisms in response 

to pathogen infection that lead to an enhancement of resistance in subsequent tissues, a process 

known as systemic acquired resistance (SAR) (Fu & Dong, 2013; Shah & Zeir, 2013). The 

existence of mobile signals and their involvement in SAR have been extensively studied (Song 

& Ryu, 2018). Park et al., 2007 showed that methyl salicylate (MeSA) acted as a mobile signal 

of SAR in tobacco, eliminating SAR by silencing the gene SABP2 (salicylic acid–binding 

protein 2) and disrupting the MeSA - SA balance. In addition to MeSA a number of other 

compounds have been implicated as SAR mobile signals, including azelaic acid (AzA), 

glycerol-3-phosphate (G3P), and abietane diterpenoid dehydroabietinal (DA) (Chandra et al., 
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2011; Chaturvedi et al., 2012; Jung  et al., 2009). While the above mentioned molecules are 

related to SA signaling (Song & Ryu, 2018), jasmonates have also been proposed as mobile 

systemic signals in Arabidopsis infected with avirulent strains of Pseudomonas syringae 

(Truman et al., 2007). Glycerol-3-phosphate (G3P), along with the lipid transfer protein 

Defective in Induced Resistance (DIR1), which has been found to be required for G3P induced 

SAR (Yu et al., 2013), were found to both be up-regulated in the base tissue at 72H (Table 7.7, 

Appendix A). The fact that these genes were only detected at 72H and not earlier in the wheat-

C. purpurea infection, suggests that G3P and DIR1 may not be part of the mobile signal 

operating during C. purpurea infection, and that the long distance response observed is not 

strictly a SAR response.  

 The possibility that the mobile signal could be produced by the fungus to facilitate 

infection should also be considered. Along with the hormones that C. purpurea has been shown 

to produce (Hinsch et al., 2015), fungal effectors are most likely delivered into the host’s cells. 

Indeed, studies on Flax rust (Melampsora lini) have shown that biotrophic pathogens are able 

to deliver effectors through their haustoria which are then transported into the host cytoplasm 

(Ellis et al., 2007). Identifying potential effector candidates for C. purpurea would be 

extremely beneficial in understanding the molecular interactions taking place between the 

pathogen and wheat. Candidates could first be identified in silico by looking for properties that 

are known to be present in effector proteins from filamentous pathogens (Saunders et al., 2012) 

Apart from ethylene-related genes, the transcriptomic study revealed the activation of 

wheat genes related to multiple hormonal pathways. These results, particularly those showing 

the altered expression of key GA-related genes, along with the observations of Gordon et al. 

(2015) that found partial ergot resistance QTL that co-located with the wheat dwarfing genes 

Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b, led us to concentrate on the potential role of GA in C. purpurea infection 

of wheat. In Chapter 3 our results showed partial resistance to C. purpurea conferred by GA 

insensitive lines carrying Rht DELLA mutations, further indicating that DELLAs in wheat play 

a role in the wheat-C. purpurea interaction, and that GAs are required for the successful 

infection of wheat by this fungus. This theory is further supported by our quantification results 

of endogenous GAs which, for the first time, showed that GA4 is significantly increased in C. 

purpurea infected tissues. The observed increase could be the result of an auxin mediated 

induction of the GA biosynthetic pathway, as auxin has been shown to induce the synthesis of 

bioactive GAs (Wolbang et al., 2004), and levels of IAA also increased in response to infection. 

As C. purpurea is also able to synthesis auxins (P. Galuszka, unpubl. data), it is possible that 
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the observed increase in auxin levels are products of the fungus. It is therefore tempting to 

speculate that C. purpurea acts to enhance susceptibility of wheat by indirectly inducing GA 

biosynthesis in planta, which in turn lead to the degradation of DELLAs. This degradation of 

DELLAs might ultimately be affecting susceptibility via the roles these proteins play in JA-

mediated defences (Hou et al. 2010), as well as ROS homeostasis (Achard et al., 2008). To 

answer these questions the origin of the elevated IAA levels, fungal or plant, would need to be 

determined.  

Many pathogens have been found that can manipulate plant hormone biosynthesis 

and/or signaling pathways (Burger & Chory, 2019), manipulating or hijacking hormone 

homeostasis by either producing effectors or phytohormones (Chanclud & Morel, 2016; Patkar 

& Naqvi, 2017; Han & Kahmann, 2019). For instance, the biotrophic fungal pathogen Ustilago 

maydis has been shown to indirectly impede the host’s ability to produce SA by secreting 

chorismate mutase (Cmu1) into the host’s cells (Djamei et al., 2011). The biotrophic fungus, 

Puccinia graminis f. sp. tritici, the causal agent of stem rust in wheat, is able to produce one of 

the key enzymes of IAA biosynthesis, tryptophan 2-monooxygenase (Pgt-IaaM) in its 

haustoria, leading to an increase in endogenous IAA levels (Yin et al., 2014). Silencing of the 

P. graminis. f. sp. tritici gene expressing this precursor using Barley stripe mosaic virus 

(BSMV)-mediated host-induced gene silencing (HIGS) led to fewer pustules being formed 

(Yin et al., 2014). Similarly to C. purpurea, the rice-blast fungus M. oryzae has also been found 

to produce multiple phytohormones in order to modulate the host’s immunity, namely JA, CKs 

and ABA (Patkar et al., 2015; Chanclud et al., 2016; Spence et al., 2015).  

While we observed activation of a wide array of defence-related genes, C. purpurea 

was still able to successfully infect wheat ovules, such that approximately 2 weeks after 

inoculation hardened, dark sclerotia formed where a seed would have developed. These 

sclerotia contain high concentrations of an array of toxic alkaloids. Our results showed that 

ergot alkaloids were not only found in sclerotia, but could be detected in the honeydew, albeit 

at much lower levels. Furthermore, when looking at the fungal transcriptome (unpublished 

data), the genes responsible for alkaloid biosynthesis are found to be expressed 5 days after 

inoculation through-out the wheat ovule. While this indicates that alkaloid production starts 

even before honeydew production, a time-course experiment, to quantify ergot alkaloids 

between 3 and 14 days after inoculation, when honeydew is typically present, could potentially 

reveal the earliest point of detectable alkaloid levels. The early biosynthesis of ergot alkaloids 

during C. purpurea infection suggests that they play a more complex role than simply acting 
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as a deterrent for herbivory of sclerotia. Indeed, there are various hypotheses to explain why 

fungi produce mycotoxins (Reverberi et al., 2010). One hypothesis proposes that mycotoxins 

are a response to the oxidative stress resulting from the production of ROS by the host plant 

(Reverberi et al., 2010). The biosynthesis of toxins was found to be stimulated in the fungal 

pathogen F. graminearum in the presence of H2O2, while the addition of catalase, which 

removes H2O2, led to a reduction in mycotoxin accumulation (Ponts et al., 2006; Ponts et al., 

2007). In this study, the expression of alkaloid biosynthesis genes in C. purpurea was found to 

coincide with the up-regulation of ROS-production related genes in wheat (data not shown). It 

is therefore possible that alkaloid biosynthesis occurs, at least in part, in response to oxidative 

stress. 

Our results also indicated that ergot alkaloids are synthesised in the sphacelial tissue, 

and could potentially find their way into the xylem and phloem tissues, providing a route for 

transport of the alkaloids into healthy grain developing above and below the sites of C. 

purpurea infection. Mycotoxins of F. culmorum have been found in the xylem vessels and 

phloem sieve tubes of wheat (Kang, 1999), while plants that had been treated with the F. 

verticilliodes mycotoxin fumonisin B1 as seedlings accumulated the toxin in their aerial parts, 

thus suggesting the toxin was taken up by roots and transported through the plant vasculature 

(Zimeri et al., 2006). If ergot alkaloids are able to be transported in this manner, this would 

mean that the absence of sclerotia might not be an adequate indicator for the absence of ergot 

alkaloids in grain lots. With the current limits on ergot alkaloids proposed by the European 

Commission Containment Working Group being 75 – 200 ppb (75 – 200 ug ergot alkaloid per 

kg of grain), the presence of alkaloids found on otherwise clean grain, could potentially become 

a significant compliance issue for farmers, as well as the milling industry.  

The specific role of alkaloids remains unclear. A possible explanation might be that 

they act in a mutually beneficial way, being of benefit to both the fungus and the host, in a 

process known as ‘defensive mutualism’. It is very likely that alkaloids benefit the fungus by 

acting as protectants against insect and animal predation of sclerotia. On the plant side there is 

a growing number of studies into endophytic fungi, and specifically into Neotyphodium, a 

fungus belonging to the Clavicipitaceae and a symbiont of grasses, which show that alkaloids 

and related compounds are transferred to the grass host, through the vascular system and have 

antiherbivore properties (Panaccione et al., 2014; Schardl et al., 2013; Saikkonen et al., 2010). 

Another way that C. purpurea might be acting in a mutually beneficial way could be through 

oxidative stress protection. White & Torres, (2010) have suggested that endophytic fungi are 
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able to produce ROS which, in turn, lead the plant host to increase production of antioxidant 

compounds. Ultimately, the production of these compounds can protect the plant host from 

oxidative stress. This hypothesis could also apply to the C. purpurea- wheat interaction, as C. 

purpurea has been found to significantly contribute to the accumulation of ROS in plants 

during infection (Giesbert et al., 2008). 

In the past, this specific pathogen-host relationship has been overlooked. However, the 

development of new technologies for wheat breeding and improvement, along with certain 

policy changes regarding food quality and consumer health, make it important for research to 

revisit this disease. With the European Commission proposing new threshold levels for ergot 

alkaloids, our discovery of alkaloids in otherwise healthy grain, as well as in grain that had 

come into contact with sclerotia, could prove to be a significant compliance issue. In addition, 

the production of hybrid wheat cultivars which, through heterosis, can out-yield commercial 

line cultivars (Zhao et al., 2015) comes with an open-flowering trait which can increase 

susceptibility to C. purpurea and has the potential of exacerbating infection rates. It is therefore 

imperative to better understand the mechanisms that characterize this unique plant-pathogen 

system. This research has highlighted the importance of hormones and the roles they play in 

the successful fungal colonization of wheat, as well as shedding light into the array of defences 

that get induced in the plant upon infection. Overall, the work presented in this PhD thesis 

makes a number of contributions to our knowledge regarding the complex biological and 

molecular interactions that occur between C. purpurea and wheat. 
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7. Appendices 
 

Appendix A: Supplementary Material for Chapter 2 

 

Table 7.1: Percentage alignment rates for 114 libraries using the RefSeq transcriptome. 

Library No. of 

reads 

% alignment using 

RefSeq 
Average 

coverage 

EB1T10 8646439 83.08 9.607154444 

EB4T10 4110531 68.87 4.567256667 

EB5T10 26563767 82.14 29.51529667 

ES1T10 8338638 78.12 9.265153333 

ES4T10 8140388 80.08 9.044875556 

ET1T10 5342892 78.82 5.936546667 

ET4T10 10329694 83.5 11.47743778 

ET5T10 8266242 83.73 9.184713333 

F6B 10349223 82.69 11.49913667 

F6S 5282310 78.49 5.869233333 

F7T 7402362 82.87 8.224846667 

FB1T10 9518508 84.08 10.57612 

FB5T10 5570863 83.86 6.189847778 

FS1T10 3719359 78.47 4.132621111 

FS5T10 2565118 80.02 2.850131111 

FT2T10 7106179 84.62 7.895754444 

H7B 9038734 82 10.04303778 

H7S 958381 77.46 1.064867778 

H7T 3991733 80.92 4.435258889 

HB1T1H 4039352 81.54 4.488168889 

HB5T24H 10455117 84.6 11.61679667 

HS1T1H 3005658 77.75 3.33962 

HS4T1H 6943134 78.11 7.714593333 

HT1T1H 3392286 83.05 3.769206667 

HT5T24H 15227496 84.2 16.91944 

IB2T1H 14530662 81.46 16.14518 

IB3T1H 1698614 83.85 1.887348889 

IB5T1H 5722919 82.14 6.358798889 

IS2T1H 1471138 78.01 1.634597778 

IS3T1H 13566658 81.34 15.07406444 

IT2T1H 10616236 67.8 11.79581778 

IT3T1H 14022049 84.34 15.58005444 

IT5T1H 2801902 81.08 3.113224444 

KB4T5H 4144793 80.54 4.605325556 

KB5T5H 1181001 78.29 1.312223333 
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KS4 728409 74.87 0.809343333 

KS5T5H 751563 75.17 0.83507 

KT4T5H 1068529 80.87 1.187254444 

KT5T5H 1274409 81.71 1.41601 

LB1T5H 11222147 83.59 12.46905222 

LB3T5H 19834227 83.62 22.03803 

LB4T5H 2644868 81.83 2.938742222 

LS1T5H 581836 77.63 0.646484444 

LS4T5H 148791 71.69 0.165323333 

LS5T5H 526205 79.66 0.584672222 

LT1T5H 5894932 82.41 6.549924444 

LT3T5H 6345375 82.29 7.050416667 

LT4T5H 1808326 80.71 2.009251111 

MB1T24H 8996380 83.46 9.995977778 

MB3T24H 13532668 84.26 15.03629778 

MB4T24H 10663021 84.14 11.84780111 

MS1T24H 12260120 79.1 13.62235556 

MS3T24H 11062304 30.37 12.29144889 

MS4T24H 7840358 79.24 8.711508889 

MT1T24H 14926364 84.52 16.58484889 

MT3T24H 3630257 73.83 4.033618889 

MT4T24H 1942409 83.12 2.158232222 

NB1T24H 20206113 76.82 22.45123667 

NB2T24H 12578496 82.87 13.97610667 

NB5T1H 6087878 83.95 6.764308889 

NS2T24H 14346498 79.38 15.94055333 

NS5T1H 2016424 78.79 2.240471111 

NT1T24H 9443334 83.24 10.49259333 

NT2T24H 6285660 83.19 6.984066667 

NT5T1H 2906021 82.51 3.228912222 

OB2T48H 12703101 84.76 14.11455667 

OB4T48H 5248668 83.65 5.831853333 

OB5T48H 5189031 84.11 5.76559 

OT2T48H 7569385 84.89 8.410427778 

OT4T48H 11137831 83.71 12.37536778 

OT5T48H 4312611 83.64 4.79179 

PB1T48H 14567310 83.88 16.1859 

PB2T48H 10873847 83.26 12.08205222 

PB5T48H 7322356 83.59 8.135951111 

PT1T48H 10173382 82.79 11.30375778 

PT2T48H 4245053 80.79 4.716725556 

PT5T48H 8949836 84.1 9.944262222 

QB1T72H 2925436 84.73 3.250484444 

QB2T72H 9009199 83.58 10.01022111 
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QB3T72H 3226946 83.89 3.585495556 

QT1T72H 8230101 83.24 9.144556667 

QT2T72H 9334661 80.54 10.37184556 

QT4T72H 11068654 82.04 12.29850444 

RB1T72H 13473051 84.21 14.97005667 

RB2T72H 10309054 83.62 11.45450444 

RB4T72H 9270608 82.79 10.30067556 

RT1T72H 8182526 83.47 9.091695556 

RT2T72H 5640401 83.6 6.267112222 

RT4T72H 2599522 71.53 2.888357778 

SB1T120H 5143207 83.23 5.714674444 

SB4T120H 5273324 83.92 5.859248889 

SS5T120H 489017 64.66 0.543352222 

ST1T120H 4083856 81.48 4.537617778 

ST4T120H 6065295 82.39 6.739216667 

TB1T120H 9874448 53.15 10.97160889 

TB2T120H 7576524 56.18 8.41836 

TB4 10439653 55.51 11.59961444 

TS1T120H 1811030 51.92 2.012255556 

TS2T120H 6664702 51.69 7.405224444 

TS4T120H 7673838 52.45 8.526486667 

TT1T120H 6021216 51.34 6.69024 

TT2T120H 7411083 52.28 8.234536667 

TT4T120H 12101102 53.75 13.44566889 

UB1T7D 8124653 84.67 9.027392222 

UB3T7D 5635053 84.01 6.26117 

UB5T7D 11842104 84.29 13.15789333 

UT3T7D 2935220 79.94 3.261355556 

UT5T7D 2410978 81.92 2.678864444 

VB1T7D 11398753 43.64 12.66528111 

VB2T7D 16517028 52.71 18.35225333 

VB3T7D 9605947 36.06 10.67327444 

VT1T7D 8740565 46.11 9.711738889 

VT2T7D 5550154 50.12 6.166837778 

VT3T7D 5232927 39.19 5.814363333 
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Figure 7.1: MA plots for wheat transcripts at 10 mins, 1 hour and 24 hours. Loess curves (red/blue) 

were drawn along with the line of symmetry at M=0 (yellow). The blue Loess curve are smoothened 

curves set at family = “symmetric”. The red is a regular Loess curve (M~A). In some figures, only one 

line is visible since two/all curves may overlap.  
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Figure 7.2: MA plots for wheat transcripts at 48 hours, 72 hours, 5 days, and 7 days. Loess curves 

(red/blue) were drawn along with the line of symmetry at M=0 (yellow). The blue Loess curve are 

smoothened curves set at family = “symmetric”. The red is a regular Loess curve (M~A). In some 

figures, only one line is visible since two/all curves may overlap. To demonstrate the asymmetric 

distribution of points, MA plots were generated using both wheat (blue arrow) and C. purpurea (red) 

transcripts. 
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Table 7.2: Table of all differentially expressed hormone-related genes at the base tissue. The red 

colour represents up-regulated genes and the green represents down-regulated genes. At the top, a 

schematic representation of the stage of fungal development in the wheat ovule at each time point is 

shown. 
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Table 7.3: Table of all differentially expressed hormone-related genes at the transmitting tissue. 

The red colour represents up-regulated genes and the green represents down-regulated genes. At the 

top, a schematic representation of the stage of fungal development in the wheat ovule at each time point 

is shown. 
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Table 7.4: Table of all differentially expressed hormone-related genes at the stigma tissue. The red 

colour represents up-regulated genes and the green represents down-regulated genes. At the top, a 

schematic representation of the stage of fungal development in the wheat ovule at each time point is 

shown. 
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Table 7.5: Table of all differentially expressed defence-related genes at the stigma tissue. The red 

colour represents up-regulated genes and the green represents down-regulated genes. At the top, a 

schematic representation of the stage of fungal development in the wheat ovule at each time point is 

shown. 
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Table 7.6: Table of all differentially expressed defence-related genes at the transmitting tissue. 

The red colour represents up-regulated genes and the green represents down-regulated genes. At the 

top, a schematic representation of the stage of fungal development in the wheat ovule at each time point 

is shown. 
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Table 7.7: Table of all differentially expressed defence-related genes at the Base tissue. The red 

colour represents up-regulated genes and the green represents down-regulated genes. At the top, a 

schematic representation of the stage of fungal development in the wheat ovule at each time point is 

shown. 
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Table 7.8: Levels of individual ergot alkaloids in Claviceps purpurea Honeydew. The ergot alkaloid levels (parts per billion) of 12 alkaloid 

types found in honeydew of seven C. purpurea isolates grown on the wheat variety Mulika. The brackets below each alkaloid type contain the p-

value used to determine significant differences between isolates. Blank spaces contained values below the limit of quantification. 

Isol

ate 

Re

p 

Ergocor

nine 

Ergocorn

inine 

Ergocri

stine 

(p = 

0.013) 

Ergocrist

inine 

(p = 

0.037) 

Ergocry

ptine 

(p = 

0.138) 

Ergocrypt

inine 

(p = 

0.381) 

Ergome

trine 

(p = 

0.039) 

Ergometr

inine 

(p = 

0.500) 

Ergosi

ne 

(p < 

0.001) 

Ergosi

nine 

(p = 

0.125) 

 

Ergota

mine 

(p = 

0.071) 

Ergotam

inine 

(p = 

0.203) 

EI2 

 

1 
  

132 103 11 6 98 21 11 5 145 79 

EI2 

 

2 
  

25 23 
  

31 7 
  

27 15 

EI2 
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58 61 8 6 89 29 7 4 64 38 
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10 
 

8 4 14 3 12 5 4 
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1 4 
 

40 55 
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2 
  

11 6 
    

157 66 22 8 

03-
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3 6 
 

20 11 
    

202 10 44 16 

03-

20.1 

1 
  

40 57 
      

13 6 

03-

20.1 
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73 40 
      

28 11 
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102 63 
      

4 16 
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Rye 

20.1 

1 
  

6 5 
  

7 
 

17 7 4 
 

Rye 

20.1 

2 
      

16 
 

36 16 7 
 

Rye 

20.1 

3 
   

5 
  

3 
 

11 4 
  

04-

41.1 

1 
  

170 124 
     

6 78 33 

04-

41.1 

2 
  

95 225 6 6 
  

32 15 120 51 

04-

41.1 

3 
  

133 99 
    

31 15 63 28 

04-

97.1 

1 
  

287 249 6 6 
  

5 
 

179 70 

04-

97.1 

2 
  

233 158 5 4 
    

93 35 

04-

97.1 

3 
  

91 57 
      

34 13 
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Table 7.9: Levels of individual ergot alkaloids in Claviceps purpurea Sphacelia. The ergot alkaloid levels (parts per billion) of 12 alkaloid types 

found in sphacelia of seven C. purpurea isolates grown on the wheat variety Mulika. The brackets below each alkaloid type contain the p-value used 

to determine significant differences between isolates. Blank spaces contained values below the limit of quantification. 

Isol

ate 

Re

p 

Ergocor

nine 

(p < 

0.001) 

 

Ergocorn

inine 

(p = 

0.001) 

Ergocri

stine 

(p = 

0.001) 

Ergocrist

inine 

(p < 

0.001) 

Ergocry

ptine 

(p = 

0.182) 

Ergocrypt

inine 

(p < 

0.001) 

Ergome

trine 

(p = 

0.015) 

Ergometr

inine 

(p = 

0.008) 

Ergosi

ne 

(p < 

0.001) 

Ergosi

nine 

(p = 

0.499) 

Ergota

mine 

(p < 

0.001) 

Ergotam

inine 

(p = 

0.001) 

04-

97.1 

1 6  34721 5329 219 43   98 14 8584 1474 

04-

97.1 

2 6 4 44223 6892 211 40 
  

95 13 12024 2038 

04-

97.1 

3 10 5 65543 9400 421 79 
  

178 24 15523 2460 

03-

20.1 

1 7 5 47996 7867 318 60 
  

191 30 11267 2013 

03-

20.1 

2 6 5 44791 7695 292 57 
  

148 20 10757 189 

03-

20.1 

3 6 4 40798 6779 263 52 
  

115 17 9677 1806 

03-

48.1 

1 
 

255 20323 3747 72 17 
  

15992 360 10142 198 

03-

48.1 

2 
 

456 36909 6889 195 37 
  

28990 6374 14822 313 

03-

48.1 

3 
 

503 44453 8442 217 40 
  

35588 7437 17195 3321 

04-

41.1 

1 9 39 36961 6672 194 47 
  

1532 313 9000 1734 

04-

41.1 

2 11 55 38835 7798 187 45 
  

1502 355 10268 2289 

04-

41.1 

3 
 

35 31247 6019 155 35 
  

128 307 824 1531 

Rye 

20.1 

1 6 131 5481 1291 7166 2379 682 12 5372 1512 1893 525 
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Rye 

20.1 

2 
 

93 3990 846 3750 1233 469 9 3506 999 1447 384 

Rye 

20.1 

3 12 191 8637 2367 7894 3592 453 10 6442 2062 2675 680 

EI2 

 

1 14 5 177134 18098 1493 305 1959 31 680 17713

4 

40066 5860 

EI2 

 

2 9 
 

137115 14264 1093 215 1590 25 521 63 34723 4822 

EI2 

 

3 7 4 130345 13449 864 164 1040 14 350 43 27225 3922 

EI4 

 

1 751 204 9042 1625 279297 9523 1960 36 9350 2323 1751 365 

EI4 

 

2 399 211 12170 2048 36298 9896 2982 39 12678 2868 3030 509 

EI4 

 

3 640 11 8799 982 22890 4394 2474 39 9162 1549 21336 286 
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Table 7.10: Levels of individual ergot alkaloids in Claviceps purpurea Sclerotia. The ergot alkaloid levels (parts per billion) of 12 alkaloid types 

found in sclerotia of seven C. purpurea isolates grown on the wheat variety Mulika. The brackets below each alkaloid type contain the p-value used 

to determine significant differences between isolates. Blank spaces contained values below the limit of quantification. 

Isol

ate 

Re

p 

Ergocor

nine 

(p < 

0.001) 
 

Ergocorn

inine 

(p < 

0.001) 

Ergocri

stine 

(p < 

0.001) 

Ergocrist

inine 

(p < 

0.001) 

Ergocry

ptine 

(p < 

0.001) 

Ergocrypt

inine 

(p < 

0.001) 

Ergome

trine 

(p < 

0.001) 

Ergometr

inine 

(p < 

0.001) 

Ergosi

ne 

(p < 

0.001) 

Ergosi

nine 

(p < 

0.001) 

Ergota

mine 

(p < 

0.001) 

Ergotam

inine 

(p < 

0.001) 

04-

97.1 

1 60 67 153795

1 

395247 2708 780 35 26 756 214 275061 84869 

04-

97.1 

2 58 60 172559

4 

421312 2073 658 35 26 693 188 316273 96353 

04-

97.1 

3 51 45 904662 239209 1172 383 33 25 409 117 177474 60086 

04-

41.1 

1 70 606 179137

4 

362640 3551 687 38 27 53961 12639 366128 99671 

04-

41.1 

2 76 1087 134673

4 

280868 2063 650 36 26 46650 13055 301575 83035 

04-

41.1 

3 75 1895 157731

7 

332252 2665 636 35 26 97799 28156 381167 92389 

03-

48.1 

1 78 10371 664967 110985 2074 517 29 25 42947

7 

95335 207417 44061 

03-

48.1 

2 57 13178 705000 112937 1870 453 29 26 54209

8 

12703

1 

238057 54647 

03-

48.1 

3 80 15985 926747 151239 3785 594 29 26 68712

7 

16099

2 

278347 63405 

03-

20.1 

1 78 593 174825

1 

363411 4030 714 35 26 43933 11583 382406 98783 

03-

20.1 

2 73 126 196195

3 

349331 4205 613 34 25 6276 779 414125 94720 

03-

20.1 

3 72 83 254115

5 

496879 5913 818 36 25 2718 310 489868 125702 

Rye 

20.1 

1 159 7924 475125 91484 179625 87368 36941 4591 28899

6 

87949 125229 31885 
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Rye 

20.1 

2 174 9023 517641 125833 223633 113086 34774 5232 27668

6 

96663 132859 36426 

Rye 

20.1 

3 239 7454 357150 80819 224829 93979 44655 6474 29421

7 

10597

7 

117380 27229 

EI2 

 

1 55 88 596276 181567 5019 2111 26495 4128 3483 1010 217941 70007 

EI2 

 

2 56 81 695086 196130 5897 2122 25341 3810 3534 946 228938 69892 

EI2 

 

3 56 84 654377 195762 4612 1999 30492 5050 2870 882 224358 71752 

EI4 1 156 2563 135053 41318 324412 155053 57736 5991 11429

5 

42649 32326 9976 

EI4 2 192 3066 362625 102087 414519 173881 64435 6377 13652

9 

49340 86958 29309 

EI4 3 172 2745 241162 71711 310274 155592 59016 5862 11109

7 

41454 56864 17091 

 

 

 


